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QH AP TE fi i 
THE ISIGN Qg SHAH ABBAa I 
(October 1588 to January 1629) 
Shah Abbas, the second son of SJhah Muhammad Khudabanda, 
ascended the throne of Persia at Qazvin on the 11 th Mqad 
996 A.H, (^ind. October, 1588), at the age of eighteen years J 
His accession was preceded by more than a decade of court 
intrigues, pol i t ical chaos and c i v i l wars. On the death of 
Shah Tahaasp (May 1676), Shah Ismail n ascended the throne, 
"but he sooicv t e l l foul of the princes aad the nobil ity and 
executed many of them. He had even issued an order for the 
execution o f Prince Abbas, ^ o was then the Viceroy of 
, » 
Khurasan, at' Hirat. A day before the order could be carried 
out, news reached Herat that Sbah Ismail himself was assi-
2 sainated (Novaaber 1577)• 
1. 2SA i/l33. Sykes gives 985 A.H»(995?) 1587 as the year of 
Abbas* accession (l i/172), and Malcolm ©ven earl ier, in 
1585, They have probably caaf^ used the date of his procla-
mation at Mashhad with that of his accession at qazVin, The 
year which we have accepted is as given in AAA and is 
supported by the sequence events. The following verse, 
vdiich gives the year 996 A.H.(Dec, 1587 to Nov.1588) is 
quoted in AAA 250 
oW^ 0>r 
(Ml)-031 JJi 4S j ; A f 'U^-U # ^J ^ ^ JJ ^ b J U 
2. AAA 141 - 162$ WA 1/2^43. 
« 2 » 
SvCLtan Muhammad Khudabanda, the next monarch, was half 
blind. His wife Mahdi «Uhl;Ja ruled In his name. The Sihah 
and the Queen, having apprehensions on the part of the nobles 
in general and from the nobles of Khurasan in particular, 
recalled Prince Abbas to the court. But Al i Qull Khan, the 
Regent of the Prince at Herat and Murshid quli Khan, 
Commander of Khwaf ,'r\ resisted the order until the Queen 
was put to death by some nobles at the court iSvUy 1679)^ ' 
A f ter her, prince Hamza Mirza, the heir^apparent, assumed 
de facto power. Sometime; lat ter , A l i Quli Khan, proclaimed 
the Prince Abbas as the king of Khurasan in April 1581. Barly 
in 1S82, shah Muhammad started for Khurasan to punish Al i 
Quli Khan and la id se ig« to Herat. But meanwhile the Ottomans 
attacked Azarbai^an and the Shah had to conclude peace with 
A l i Quli. Accordingly, Abbas was l e f t as the Viceroy of 
Khurasan under Al i Quli and Shah Muhammad returned to Qazivin 
2 in June 1583. 
Shortly after, host i l i ty arose betweeoi A l i Quli and 
Murshid Quli and in a S'krimish, Abbas f e l l into the hands 
of Murshid Quli Khan in JUly 1685» Al i Quli sought to wreak 
vengeance by inviting Abdullah Khan Uzbek, who in the mean-
2 
while had taken Balkh and Badakhshaa. Murshid Quli, on the 
1. AAA. 178 - 82J 2SA. 1/43 - 46. 
2. AAA. 201 - 12j ^lA. 1/69 - 77. 
3. AAA. 220.22, 266,376} ZSA 1/116-20} M . iii/434. Abbas 
himself describes this r ivalry in his le t ter to Akbar 
(1697), c f . JM. f f . 206b. For the contents of the 
le t ter see infra, p. 73 
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other hand, attempted to consolidate his position by proclaim-
ing Abbas Mirza again, ag the King at Mashhad in 1686 and 
ruling in his namei 
In the meantime Prince Hamaa Mirza was assissinated 
on his way from Azarbaijan to Qaavin (December 1586). Shah 
Muhammad thereupon decided to rule himself, though i t i s 
doubtful i^ether he was physically in a f i t condition to 
wield e f fect ive power. The Shah was, however, forced by his 
nobles to declare Abu Talib Mirza, his third son, as his 
heir-apparent. He then returned from Azarbaijan to Qaivin 
(1587). The turbulent governors of the various regions, such 
as Isfahan, Kashan and F.ars, opposed the selection of the 
heir-apparent and declared themselves in favour of Abbas Mirza. 
The governors of Yazd, Kerman and Shi rag even invited Abbas 
Mirza to take over power. Shah Muhammad made attempts to 
2 suppress the revolts and la id seige to Kashan. 
While the Shah was facing the Internal rebels in Iraq 
and the Ottomans were threating Azarbaijan, Abdullah Khan 
Uzbek lamched an invasion on Siurasan and laid seige to 
2 Herat (February 1688)7 Murshid quli Khan, realizing that 
1 . AAA. 2 2 2 . 
2. AAA. 263.62J ZeA i/ l lO- l? , 121 - 23. 
3o AAA« 266 J Z8A 1/126* Herat f e l l to Abdullah Khan in 
January 1689 (Z3A i/126). Iskandar Munshi writes that, 
i t f e l l after a seige of eleven months (AAA 376). There-
fore , the seige would have been started in February 1688, 
. 4 -
Khurasan i^ as being thjreatened by Abdiaiah Khan, decided, to 
go to yazd to consolidate his position* He appointed his 
brother Ibi'ahim lOaan as the Commander of Mashhad and himself 
started for Yassd via Tabs and Turshez, with the declared 
object of relieving Herat} At Tiirshez he leamt that the 
Shah had laid seige to Kashan and was intending to occupy 
Isfahan and Yazd etc. Murshid Quli, therefore, gave up the 
idea of moving further and returned to Mashhad, which 
began to f o r t i f y . Apparently he thought that Mashhad would 
have to be defended not only against Abdullah Khan but 
possibly also against the Shah, 
When Shah Muhammad leamt that Murshid Quli had l e f t 
f o r Yazd, he concluded peace with the commander of Kashan 
and rushed towards Isfahan. When Murshid Quli heard that 
the shah had gone to Isfahan, he took advsaatage of the 
rebellions and invitations to Abbas, and decided to occupy 
the capital. He l e f t Mashhad in September 1588, and by 
rapid marches reached cjazvin on 1st October 1688, and 
occupied i t without opposition. On 2nd October, he raised 
the prince to the throne of Qazvln and himself assumed tjie 
Q 
o f f i c e of the Wazir and the charge of the province of Isfahan. 
1 . AAA. 2 6 5 J ZSA. I / 1 2 0 . 
2 . AAA. 2 6 6 - 7 0 $ ZSA. 1 / 1 2 8 - 3 6 . 
3 . AAA. 2 6 6 - 7 0 J Z S A . 1 / 1 2 8 - 3 6 • 
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Shah Muhammad leamt about Murshld Qull*s marches 
towards the capital he was at Isfahant He at once ' 
started for qaavin* But while he was at qm, he was informed 
of the accession of Abbas on the throne. His nobles and army 
begsai to disperse, shah Mwhaaanadj hovever, came to Qa^^in 
and abdicted in favour of his soni 
, * * 
With the strong backing of the faction comprising the 
chiefs of his tribe, Murshid Quli became the de facto ruler 
of Persia and tried to reduce Abbas to the position of a 
figurehead. This position was unacceptable to the young, 
anbitious and energetic Shah, ' s^ le the ascendency of MurShid 
Quli was bitterly resented by the chiefs of the other Qizllbash 
tribes. His dilatoriness in sending help to All Quli^ at 
Herat until i t f e l l to Abdullah Khan in January-February 1689, 
also annoyed both the Shah and the Shamlu tribe to which A l i 
Qtili belonged. There was great uneasiness at the court and 
2 evm the throne of Abbas was in danger. 
In order to strengthen his position, the Shah instigated 
Murshid Qull to suppress ruthlessly the malcontents and to 
remove, one by one, their ringleaders many of whom were also 
involved in the murder of his (shah»s) mother and brother. 
LO AAA. 266-70} ZSA. 1/128-36« 
2, AAA. 266J ZAA 1/136-40. In a letter to Akbar (1597), Slhah 
, Abbas subsequently blamed Murshid for this dilatoriness. 
c f . JM f f . 206b. 
* 6 « 
Then in May 1689, he set oyfc for Khurasan to drive the Uzbeks 
out of Her^-t. At Bustam^ he contrived to bring about the 
assissination of Murshid Quli himself (22nd July 1589), idho, 
alarmed by the prompt actions of the Shah, \tas contemplating 
to place another prince on the throne. Mter, forty day*s halt 
at Isfahan^ probably for provlslonst the Shah came to Mashhad, 
the brother of Murshld Quli was also replaced 
by Budaq Khan who was to rule as the Regent of Prince Hasan 
Mir j^ I 
From Mashhad t^e Shah moved towards Herat. At Jam 
he learned that the Ottomans had launched a three-proh'ged 
attack on Persia and captured Qanja, Tabrezt Hamadan and 
Kehawand,where they also ^eicted a f o r t and stationed a strong 
garrison. Shah Abbas postponing the recovery of Herat, rushed 
back from Ja® to Qazvin (Feb., March, 1690) to check the 
Turkish advance and to save his capital. 
But, not unexpectedly, matters in Khurasan took a turn 
for worse. Some disaffected nobl%s induced Budaq Khan to 
proclaim Hasan Mirza as the king. On the other hand, Abdul 
MUfflln Khan, taking advantage of the situation, came to Masbhad 
1. AM. 250*70j Z0A. 1/134-46. 
2. AAA. 268., In his l e t t e r to Akbar <1697), Abbas gives a 
detailed accowt of these events, OM, f f » 206b. 
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and beseiged i t (early svsamer, 1690)^ " The Shah fomd himself 
between the devil and the deep lyhile in the weat, the 
ottomans were threating his capital, ttae Uzbek menace was 
growing serious in the East. He> thero-fore, decided to c«ne 
to terms with the Ottomans so as to be able to deal with the 
Uzbeks properly. 
He accepted those terms vfirdQh. the Ottomans had presented 
before prince Hamza Mirza in 1886» and before Abbas himself 
af ter his accession, throiigh their ambassador wall Aqa ^ o 
was s t i l l present at the Persian court. By the terms of the 
treaty concluded in June 1590, he ceded to Idie Ottomans most 
of the territories conquered by them \^ich ccmprised 
Azarbaijan, Urmnistan, Shirwsin, Qarabagh and part of Luristan 
with the newly erected f o r t of Nehawand; and sent a Safavld 
2 
prince, Haidar Mirza, as a hostage, hs a result of subsequent 
diplomatic overtures by the Shah, the war prisoners were 
released and of f icers were appointed to sett le the border 
(1592), The treaty proved to be stable until the Shah himself, 
f r ee from the eastern porblem, broke i t in 1603 to recover 
his lost territories from the Turks. 
1. AAA. 870, 71,, 74. 
2. AAA. 27a, 300J Kier « Hiet. of the Ottoman (Urdu) i/225j 
sykes j P^ysl^ ii/17S. 
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After concluding peace vjitb. the Ottomans, the Shah 
started for the re l ie f of Mashhad* On his vray, he f e l l i l l 
1 
at Tehran, and Mashhad f e l l to the Uzbeiks. I ts f a l l wag 
followed by the f a l l of Jam, Eiiwaf , Ctoorian, Bustam 
and Nlshapijr. Nur Muhsaimad, the ruler of Marv and^ally of 
Abdul Mumin, also, invaded Khurasan and defeated the partisans 
of Prince Hasan Mirza, many of them there'^pon joined the Sshah, 2 
After these notable v ictor ies, the Uzbeks returned to Balkh. 
The Sbiah heard about these losses while he was s t i l l at Tehran. 
Meanwhile, rebellions broke out in Fars, Isfahan, yagd 
and Keman. The S'hah realized t^iat before he could face the 
external foifeso, he must set his owi house in order. He, 
therefore, returned from Tehran to Qaavin and in early 1591, 
started for Isfahan to suppress the rebellions. 
After si:Q>pressing the revolt at Isfahan (March 1691) 
and before Involving himself in other prolonged military 
expeditions, the Shah despatched Yadgar A l l Sultan to the 
Mughal Emp«ror Akbar (1691), to dissuade him from entering 
1» For the correspondence between the Ulama of Mashhad and 
Transoxiana, regarding the sanctity of Mashhad. and other 
religious questions, c f . AAA 2681 A le t ter of Abbas to 
Abdullah Khan is given in JM in iiMch the former condemns 
the latter for his tyranny over the people of Khurasan and 
reminds him of the fa te ^ I c h Ubald Khan and Shaibain Khan 
had met there. JM. f f . 232a. 
2. AAA. 276 - 78. 
3. AAA. 281 • 87. 
- e 
into 
support against themJ" Than sent an army m<ier Farhad Haan 
to Kenaan and himself came to Fars to suppress the revolts o 
yftim. Fars was pacified, the Shah went to Yazd and thanee 
returned to Qasfjvin, ^ e r e he spent the winter (Nov. 1B91 • g 
Majreh 1592). 
As soon as winter was over, Abdul Muain Khan launched 
another compaign in Khurasan lasting about six months (March-
Sept. 1592), and captured is farain, sabzwar, Majdnan, Ja^ ra&Tt 
o 
and Tun. He returned to Ballch whm winter was approaching. 
The ahah, however, remained busy in consolidating his autho-
r i t y . Hamadan and adjacent places were placed under Prince 
Muhammad Baqir id-th Aghorto sultan as his^'^akil. A rebellion 
in Sultania was also suppressed, and the rebel, Daulatyar Khan 
was punished with death. Likewise, an expedition was sent 
against Amir Hamza Khan, the haughty of Lankeronj 
who had fa i led to come to the court to pay homage to the Shah. 
The f o r t was captured and Amir Hamza w^ a allowed to go to 4 
Mecca. 
1. AAA. 290 f AN iii/587} R T^ tSR. i/474} AA ff.304| 
ZSA i/217. 
2. AAA.296-97J Malcolm i Hi^t. of Persia i/525. 
3. AAA. 302J aykes ii/174. 
4* AAA. 298 * 300. 
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The winter (Nov, 139S • Feb. 1693) wag spent by the 
shah at Isfahan* at the end of i«jhich he returned to qazvln. 
In March 1593, he started for Ardabil, ostensibly to pay 
homage to the shrine of shaikh Sa f i , his great ancestor, 
but, in facstj.to pmish Shah ? i rd i , the chief of qarsdagh 
who was suspeoted of being in league with the Ottomans, l^ hen 
I 
the royal standards reached the c i ty , shah f i r d i f l M to the 
Ottoman frontier. The Shah also sent an army under Par had 
Khan against the discontented r^ier of Gilan, Khan Ahmiad 
Oilahi, and' himself returned to qa'zvin. But since the airmy 
could not achieve appreciable success, the .^hah himself came 
to Gllan, On his' arrival, the rebel f l ed to ShirwanJ After 
2 orgahijsLng the af fa irs of CSilan, the Shah returned to Qazvln. 
f 
After these operations were over, Shah Abbas started 
f o r Khurasan in the spring of 1693, to cross sword with the 
trzbeks. Abdul Mt»iim Khanji^o had ^ust arrived at Kishapur, 
probably to further e»tend his dominion in western Khurasan, 
beat a hasty retreat to Baikh i^en heard of the approach of 
Shah. Finding the f i e l d open, Abbas easily recovered from the 
Uzbeks Maisdnan, jajram, Isfarain, Sabawar, Nishapur and Tun 
(summar 1693). At Xsfarian he stayed for a month, pitjbably 
g 
1. From Shirwan Khan Ahmad^  Gilan sent an envoy, to Akbar in 
1694 and in the le t ter sent through him showed his desire 
to come to the court. But Akbar does not seem to have takei 
any interest in his a f f a i r . AN iii/666. 
a. AAA. 303 . 306. 
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to sett le the af fa irs of th© region and to guard against the 
possiMl l ty of ^ fresh Uzbek attack, Mashhad vas s t i l l 
to bo recovered, but as the provisions were exhausted in the 
csaap and ^dnter -was near, he l e f t Isfarain for Qa-svln. He 
fpeht the idnter of 1693-94 again at Isfahan reorganising and 
equipping his army, returning to Qagvin in March 1604J' 
« 
Early in 1694, disturbances again started in (Elan, 
The Shah, therefore, paid a v i s i t of <Elan and Ardabil In the 
spring of 1694, But as soon as he' returned to Qa^vin, a 
rebellion broke out in Gilan» Farhad,Khan was despatched to 
suppress i t , About the same time, the Uzsb^s also mobilized 
their armies. - Abdullah Khan invaded and occupied Khwaraaa 
and Abdul Munim captured Harv, Haji Muhammad Khan and Hur 
Muhammad Khan, the rulers of Khwaraaa and Marv respectively, 
2 subsequently took shelter at the Persian court. 
From Marv Abdul Munitu came to Nishapur and beseiged 
i t . As soon as the shah heard of the attack, he decided to 
start for Khurasan. But before he could set out, the chief 
of Luristan raised the standard of rebellion, invaded Borujerd 
and occupied i t . Ihe Shah gave up the idea of proceeding to 
Khi^asan, directed Durwesh Muhammad to conclude peace with 
1. AAA. 306 08. 
2. Ibid. 312 - 16. 
• xs » 
the Uzbeks, an4 hlroself rushed to Liiristan* Durwesii Muhaamiad 
who had bravely held out for more than four months, started 
negotiations* After surrendering the f o r t of Nlshapur, 
Durwesh Mtihammad vas allowed to go to Qajsvln. Abdul MtaHiirv 
wanted to capttare sabzwar too, but as the winter was approach-
ing, he returned to Balkh* Shah Abba© also, after suppressing 
the revolt in Luristan, came back to Qazvin on 26 September 
15944 
During the winter of 1694.96, Qandahar and gomindawar 
handed over to the Mughals by the Persian govemorif 
2 while the Shah was at Isfahan^ 
In early 1595, rebellions were again brewing up in 
Gilan^ As a precautionary step, the S'-hab himself visited the 
region in the spring of 1595, But when he returned, the 
molcontents raised their heads• Farhad Khan was again sent 
to suppress thssa, - But before the rebellion in Gilan could 
be coupletely teiashed, ajaother revolt broke out in Khuzistan. 
Syed Mubarak, the rebel, captured Dez^ul® and la id seige to 
Shustar, Hatim Beg, the wazir, Farhad Khan and others were 
directed to pacify the >diole region from Boru^el'd to Shustar, 
1. AAA* 316 - 23. 
2. Ibid. 331.33J AN iii/670j RZ.T f f . i/577a| AA. ff.304} 
TD. f f . 572b. 
3. The name given in Persian text of AAA. i s Zeful ( ) , 
AAA. 342. 
13 . 
The Shaii himself oarae down and moved betijeen Kasli^ sad A . , < 
Isfahan,* The rebellion wast«tt0hed and after Syed Mubarak 
submitted to the Shah, he was confirmed in his possession of 
Koh#.l-Kilwiyahi" 
^ the beginning of 1696, the Shah had suff ic ient ly 
consolidated his position tod most of the western provinces 
had been brought mder effeastive control* He ^ therefore ^turned 
his attention towards the ®ast. In April 1S96, Farhad Khan, 
the able and experienced general, was transfered to the Basli' 
. About the month of June 1696» M l e Farhad Khan was at 
Firojs Koh, Abdul Munira came and laid seige to Isfarain. On 
hearing the news and after making necessary preparations for 
about a month, the shah also started for Khurasan, Prom 
Bus tarn, he sent a le t ter to Abdul Munim inviting him to an 
2 
open battle, and moved towards Jajram, Abdul Muolm, however, 
withdrew the selge and retreated. The shah after reorganizing 
the af fa irs of Isfarain l e f t for Qaavin, postponing the 
recovery of Nishapur and Mashhad for the next year, as news 
of fresh disturbances in caian had reached him* 
AAA., 342.. 
For an interesting correspondence between Abbas and Abdul 
Munim in iifelch Abbas condemns Abdul Munim for the occupa-
tion of Khurasan and the latter asserts that Abbag should 
confine himself to Iraq. c f . JIB f f . 324-329j 2SA i i/l29. 
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While Abbas was s t i l l at Astrabad, Abdul Munlm returned, 
stoi^ med sabawar and mag sacred the population. The Shah 
harried back to sabzwar to faoe the enemy. But Abdtal Munim 
again evacuated the city and returned to Ba l^ before the 
arrival of the Abbas thereupon returned to Qizvin 
where he learnt of the suppression of the revolt in Mian 
hy Budaq Khan, (Circa September 1596), 
Not long af ter , the Uzb^s brought pressure on Sis tan, 
adjoining the HeliEund Valley, and i t s chief, Malik Jalaluddin 
was forced to seek refuge at the Persian Court in 1006H/Aug. 
1696 - Aug. 1697? 
mian had be^a a source of constant trouble in the 
preceding years,and had deterred the plans of Shah in the 
East. Ma^andrto also, v^ich lay close to i t , had not yet been 
brought under ef fect ive control. The Shah, therefore, decided 
tVAi 
to pacify l ^ e ^ x^ole region. After the winter (Nov. 1696 • 
March 1697) was over, Farhad Khan was despatched for the 
purpose, and in a compaign lasting more than one year, he 
crushed the opposition and captured, among other places| 
Lari^an, Rust^dar and the f o r t of Aulad in Mazandran? 
1. AAA. 346 ^ 60. 
2. Ibid. 362. 
3. AAA. 364, 66, 66, 71> In his le t ter to Akbar (1697) 
Abbas describes the pacification of these places c f . 
JM ao6b. For details of the l e t ter , see infra p. 73 
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Durir:® th© year 1597, the Persians were able to concen-
trate on th0 solution of their internal d i f f i cu l t i es because 
the Uzbeks not la-unoh any serlb\ai5 invasion in that year, 
except for a local raid on le^zA was easily repulsedj 
This seems to have been due mainly to the groiAng r i f t in the 
tjzbek camp. Late in 1596, Mir Qulbaba Kokaitash, the TJgb^ 
Gpvemor of Herat,afraid of Abdul Munia^s attitude towards 
him^and probably instigated by Abdullah iChan, hiad started 
negotiation with the Shah, and sent an envoy to him. Shah 
Abbas received the envoy favourably and sent Islam Beg with 
2 
a friendly letter in return* Mir qulbaba,while dismissing 
the Persian ambassador, Islam Beg, again sent envoys to the 
Shah, with letters and presents* The Shah on his part, again 
sent Muhammad Quli along with the retui'ning envoy of Mir 
Qulbaba (1597)? 
During the same year, the Shah decided to transfer his 
4 
capital from QaEvin to Isfahan which was geographically and 
strategically more suitable than the former* Situated in the 
heart of the empire and in a ccaaparatively pea«ef\tl region, 
i t was at a safer distance from the Ottomajis and could serve 
1. AAA. 359. 
Ibid. 368| • The le t ter of Abbas to Abdullah Khan is given 
in JM, f f . 232b. 
3. MA. 36S. 
4. Ibid. 372. 
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acre properly as a base for operations in the east against 
th^ Uzbeks as well as in the south where in the Persian Gii^ 
the Portuguese were creating trouble for the Persian travellers 
and tJie traders. During the vdnter of 1697-98, the Shah 
personally s^erv ised the construotion of the new capital. 
Magnifiomt buildings were erected, tanks and oanal were 
constructed and beautiful gardens were la id ttiere. Arrange-
m&nts mre also made to link it by roads ^dlth th^ various 
2 
parts of ISie empire. Meanwhile, the ambassador of the Mughal 
Emperor, who had arrived in 1596, was dismissed and a Persian 
envoy was despatched with him to ^kbar to 'seek his moral o support f o r .idae compaign which the Shah was going to launch.' 
fhe host i l i ty between Abdullah Khan and Abdul Munim 
having become acute, an envoy from Abdullah Khan came to the 
Persian court early in 1698, bringing with him a le t ter cf 
4 
Mir Qulbaba from Herat. The shah was eager to grasp the 
opportunity and decided to despatch an envoy to Abdullah Khan 
1. AM. 423. Since 1515 the Portuguese had established their 
predominance on the Persian Gulf and i t s trade, acquiring 
several bases in the region, notably Onauja and BaWain. 
The repeated attempts of the Ottomans to expel them had 
fa i l ed . For an account of Portuguese domination over tiiG 
Persian Gulf and their conf l i c t with tlie Ottoman Turks, 
c f . Danvers t The Portugueae in India. 1/309-25 , 50, 5 4 ^ , 
97, 514-15. 
AAA. 372-73, Sykes ii/180, 
3. AAA. 372j AN i i i/745j B2iT f f . ii/581| AA. f f . 406. 
4. AAA. 374.791 M iii/738. 
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and then to start for Khurasan.' But before the shah could 
despatch his enVojr or to start himself for Khurasan, he 
heard the news of the death of Abdullah Khan (Feb^ 1598)5" 
Thereupon he himself started moving towards Khuragan on 10th 
April 1598, via Kaghan* From Bustam he sent a force along 
with Haji Muhammad Khan, to recover Khwaram from the Uzbeks 
for the la t ter . On the other hand, he sent Ruhullah B3g 
to Abdul Munim Khan with the message either to evacuate 
g 
Khurasan or to face war. Before he had reached Mashhad, he 
3 
was told of the assissination of Abdul Munim in July 1698. 
The death of Abdullah Khan and that of Abdul Munim 
soonafter»created confusion among the Uzbeks* Pir Muhammad, 
a relative of Abdullah Khan occupied Biflcharaj Abdul Amin, a 
minor said to be the son of Ibadullah Khan, brother of 
Abdullah Khan, was raised to the throne at Balkh, while Din 
Muhammad, sister«s son of Abdullah Khan, established himself 
4 
at Herat. Abul Muhammad, the Uzbek commander of Mashhad, hard 
pressed by the Persians, surrendered the place without a f ight 
1. AAA. 374} M iii/738j RZ.T f f . ii/681b. 
2. AAA. 387-90J In this le t ter the Shah threatened Abdul 
Mujjib. that he was sending Haji Muhammad Khan to recover 
Khwaram and was proposing to come along with Nur Muhammad 
to capture TransoxLana, c f . 01B f f . 326a. 
3. AAA# 390J AH. iil/739j R ^ f f . ii/681b. 
4. AAA. 381-87. 
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in Jtily 1698, I ts sorrendor was followed by the f a l l of 
Nishapur, prom Mashhad the shah despatched Farhad Khan towards 
Herat| T^ile a foroe was sent mder Badaq Khan, the newly 
appointed canmandey of Mashhad, to assist Nur Miahajamad te the 
former rtiler of Marv> to recover his country* the Shah then 
himself started for Herat. Din Muheamad was defeated and 
k i l l ed and Herat was occupied by the Persian, They also 
occupied TunJ while Malik Jalaiuddin was restored by the 
« I * 
Persians to the principality of S|istan. An army sent under 
Baktash Sultan Us t^^lu,captured Maruchang and Bala-Murdlhab. 
On the other hand^Ha i^ Muhammad Khan and Nur Muhammad occupied 
their respective countries and sent letters f u l l of gratitude 
to the Shah. In Marv, the Khutba was read and coins struck 
in the name of the Shah} 
After these victories, the shah sent an embassy under 
Mirza Al l Beg to Akbar and another under Mahdi Quli to the 
Ottoman aaperor, sultan Muhammad I I I , informing them of his 
2 
achievements. 
Having organised the local administration, the Shah 
l e f t Herat for Mashhad where he spent about a month. There-
afte:i^ he started for Astarabad.where disturbances had occured. 
AAA. 390-981 AK. 111/803; Malcolm, i/628; Sykes 11/174, 
2. AAA. 4D6) AN. iii/749. 
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From Astarabad he came to Maaandran and forced the disaffected 
chief Alwand Dev, to submit to him. From Magandran the Shah 
came to Isfahan via qagvin when the vAnter had already 
commenced* 
In the spring of 1599 the Shah again started for 
Khtirasan, having heard the neT«fs of further disensions among 
the Uz&^s* Ta i^t j l iaian» the chief of Tashqand occupied 
aamarqand and attacked Fir Muhammad at Bukhara, fhe attack 
was repulsed andSamarqand was recovered from him and occupied 
by Baqi Khanj the brother of Mh Muhammad (the deceased ruler 
of Herat). But conf l ict soon arose between Baqi Khan and 
Pir Muheaimad. In a battlej the latter was k i l l ed and the 
. 2 
former occupied Btjkhara, The victory of Bacjl Khan alarmed 
the nobles of Abdul Amln of Balkh and they started negotiation 
wi th the Shah who at that time was at Ssaanstti. 
The intrigues and mutual conf l ict among the Uzbeks gave 
the Shah the opportunity to play upon their Jealousies. To 
take advantage of the opportunity, the Shah spent a i«diole 
year in Khurasan. Late^ in 1599, he sent a le t ter to Abdul 
Amln from Isfarain, addressed him as his '"son^ and assured him 
of his assistance. Then he came to Mashhad where he spent 
! • AAA. 398 - 404. 
2. Ibid. 406 411f AK. 111/403. 
3. AAA. 411. 
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the winter of 1599-1600. After the Nauroz celeberation he 
came to Herat and sent Ibrahim Khan, a prince of Abdullah 
Khan's family -who had fa l len i n ^ his hands at Herat, to 
overthrow Abdul Amin and occupy Ballch. A farman 'conferring* 
upon Ibrahim Shan the \.diole of Transoxlana, was given to him, 
and a Persian contingent under Bandewiq Khan was despatched 
to assist him (1600), Ibrahim Khan succeeded in occupying 
the throne of Balkh and sent a le t ter f u l l of gratitude to 
the Shah (1600)J 
About the same time (1600-1601), Mirza Badiuzzaman, 
son of Shah Rtikh Miraft, overthrew the 13 zb^ rule in Badakhshan 
2 
and established himself in power there. 
Meanwhile, the Shah was becoming dissatisfied with 
the attitude of Nur Muhammad Khan. He, therefore, decided 
to punish the Khan and l e f t Herat for M-^v via Sarakhs. 
Afraid of the- royal amy, Nur Muhammad sought forgiveness. 
Baktash Sultan Ustajlu was appointed the commander and Nur 
Muhammad was sent to Shiraz with an assignment there. After 
organizing the administration of Harv and i t s dependencies, 
the Shah came back to Mashhad. After spending about a month 
at Qazvin, he returned to Isfahan, where he spent the winter 
(1600-1601)? 
1. AAA* 411-18. The above mentioned farman was drafted by 
Iskandar Munshi, the author of AAA* 
2* AAA* 4385 AN* lii/792. For details, see infra p, 56 
3* AAA. 411-18. 
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Soon after>' Ibraliim Khm had occupied the throne of 
BalJkh, conf l ic t arose among liis nobles« Meanvtolle Ibrahim 
Khan died of fever sometime to-wards the end of 1600 or early 
in 1601. Baqi Khan, the amler of BiJkhara, seized the 
opportunity, came to Balkh and captured i t along with i ts 
dependencies. Some of the Uzbek princes and nobles of Balkh 
again took shelter at the Persian court early in 1601; 
prob&bly alarmed at the growing power of Baqi Khen, the 
Shah set out on foot for Mashhad, ostensibly to pay homage to 
the holy shrine. He spent the winter <1601-1602) at Mashhad 
and began to intervene in the af fa irs of the Uzbeks t He 
asked Baqi Khan to hand over pilkh to the princes ^ o had 
come to the Persian court. Baiji Khan» however, gave an evasive 
answer. Thereupon the Shah decided to punish him. 
Frcm Mashhad, he started for Herat. After spending a 
few days there, he moved on to Badghls where he stayed for 
two months to organise his forces. With the advent of the 
simmar (1602), he slowly moved towards Balkh, occi^ying the 
fartresses on the way. On the outskirts of Balkh, however, 
he realized that his army was unable to carry on a prolonged 
military compaign in that far o f f regionj the provisions vere 
esliausted and i l lness had broke out in the camp} On 30th June 
1602, therefore, he started retreating towards Herat where he 
1, MA. 418-23 J 427*33J M . lii/S03. 
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stayed for about a fortnight and thence cace Maghhad, Here 
he gave leave to his smy and tiie generals^ sent the Uzbek 
princes to ijaaVln to their assignments^ and himself started 
for Isfahan via Kashan. He reached Isfahan totjards the 
end of I602I 
llhen the Shah returned to H©rat> Baqi iChan sent con-
tingents to reoccupy the dependencies of Ba l^ captured hy 
the Persians and himself cane to recover Badkhshan for the 
Uzbeks (1600)? 
While the Shah was on his way to Mashhad in the year 
160T, Bahrain v/as captured by Virdi Khan, the Persian 
Governor of Fars* Bahrain was a small isl«tod on the Persian 
Guift of considerable commercial significance and famous for 
i t s pearls, ^eiirels and wealth. Though nominally under the 
ruler of the oimuz, the Portuguese had acquired control over 
i t . Bahrain, thenceforward, formed a part of royal dominions( 
Allah Virdi Khan followed up the victory of Bahrain witii a 
successful attack on Lar, the rtS:^ of x^iich had adopted an 
« 
arrogant attitude towards the central government and was 
3 
harassing the merchants. 
1. AAA. 433 - 37* 
2. Ibid. 373| m iil/8175 -^here i s a le t ter of Akbar to Baqi 
Khan (1602) in which the former warns the latter against 
his encroachments \;?)on the territory of Badakhshan. cf* 
Faq f f . 76o 
3. AAA. 423J Malcolm, i/529| 
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Ely 1602, th© Shah Abbas had c<:mipletely reoove^ed 
Kh\irasan from Uabek, viho no longer constituted a menace 
to the Persians* The rulers of Khwaragn, Marv and Sis tan li^ ho 
owed their thrones to the moral and material support of the 
Shah, sought his favour^ There were also a few Uzb^k princes 
of Balkh at his court whom he could use against the ruler 
of Transoxiana, His relations with the Miaghal Emperor of 
Hindustan were also cordial* established* Internally, the 
rebellions had been crushed and the control of the central 
goveiraient over the provinces established. The shah wag, 
therefore, now in a position to lamch a compaign against 
the Ottomans to recover his dominions-
QLving out lame excuses, the Persian commander of 
-Hamadan, captured the for t of H^awand(in 1603> at the Instance 
of the Shah, In the September of that year the Shah started 
f o r Azarbal^aaa, though he gave out that he was going to 
Mazandran. He surprised the Ottoman commander of Tabrez, 
A l i pasha, defeated him and captured Tabrez. He then captured 
the for t of Nakhchwan and proceeded to lay seige to Erivan. 
While the seige was s t i l l going on, Sultan Muhammad I I I died 
in 1604. The Ottoman army was disheartened and danoralised 
and the for t soon f e l l to the Persians. A Persians contingent 
stormed Qarabagh, plundered i t and returned to ErivanJ Mean-
AAA* 439-*456. Kler ascribes the Persian attack on Azar-
bai^an and the victories of Shah Abbas to internal revolts in 
the Ottoman Empire, Hist.of t^e Ottomans i/232. However, 
the revolts followed the death of sultan Muhammad I I I , while 
the Persian attack preceded i t . 
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while, Azon Ahmad, the Ottoman Governor of Baghdad attacked 
Hamadan, but he was defeated and captuired by the Persians J" 
Late in 1604,j^ -iaothep Turkish army under ©inan Pagha 
came,"^ attack Tabrez, but knowing that the ahah was s t i l l at 
Erivan, returned to Van. The ahah returned to Tabrez. The 
Ottomans then attacked Khoy and Marand in 1606. The-attack 
was> however,. again repulsed and the Persians captured Van. 
2 Meanwhile a rebellion of the Kurds was also suppressed. 
After=tl'ie conquest of Erivan, Abbas received Mir Masum 
Bhakkari, the envoy sent by Akbar* After few months Mir 
3 Masm was given leave to return. 
Notwithstanding the protestation of friendship with the 
Mughals, and even before Mir Masum-had reached India, the 
Persian of f icers at Khurasan attacked and captured Bust, a 
small fortress to the west of Qandhar and a depend®n<i3f§ 
gsanindawftr, then in the possession of the Mughals (1605). 
4 
The Mughal attempts to recover i t fa i led. 
1. AAA. 459. 
2. Ibid. 464-68t 472-85$ Kier t Hist.of t^ ie Ottoman (Urdu 
trans*) a/232. 
3. AAA. 448? AN. lii/83Qt RZT f f . i i/583. In tlie le t ter sent 
thi^ugh Mir Masum (1604), Abbas described his victories 
against the Ottomans and occupation of Tabrez, Nackhchwan, 
and arivan. c f . JM. ff.209b, 211b. There are two other 
letters addressed fco Prince Daniyal and Prince sallm (sejat 
dtaring the selge of Van 1604-05) in i ^ c h the Shah refered 
to the above victories and selge of Van. c f . JM. f f .212b., 
224b. For the contents of the letters see infra.p. go,31 
4. AAA. 468} i®. 111/828. 
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The death of Baqi Khan in 1605, and the dl.ffiCtJlty which 
wali H i^hanmiad, Ms brother> was finding in consolidating hLs position, 
provided Shah Abbas with further opporttinity to intervene in the 
a f fa i rs of the Uzbek oapire, Jahangir Khan, the grandson of Pir Muham-
mad, the former ruler of Balfeh, and Ills nobles who were in attendence 
upon the Sl^ i^i after t h^ had been driven out Bac^  ithan, took leave 
from shah Abbas to retrieve their possessions* l^th the help of the 
Persian Governor of I^ra^, acquired Ghprjistan^" The tribal chiefs 
Of-'-the Hfeiaarajat and gadjat, to whose allegiance the Mughals laid claim, 
also sufcmitted to Jahtogir Khan# however, Jahangir Khen advanced 
tov/ards Balkh, he was defeated by ^s l^i Muhammad and compelled to f a l l 
2 
bak -u^ jon Ghor^istan (1606). 
Taking advantage of the disturbance following Pilnce Khusrau^s 
revol t , the Persian of f icers of IChur^an attacked {j^ndahar in 1606, 
3 
But the Mughal commander held out and the persisaas had to withdraw, 
pzbek attack on Ghorjistan in which Jahangir Khan was defeated and 
ki l led and Ghorjistan was occ^pied W the Uzbeks.. 
The death of sultan Muhammad I I I (1604) and the occtgjation of the 
strategic places of Tabrez, Erivan and van, provided the ghah with an 
opportunity to push his ^lans further in the west. During the years 
1605-0®, he captured may places in the sHrwan and Our^isten (Georgia) 
which included Genga,Ti^lis,Grdubad,shaakiii, Badkoba and Derboit. V 
1. GhorJistan was the comtry laying across the river Hari to the 
frontiers of Bamian, Ghasln and Kabtjl, I t has also been called 
Ghoristan and Ghorsfilshtan cf.atrlnge *Land pf the Eastern 
na;itDhate« 416. 
2. AAA. 494. 
3# Ibid. 683; TJ.41j MJ. 22aj IJ.516j AA» f f . 213. 
4. AAA. 496-517. 
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SWAo yvtnujxUA-
to Khurasan, ostensibly to pay hmage to the ghrine of Imam-
A 
l»Riza at Ma$hhad. The v i s i t vas presumably mo0vated by 
other considerations* wall Muhammad, after repulsing Jahanglr 
Khan from Balkh, had attacked Khurasan, early In 1607, but 
the attack was repulsedj The Shah, might also have been 
apprehensive of a Mughal counter attack after the fai lure 
of the Persian invasion of (jandahar, The arrival of the 
Shah at Khurasanf however, brought about, the desired result, 
wall Muhajnmad sent his envoy to apologize to the shah for 
his attack. The Shah accepted the appology and sent In return 
an envoy t » him. At the sajne time, shah Abbas having already 
sent a letter of regret to Jahangir for the attack upon 
Qandahar, now fel l : assured that -toe Mughals did not contemp-
late any attack, and he l e f t Khurasan for Isfahan (Nov. 1608)• 
When the Shah reached the capital, he heard that the 
chiefs of the ja la l i tribe, having been driven out by the 
Ottomans from their homelands of Amosya and Tuqat, were 
coming down to Azarbaljan. In the spring of 1609, the Shah 
received these chiefs at his capital and after showing them 
favour ordered that they be settled in Kurdistan, probably 
' 2 to ut i l i ze them against the turbulent Kurds. 
1* AAA. 523. 
2. Ibid, 539. 
87 . 
After sanding in 1610^ Yadgar All Sultan Talish to the 
Mughal Emperor jahangir to convey to the Emperor his condolence 
on the death of 4khar and cfcingra,tulations on his accession, 
the Shah started for. SuLtaniahi to supervise personally the 
rehabilitation of the ja iaHs and crush tihe resistance of 
the Kurds* Me^while an. ottoman envoy* Khairuddin, waited 
upon the Shah to settle-the boundaries of the two empires. 
But i t appears that no settlement could b© reached, since 
in the following year/ the Ottomsais attacked Tabrez. However, 
the Shah remained btasy in Azarbaijan and i t s adjacent provinces. 
A disaffected chief of Ormia was defeated and k i l led <16Il}. 
Then he came to Maragha and heartlessly moss acred the rebelliotts 
tribes. Mean-while, Hurad pasha, the ottoman Sadri^Azapi himself 
came and attacked Tftbrez. !the attack was, however, repulsed 
and the shah returned to Isfahan where he spent the winter 
(1611^12)? 
After establishing his power in Transoxiana, Wali 
Muhammad had appointed his nephews, Imam Qull and Kasr Muhammad, 
sons of Din Muhammad, as Viceroy of samarqand and Balkh 
respectively, in 1612, the nephews rebelled, defeated him 
and drove him out of Bukhara, wall Muhammad f l ed to the shah. 
1. AAA. 552} TJ 93} IJ 6271 MJ. f f . 39j AA. f f . S18. 
2, AAA. 556 , 73, 580, 585j Malcolm. Hist, of Persia i/546j 
KLer, Hist, of the Ottomans (Urdu trans.; i/234. 
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This c i v i l war again provided an opportunity to the shah to 
interfere Iri the a f fa i rs of the Ujsheks. He r6ceive(^ wall 
Muhajumad favourably, met I4in in his private apartment and 
sioat a Persian "contingent to help him.recover his possession. 
After despatching wali Mwhammad, the Shah again l 6 f t 
the capital for Nehawand in June^July 1612, eacpocting a fresh 
attack by the Ottomans. After streagthenlng I ts defences, 
the Shah v i s i t sultaniah, Ardabil and Tabrez» At Tabrea he 
spent three months (Sept* - Nov.) 'in garrisoning the newly 
erected f o r t and demolishing the old one. I#ate in Nov. or 
early in Dec< 1612, the Shah retvimed to Magandran where 
he spent the winter <1612-13)? 
In the spring of 1613, the Shah started for Mashhad 
3 
via Firoz Koh, presumably because he wanted to watch the 
situation in Central Asia, wall Muhammad had captured 
Bukhara, But as he advanced towards Samarqand he was defeated 
and ki l led by the ccmbined forces of Imam Quli and uazr 
(1613). 
Muhammad^  The Shah, after sj>ending a short time at Mashhad, 
returned-to Mazandran via Astarabad| in the autumn and spent 
4 
the winter there (1613-14). 
1 « A M . BBS » 9 4 . 
2 . AAA. 5 9 9 - 6 0 5 . 
3 . AAA. 6 9 9 • 6 0 5 . 
4 . AAA. 5 9 9 . 6 0 5 . 
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After the Hauroz celebrations of 1614, he started from 
Mazsndran for Xsfahaa* Here he heard the n&va of the occupa-
tion of the f o r t of Ibn-'i-Fahl in Makran by the perg-ian 
x ' -<3ovemor of Kerman. 
At Isfahan^ ^ e Shah also received the envoys from the 
states of 13ie Decoan i Mir Khallliillah from Add.! Shah of 
Bijapyr and others fro® Qutb shah of Golconda and Nizam Shah 
of Ahmadnagar. In vieiir of the close friendship between the 
Shah and the MtighaX Smperor, the aboVQ states had requested 
the Shi^ to recommend their case to the la t ter vtio had 
adopted a hostile-.attitude towards them* Accordinglyi Shah 
Abbas sent a l e t t e r to the Emperor requesting him to adopt 
a benevolent attitude towards them# The envoys from the 
Decc^to were also dismissed and in return ambassadors were 
2 
despatched. 
As the news of disturbances had reached the Shah, 
he set out for Gurjistan in Sept, 1614, About the same time 
the Uzbeks began to revage his eastern dominions. Yalingtush 
3 Bahadur made plundering raids upon Marv and Mashhad, Next 
1. AAA* 609. 
2. AAA.612} AA»ff.218j lv/115. For the l e t t e r of the Shah 
to Jahangir in this context cf.JM f f . 229b. jalso lv/302. 
For the contents of the l e t t e r see infra, p, w j . 
3. yaltogtush Bahadur was the Atal iq (a post similar to that 
of the Wakil of the Mughals) of Na^r Muhajnmad ,^the ruler 
of Balkh. He vSls given the post sometime a f ter the victory 
of Nazr Muhammad and Imam quli over wali Muhammad (1611-
12) and the establishment of their independent rule at 
Balkh and Bvfehara respectively. He continued in the . 
post until 1641. AAA, 58&.91,e9, 96j Badshanana (Lahorft) 
1/220.21} Badsha^ama (Qa2!vini) f . 269a, 
30 
yaar, Qaratghan Ugbdc came with 6,000 tJssbeks ^nd plundered 
ja©^ Kh^ f^ aad adjacent plaoes. He was, however, 
beateia back iitoen he attacked Herat, 4gain, a group of Arlat 
Cha^htais mder Chalma|i Syltaa^ attacked Marufihaq and ki l led 
i t s commQinder, Quzaq sultan, th© son of H-usain Khan, the 
CSovemor of IQiitrasan, Aft«ir siippresslng the revolt in 
Gijrjistan, the Shah camo to Majsandran to watch the situation 
in the eastern provinces* 
Disturbances broke out again in the west. There was 
a rebellion in qarabagh^ and a Turkish army laid seige to 
Erivan (1616)• The shah,who was at this time at Mazandran, 
started for Agarbaijan, defeated the Georgians and punished 
than severly. He then rushed to Erivsn for i t s re l i e f * The 
2 
beseigers had to withdraw. The Shah returned to Kakhahwan. 
But in the «ast, the Uzbeks again attacked the area between 
Sarakhd end Herat. A Persian detachment sent to repulse them 3 
was defeated lay than. 
Mem\.^ile Sultan Ahmad I of Turkey died in 1616 and 
was succeeded by his brother,Sultan Mtstafa who was half-mad. 
He was soon deposed and Sultan TJsman, son of sultan Ahmad 1, 
4 
wag raised to the throne in 1618. During this period again 
the Uzbeks came and attacked various places in Khurasan, going 
1. MA. 624, 26 , 31. 
2. AAA. 626 * 41. 
3. Ibid. 643. 
4. Ibid. 662J Kier, i/240-42. 
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as far as Nishapur, and then retumedj" In rLm of ths growing 
Uzb^ menacd In the Bast, th« Shah started negot3.ation foT 
peace with the new Ottoanan Sultan, But Khaiil pasha, tiie 
Ottoman <3ovexnov of Dlyartoakir, paying no,heed to the negotia-
tions, attacked Tabrea, He was, however, defeated by the 
and 
Persians/now he sued for peace. Thejpetgjon the shah sent 
2 
Yadgar Al l Talish to ttie StCLtaji to conclude peace, 
I 
In the same year (1618) when Abbas returned from Tabrez 
// ' 
to Qazvin} he received Khan Alam vAiom the Mu#ial Emperor 
jahangir had seat to him* the Shah showed special favour to 
the ambassador? Shaikh Muhaoijaad Khatoon, an envoy fiom the 
4 
Sultesi of Golconda <D©ccs«i), also csae this year, Meewwbile, 
Husain Khan, the Persian Governor of Khuragan died in 1618; 
His son, Hasan Khan, was appointed on his pest. The change 
induc t the Uzbeks to invade Khurassji, and Yaiangtush Bahadur 5 •mado attacked (2iorian, but he wag repulsed by local o f f icers* 
in 1619 Xadgar Al l Talish returned frcan Turkey. His 
mission proved successful and the tenas were settled. Sultan 
Usman despatched Ibrahim Aqa with Yadgar A l l , along with a 
1, AAA. 663. 
2, AAfl.0 667 ^ 61j In his le t ter to Jahangir <1619), Abbas 
refers to his above mentioned victories.' For the l e t t e r 
see JM f f « 219b.f gSA lv/300* For the content of the 
le t ter see infra, p, X22 
3# AAA* 6611 TJ 12l| aSA lv/79. 
4* AAA* 663* 
5, AAA, 663. 
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l e t ter presents. In return Shah Abbas sent Takhta Bag 
luzbashl with presents an(i l e t ter to the Stiltaai Khm Alaa 
2 
was also dismissed in the sexae year and ^ainul .Beg was 
despatched with him to jahangir. The envoys from the Deocan 
were also given leave and Persian envoys were despatched with 
them? 
Early in 1620 the shah f e l l i l l and spent aaiaost the 
whole year in Magandran. Here an envoy from N i ^ Shah of 
the Deecaji, Habsh Khan, waited tjpon him. When in^ spring of 
1621, the Shah l e f t Magandran for Isfahan, the envoy took leave 
for pilgrimage to Mashhad. After performing i t , he returned 
to Isfahan? When the shah arrived at Isfahan, Malik Mirza, 
the ruler of Kech and Makran, waited upon him* The shah 
redeived him favourably and confirmed him in his possessions. 
During the same year, Takhta Beg returned from Turkey along 
with a Tiarkish envoy who broiight presents and let ter of friend-
ship from sultan Usman, Meanwhile, the ir25beks attacked the 
f o r t of Bala Murghab, massacred the garrison and captured the 
5 
f o r t . They then attacked Badghis but returned. 
1. AAA. 668. 
2. Ibid. 669. TJ. 321} MJ ff .64b. Rogers and Beverldge and 
Dr.Binl Prasad has given the name of Persian ambassador 
Zambil Beg (Raw B. ii/178 etc. } Beni Prasad, Jahanglr 
341. But the oorroct name is Zainul Bag. 
3. AAA. 670. 
4. AAA. 679. 
6. AAA. 673} 76-77. 
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The Shah was naturally feel ing concerned about the 
frequent Uizbdc attacks on Khurasan, and was ay&ltixig a 
favourable epportunltgr to punish them* Now f ree from the 
problems of the western-frontier, the shah decided to start 
for Khurasan ^ ordered that a large army be raised at Kishapur. 
The Shah was, however, detained at Isfahan by I l lness , but 
the news t e r r i f i ed the tJzb^s* Hazf Muhaaaaad soon despatched 
pajtoda Mirza to the Shah C;ran» Feb, 1622) with presents and 
a l e t t e r along with a recommendation of his mother who was 
the daughter of a notable S W l d of Mashhad» The negotiation 
of Nazr Muhaaanad witai Abbas alarmed his brother Imam Quli 
Khan who had just been defeated by the ruler of Tashqand» 
Therefore, he also tried to establish friendship with the 
Shah and employed for i t the services of Khwaja Abdur Rahim, 
a great sufi saint of Turan, vdio at that time was present 
at the Persian court on his way to Mecca. The Shah sent 
Mvihamraad S^tok^g with let ters showing his favour to the 
two rulers J" 
Nassr Muhammad, however, had not shown ai^ inclination 
to return to the shah the territory of Bala Hwrghab captured 
by lalangtush in previous attack. The Shah thereupon resolved 
•to come to Khurasan. I t also seems that he thought i t a 
favourable opportunity to try for the recovery of qandahar. 
1. AAA. 677-.79, 
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Ihe Persian occupation of Qandahar while on the one hand 
would fj?ighten«4 the UzsbeJcs, i t woiild on the other 
hand, provide the Persians another laase to check the tlzb^s* 
act iv i t i es . The subsequent events support the both infer-
ences. The Shah> therefor^i set out from Isfahan on 16th 
Februaiyi 1622. When he reached Farah, he was joined by the 
generals and the army gathered at Klshapur. Thence he 
started for Qandaher* 
Shah Arbbas reached Qandahar on 18th May 1622 and laid 
seige to i t . A contingent under KJiusrau Sultan was sent 
to capture the f o r t of zamindawar. Due to the lack of 
adequat forces and pronfisions, 4bdul Assiz, the Mughal 
comniander of the f o r t , surrendered i t on 21st June 1622. 
YW 
The f a l l of Qandahar was followed by the f a l l of Z^ndawar, . 
the conmander of which had resisted longer. Abdul Aziz and 
2 
Ia^ followers were allowed to go back to Hindustan. 
After the Shah occupied the f o r t of Qandahar> he 
despatched with AbdtSl Aaiz, Haidar Beg Yuzbashi to the Mughal 
Emperor to apologize for his occupation of Qandahar ifMch, 
according to hiaz, was not guided by ill^intentions towards 
his territories, but happened dv& to unpleasant and presum-
1. AAA. 679 , 82-88f TO* 345$ MJ. f f . 68j AA. f f . 220. 
2. AAA. 679, 82-88} TJ 3455 MJ. f f . 68 J AA. f f . 220. 
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^licms attitude of the ccsmmander of the fort* At Qandahar, 
the Shah also received gahld Beg, an envoy from Prince - ^  •> ^ V 
Shah^ahan of Hindustan. The envoy was $ent on a goodwill 
mission^ had brought a le t ter of the Prince and dismissed o 
soon "With favours and a l e t ter to the Prince. 
Meanwhile, the 'Shah was busy in organizing the a f fa i rs 
of Qandahar. Ganj Al l Khan, the experienced Governor of 
Kenaan, wag appointed as the coimaander of Qandahar, Another 
o f f i c e r , Ahmad Sultan by name, was instructed to arrange for 
provisions and the repairs of the damaged fort* Ths ahah 
also transplanted some Kurdish tribes at qandahar for i ts 
security* After these arrangements were made, he l e f t 
qandahar for Herat on 6th Jiily 1622. On his way, he halted 
at Hagan Abdal where he received placating latter of 
Yalangtush. After a fortnight stay there, the Shah started 
o 
f o r Herat and entered the « i t y on 7th August 1622. 
At Herat the Shah heard the news of victory of his 
army ovw the Portuguese of Onnuz. labile he was s t i l l busy 
in the seige of Qandahar, Imam Qull Khan, his Governor of 
pars, according to his instructions, entered into an allance 
1. AAA. 686 J TJ.348J 2SA iv/103. The Letter sent through 
Haidar Beg is given in TJ 348 j JM. f f .220aj JIB ff.272a5 
2SA. lv/103. For the contents of the le t ter see infra, 
2. AAA.^M7j ZSA iv/109. The l e t ter of Abbas to the Prince 
is quoted in JM f f . 226} JIB f f . 2118$ FZQ f f . 80a. 
For the contents of the le t ter se€T infra p. TRQ 
3. AAA. 688. 
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vlth th© English and attacked omux, a port of great economic, 
coknercial as "well as strategical significance in the Persian 
Gulfp held at that time by- the Portuguese* fhe Portuguese 
were defeated and driven out and the port was given to the 
English on certain conditions. A Persian o f f i c e r was appointed 
1 there % Royal Resident. 
The Persian occupation of qandahar frightened the 
tJzb^s. The stay of the Shah at Herat created further appre-
hension in their minds. Nazr Muhaimnad, therefore, dismissed 
the Persian envoy, Saleh Beg and despatched Ibrahim Khwaja 
with him to strengthen the bond of friendship between the 
two. The tJzbeks also hurried to surrender to the Persians 
X 
the f o r t of Bala Murghab which they had captured the previous 
year. Their raids on Persian territory ceased to occure 
2 
and Nazr Muhammad contintied to send one envoy after another. 
From Herat, the Shah also despatched sn envoy to Sultan 
Usman of Turkey to inform him about of his victory over 
AAA. 689-92. Omua f e l l to the Persians on 22nd May 
1688b. Danvers, Portuguese in India_ii/21g. The 
Shah was contgaplaUng the capture of Omuz as early 
as in 1613, t^en the Persians attacked Bandel. After 
two years of English settlement at Ckanbroon (1620), 
the Persians carried out their plan against the 
Portuguese in 1622. For detail of the at t^pts of the 
English and the Persians to open trade with Persia, c f . 
Danvers ll/a08»12j also Thomas Roe»s l e t ter to Abbas 
and the formers discussions on the subject with 
Muhiajamad Riza, the Persian ambassador to India (1516-
17)9 c f . Embassy of Roc* 114, 232-34. 
2. Ibid. 692, 700* 
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Qajvdahaar as well as over the Portuguese^ a oomaon enemy 
of tiiQ two* 
While the Shall was s t i l l at Herat> an Ottoman envoy 
waited t^on htm anfi told the story of the agslsinatlon of 
sultan Usman some disaffected nobles and remthronement 
of Sultan Mustafa ^ o was half-mad and ifeo had been previously 
deposed (1618). These events led to the d^sensaion and chaos 
in the Ottoman empire. In the distant frontier-province of 
Iraq-i-Arato, quarrels started among the local of f icers* 
2 
Bakar Aqa, the general of Baghdad, even invited Shah Abbas. 
Hhe Shah| realizing taiat this was an opportunity to extend 
his empire further in Iraq, decided to start for Isfahan. 
Af ter two and a half months* stay at Herat, and knowing the 
intrigues in Mughal cowt , and not expecting any immediate 
Mughal attempt for the recovery of Qandahar, he l e f t Herat 3 
in October 1622^ , for Ma^ajidran, via Mashhad* 
1. Ibid» 693. In the le t ter sent from Herat to Sultan tJsman 
and his wazir, the shah accomts for his attack on and 
capture of Qandahar, the placating attitude of the Uzbek 
after this victory and surrender of Baia-Murghah by them. 
He also descri-bes his victory ov%r the Portuguese at 
Omuz and says that he^engaged them at Oimue so that 
they might not Majesl^. c f . M . ff.l74b,200a. 
2. AAA. 693-94J Kier, Hist.of ffie ottomans (Urdu transi) 
i/249a'eo. Kier writes that the new sultan was a pi:^pet 
in the hands of the jan Nisars' and wtthin a short period 
of 15 months, they changed six ministers af ter \i^ ilch they 
deposed the sultan himself and raised'to the throne 
Murad IV who was a minor (1624). 
3. AAA. 695. 
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At Magandran, both minvH Beg and Hal day Bogj ybo 
were sent .to the Myghal court before and after the f a l l of 
QSiid«4i»r respectively, waited upon the ghahj" Af ter a brief 
halt at Ma^ndran, he came to Isfahan. Here# he dismissed 
the envoy of Nazx MT^ aramad tJzbek » despatched a strong army 
under aaf l Qull^ to mghdad and himself followed i t (1623). 
he 
At Baghdad,/firs t tried to win over Bakftr Aqa, who had 
captured Baghdad for himself and wag now defending i t against 
the Shah, itjhen persuasion fa i l ed , the Sliah la id seige to 
i t . After a selge of twenty days, i t f e l l to the Shah on 
12th January 1624 and on -latii of the same month 'Khutba wag 
read in the name of the twelve Imams'^  in the great moseque 
2 
of caliph Mustansir Blllah, at Baghdad. A reinforcement under 
Hasan pasha, the Ottoman commander of Husal, was also defeated 
and Musal and Klrkuk were also occupied by the Persians. 3 
The f o r t of Akhsaqa was captured by a Persian detachment. 
the Shah then went to Karbala and Najaf, the two 
dependencies of Baghdad. After paying homage to and organizing 
1. AAA. 699f TJ. 348. 
2. AAA. 706: laer, gjsttQj^ to^ Qt^ tgiRafi (Urdu trans.) i/250. 
Kier writer that the Baghdad f e l l after a selge of three 
mpng^, and even tiien by strategmi. But the duration of 
days, given by AAA. is also si:^ported by Abbas* 
above mentioned le t ter to Jshangir, c f . JM. ff.222a. 
For the contents of the le t ter see infra, p. ^gg 
3. AAA. 707 - 09. 
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the a f f i i r s of the shrines, h© returned to Isfahan, ighen he 
reached Isfahan In ^tay 1684, he sent Aqa MiAhacunad Miastanfi 
to the Mughal Emperor, idth presents and a l e t ter describing 
1 
his victories in Jraq,. Meanwhile^ an envoy froaa Ha^r Muhaomiad 
arrived at-the Persian court, along with a l e t ter and present 
f o r the Shah* liheai the &hah started from Isfahan for 
Mazandran, Khwa;ja Ha^i ^ i t e d upon him at Ashraf. He had heen 
sent by prlnc© Khurram of Hindustan, wttfe presmts and a 
l e t t e r ) in iMch he .had described his quarrel with his father 
and asked for heXp^  The envoy was dismissed soon along with 
a le t ter to "the prince in which t2ie Shah promised to 2 
recommend his .case to the Emperor* 
In the beginning of 1625, the Ott<M^s made another 
bid for the recovery of Musal and attacked i t . The invasion 
was, however, repulsed by the 
Persians* But soonafterwards, 
the Kurds, probably encouraged by the Turksi invested Najaf OCJU. V-. 
and Karbala, The Shah sent Zaintd. .Beg.^ was s t i l l on his way, 
the chief of Kartel, M®rao by name, raised the standard of 
rebell ion, invested various fortress and Invited the ottoman 
Ck)Vemor of Diyarbakir to form a coalition against the 
persi®^ns» As the ne^^ of these rebellions spread, disturbances 
broke out in the border area. Opportunity was selased by the 
w 
1. AAA* 712} TJ* 3995 MJ f f * il/3j^the le t ter see Infra.p. i^e 
2* AAA* 716* 
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Ottomans. Hafiz; pasha, the naw Ottoman,raliaister, came vdth 
a h«g© army ana la id selgQ to Baghd&a (1626). 
On hearing the bad newB» Shah Abhas, x4io at that 
time^ had gone to Ardabil to stippresd the Georglaxis* himself 
rushed to the r e l i e f of Baghdad. He^halted at the confluence 
of the rivers f i g r i s and Bahraiz,established contact vlth 
the besieged, menaged to supply than with provisions through 
the r iver , and harassed the beseigers from outside. After a 
long seige, the Turks had to withdraw with heavy losses 
(1626). Ihe Shah, after their withdraw!, reorgs^aized the 
a f fa i rs of Baghdad, appointed o f f i ce rs f o r the repair of the 
f o r t , stationed a strong garrison, and came to sultaniah. 
Here he instructed the commanders of the various frontier^ 
regions to strengthj their respective for ts , and himself came 
to Mazandran where he spent the winter <1626-27)* 
After spring (1627), the Shah l e f t Mazandran for 
qazvin and thena© came to Sultaniah where an Ottoman attack 
iras eixpected. From Sultaniah, he despatched generals to 
Tabrez, Gur;Jistan (Georgia) and Van to safegaurd the frontiers 
AU. 716 - 40i Sykes, His t , of Peral^ U/179* Kiers 
v^rites that the Ottomans had to withdraw mainly due 
to dissension in their camp, in retreat, one man 
out of ten was slaughtered by the Persians• Hist. 
ftf the Ottomans (Urdu trans.) i/261j 
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against the ottomans as well as against Intounfi^l disturbancef,, 
lUhe Turks vere, howevei", with their internal 
dloBORflioiis and no Invasion occured. The Shah titiej^ returned 
to Mazandran, and spent ihe vdnter there (1627-28). Her© 
he heard the news of the death of Prinoe Parvez in India 
and despatched Takhta Beg to Jahanglr, to convey his condolence* 
At Isfahan the envoy learnt the death of jahanglr himself 
2 
(October, 1627) and probably siaspeaded his mission* 
Early in 1628, the news of a fresh Ottoman attack 
reached the Shah and in the spring he came down to Qazvin 
and ordered that an army he raised at siiltaniah* As almost 
whole of Iraq-l-Arab was now in the possesion of the Shah, 
he decided to capture the iast Turkish stronghold In the 
region. He moved to Mazandran, and ordered Imsm Quli, the 
3 
governor of Fars, to capture Basra, ^Mch was a port of great 
strategic and commercial significance, and was regarded as 
a dependency of Baghdad. 
1, AAA* 746-48* Soonafter his return from his msuocessful 
expedition of Baghdad, Hafiz pasha was deposed and Khaili 
pasha succeeded him as tdhe Wazlr, \jho raaalne^^ busy 
against a disaffected noble Ayaz pasha and l ^ h e d a siao-
month*s compalgn in Erz«pum. Kler, 1/262* ^ 
2* AAA* 749-50, I t seems that the embassy of Takhta Beg 
was suspended. The letters which the Shah wrote to 
jahanglr and Nurjahan separately, are, however, recorded 
in JM. cf* f f * 218a. 
3* AAA* 756* 
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The Shah then moved to Qazvini but f e l l i l l * There-I ' 
upon> he returned to Mazandrs^i vdiere his health began to 
improve. But after some time) as he was returning from a 
hunting expedition, he had an attaok of dysentery. All 
attempts to stop i t fa i l ed and the Shah breathed his last 
in Mazandran, on Thursday, 24th jumadi I 103S A.H, (18th 
January, 1629), Imam quli heard the news ^ i l e he was on 
his way to Basra. He, therefore, abondoned the expedition 
1 and returned. 
1. AAA, 763 - 67. 
C H A P T E R I I 
mn mm -
Before 1588 * 
f 
Shah Tahmasp^s relations with the Mughals< appearjf, 
to have been determined primarily by his desire to occupy 
Qandahar, Before Hmayun^s exptalsion from India, the Shah 
made several attempts to oecwpy (jadahar. But these attempts 
were beaten back by M i r ^ Ksaaran, Apparently the help giv«a 
by the Shah to Humayun was motivated by the desire to 
acquire Qandahar. However, even before the Persian armies 
could enter Qandahar, the Mtaghal nobles started joining 
Humayun and the la t te r sent back the pei^an contingent 
which had come to help him. Huaayun was able to consolidate 
his position in Afghanistan without any further Persian 
assistance and, therefore, f e l t no compulsion to cede 
Qandahar to the Persians^ There i s no evidence to sxiggest 
that shah Tahmasp maintained cordial relations with 
Humayun, after the latter*s return to Afghanistan. 
1. m 1/230 - 39 
c f . Iqtidar Alaa Khan's t *Mirza Kamranl 
A Biographical Study (Medieval India Quarterly, Vol. 
IV, 1961) 75»76. 
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Shortly after HmayiJi '^s death, while Akbar was s t i l l 
a minor and the Mughals were preoccupied vd-th reestablishing 
their empire in India^ shah Tahmasp occupied (jaiadahar in 
1568» The shah claimed that this action of his was in confor-
mity with .^ the promise which had been given him hy Hmaym 
and was not intended to be ^ act of hosti l i ty towards the 
Mughals. In 1663, Shah Tahmaep sent an embassy to Akbar with 
letters and presents, to convey his condol^ce on the death of 
Humaym and congratulations on Akbar*s accession* The embassy 
was received with every mark of favour, though no envoy was 
2 sent in return. 
The Mughals claimed that they were not forced to 
surrender qandahar because of Persian military superiority, 
but i t was done voluntarily, because Akbar valued traditional 
3 
friraidship of his house. This statement, however, does not 
conform to facts* I f the Mughal empire had at that time 
been in a position to resist , a struggle would almost certainly 
have taken place* What i s , however, significant that Akbar 
did not even show his displeasure at the action of the Shah 
and accepted the f a i t accompli and tl-ius gave 4g ,1ure recogni^ 
tion to the Persian annexation* 
1. AUB ii/79$ AAA. 326$ AT ff.2235 TD.f f . 635| sfeA i/216. 
2. m* i i i/lTOj TD f f . 542J 2SA i/216. 
3. m* ii/79j TD f f . 635. 
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With his hands s t i l l f u l l in Hlndiastan, with Mirga 
Hakim being virtually in autonomous control of Kahul, with 
Mirza sulaiman of BaUakhshan, coveting Kabul for himself 
and with Sindh outside his empire, Aktoar, i t seems, f e l t no 
desire to worsen his relations with the shah« But for the 
very reasons, he f e l t there vbs no need to maintain cordial 
relations with.Persia. Therefor©, Akbar not only sent no 
envoy in 1563, but also did not care for to an envoy 
on the deatli of Shait-Tahnasp or of Shah Ismail IlJ" 
Shah Tahmasp, having being froa the reception 
given to his ambassador in 1663 that the Mughals did not 
counter attack upon Qandahar, and having gained knowledge 
of the fact that the Mughal empire was not a force to reckoned 
id.th in Afghanistan, had no reason l e f t to continue his 
relations with the Mughals* ' 
i f t e r a gap of practically two decades another Persian 
ambassador, Murshid Tabrezl came to Akbar's court. He was 
sent by prince Abbas who had been proclaimed Shah at Khurasan 
in 1681» The purpose of the embassy was to seek the help 
of Akbar against shah Muhammad Khudabanda who was attempting 
2 
to suppress the rebellion of his son. Although the date of 
1, As complained by Shah Abbas in his l e t t e r to Akbar (1591) 
Cf, JM. f f . 206j 2SA i/228. 
2. AN 111/587. 
the departure of this embassy Is not mentioned li^ r the chronl-
c les j I t may be guessed that I t must have been sent soon after 
the occupation of Kabul by Akbar»s troops, following by 
invasion of Lahore by Mirza Hakim in 1681» The steps taken 
by Akbar to consolidate his hold over Kabul had alarmed even 
Abdullah Khan uabek. I t i s , therefore, quite possible that 
prince Abbas, realizing that Akbar's interests in Kabul might 
lead i t to attempt the recovery of qandahar, or the occupation 
of the other dependencies of Khurasan, wanted to forestal l 
such an eventualty hy seeking Akbar«s friendship. Alternative-
l y , he might even be hoping f « r an alliance with the Mughal 
empire against his father on the basis of the cession of 
qandahar* 
However, Akbar was not prepared to get himself involved 
in the internal s t r i f e of Persia at a time when he had begun 
to consider the attitude of the Uzbeks as menacing. He, 
therefore, sent back the message that he did not regard the 
priKje as worthy of an answer because he had rebelled against 
his visible (bd, i . e . father. The renewed Ottomaa attacks on 
2 
Western Persia* must have made i t obvious to Akbar that the 
prince stood in no danger of being overthrown. 
1. M . iii/583. 
2, AAA. 166 , 70 , 83, 213, 23$ Kier, i/224f Sykes 11/177. 
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Hasr^oliali Falsaf i , the author of 'Zindegani^l^hah 
Abbas has esrpressed the view that Abbas had sent Murshld 
Tabrezl to Akbaj? to seek his help against AbduLlfih Khan Uzb^. 
«As there was anarchy in Khurasan and the Khan was very power-
f u l , Abar did not think i t xdLse to help the prince.*^ This 
observation is d i f f i cu l t to accept. The f i r s t attack of 
Abdullah Khan on Herat occured in 1588« Considering that 
Murshid Quli himself showed dilatoriness In going to the help 
of his r ival A l i Quli at Herat, i t i s very unlikely he would 
have so\3ght the help of Akbar against Abdullah Khan, Moreover, 
the explicit stat^ent of Abul Faaa that the prince, had sought 
Akbar«s help against his father after he was procliamed the 
king of Khurasan, cannot be rejected in the absence of any 
other contemporaiy testimony. 
In 1584 Shah Muh^ad sent S^d-tan Quli Awaghli to 
Akbar»s court. The purpose of this embassy i s not clear. But 
from casual referances. i t appears that Shah Muhammad had 
sought Akbar's help against the Ottomans and against the 
2 
internal rebel\ It. i s obvious that the Shah could not have 
seriously expected Akbar to give him any help against the 
Ottcmans. I t , therefore, appears that the purpose of this 
embassy was to ensure that Akbar did not give any help to 
1. ZSA 1/217, 
2* ZSA 1/216} also le t ter of fikbar to Abdullah lOian Uzbek 
(1586) AN 111/499$ lAF 1/11J ZSA 1/216. 
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prince Abbas, There is no record of reply being sent by 
Akbar to this l e t te r . But from latter references i t a&mn 
TKX 
^Akbar conveyed to the envoy exjjreesions of frindship md 
sympatfcsy-for the shaiij" 
The friendliness shown by Akbar to^rds the sa^avid 
empire on the occasion of the v i s i t of both the embassies, i s 
not xdthout significgnce* Since his occupation of Kabul in 
1681| Akbar had become conscious of tte importanc-e of defend-
ing i t in the interest of the security of his Indian domin-
ions. The groTsrilng power of Abdullah Khen Uzbek,, the internal 
s t r i f e in Persia and the ottoman attacks upon the safavid 
possessions^ hi^i^'i^set the balance of power in t^st Asia. The 
weakening of the Persian empire had virtually eliminated 
the most powerful check upon the aggressive designs of Abdullah 
Khan Uzbek. Akbar, therefore, was alarmed at the worsening 
of .the international situation. I t is not sui-prising that he 
desired that Persia should be strengthened. Already in 1577 
Abdullah Khan had propsed to Akbar a joint attack upon Persia. 
This proposal had been smm^arily rejected by Akbar on tiie 
ground of the traditional friendship between the Mughals 
2 
and the Safavids. I t i s obvious that even in 1&77 Akbar had 
begun to realize that the groidng power of Abdullah^Uzbek had 
posed a threat to the securitljis of his empire and i t had to 
be counterpoised by friendship with Persia. 
1. ZSA. i/216t also l e t ter of Akbar to Abdullah Khan Uzb^ 
(1686) an iii/499; lAF i / H j ZSA i/2l6. 
2* m . iii/211. 
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The Uzbek occupation of Balkh and Badakhshan (1586-86)^ 
directly threatened the sectffity of Kabul. Abdullah Khan 
sought to allay the apprehension,, of Akbar by protesting 
friendship and by proposing again a joint action against the 
' " 2 
Safavid empire. In his reply sent to Abdullah Khan Uzbek 
in 1686^ , viith Hakim Human, Akbaa? expressed v^armest sentiments 
of friendship for the safavids, and refej^red to the assistance 
vhich latter had given to his ancestors* He condemned the 
rebels and the ottoman invaders and even expj'essed the degire 
to send one of the princes with troops and to proceed in 
person to bslp the ahsh. Finally^ he told the Uzbek Khan 
that, "lou also should proceed from your dominions towards 
that country (Khurasan) so that i t may become a meeMng plaoe 
of the two seas of gloi7 .Now that the,' associa-
tion of concord and agreement i s patent to a l l , what i s proper 
in the matter of assisting the ruler of Iraq and j^ hiyapany wi l l 3 come forth from inner ambush to the world of manifestatLonf" 
Dr# Rahiui has expressed the opinion, which is shared 
by many distinguished modem scholars, that Abdullah Khan and 
4 
Akbar had concluded an alliance for the division of Persia. 
U M . iii/434, 79. 
B, Ma;jmal Insha f f . 199b. c f . Rahim* 76j iUH. iii/487. 
3. Letter of Akbar to Abdullah Khan, c f . Au iii/4S7j lAF 
i/175 ZSA. i/217. 
4. He writes in *^ughal Relations with Persia and Central 
Aniat, p. 781- •There i s no doubt that an agreement 
was concluded with the Khan (Abdullah Khan) on the 
division of Persia.* 
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He sayss "That the agrement was reached is proved lay 
the following remarks in coimectlon with Hakiia Hmam*s ratumt 
t ^ , 
"He conveyed the praise and stappllcation of ths ruler of furan» 
who represented tiiat the conquests of Herat and Siurasan were 
due to the blessed Influence of World's Lord.^ '^ ^ 
Dr, Rahim further argues t ""AbdUl Momin In his l e t t e r 
to Murad I I I also refers to this alliance in the following 
words f *The padshah of In^aa has strengthened the bonds of 
friendship with this magnificent Ho*»e by sending Hakim Humam, 
one of his chosen colirtiersf with presents, g i f t s and loving 
•Aov - • 1 O 
l e t t e r and has formed « a alliance."' He f ina l l y remarks," 
A l l doubt raiove by the following passage from Imaa Quli«s 
l e t te r to Jahangir t between the nobOLe kings dwellers 
of paradise — . Abdullah Khan and Akbar padshsih, a treaty > 
and alliance for the conquest of the road to holy places had 
occured —— due to this religious alliance and unity between 
the sovereigns, a great portion of Iraq and Persia and the 3 whole of Khurasan was conquered*. 
A close examination of Akbar's l e t te r sent with Hakim 
Humam suggests that Akbar, f a r fran entering into an alliance 
for the division of Pe rs ia , was,in fact,trying to dtssuafte 
1. Hahfiat 78 ( c f , AN ,iii/566). 
2. Rahim, 79. 
3* Rahim, 79* 
61 . 
Abdullah Khan from attacking the Safavid empire, Akbar 
condemns the Ottomans for lamchijig an attack on the family 
of the prophat which he regards as deviation from the Staamah 
and) therefore, regards i t his dT333r to assist the Shah against 
such attacks. Akbar considers himself under a moral obliga* 
tion to help the Safavid Shah due to the traditional .^^'riend-
ship between the two d^iiastles and because they had helped 
his father and grandfather. He exjjresses a desire to send 
one of the princes to help the shah and men to proceed him-
self f o r the purpose. Obviously i t indicates that Akbar was 
prepared to give the Persians his moral st^port against any 
attack^ not merely an attack t^ r the Ottomans# Secondly, 
Akbar categorically calls the Shah as the ruler of Iraq and 
:^fturasan» which indicates that he regarded Khurasan as an 
integral part of the Persian empire. Finally,Akbar writes 
i-N the let ter that i f the Khan were COB tempi atlng to go to 
Khurasan, he would also go and meet him there so that the 
two might Jointly devise ways and means of helping the Shah, 
This appears to be a veiled/ threat to Abdullah Khan that 
Akbar would not count^ance any aggressive Uzbek action 
against Khurasan, especially at a time when the shah was 
fighting the Ottomans and Khurasan was in virtual revolt 
against the central authority. 
Dr, Rahim himself observes; about the le t ter of Akbars 
" In fact the threat of help to Persia was a di-redt challenge 
to Abduliaii Khan, and the words attributed to the sultan were 
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probably indirectly applicable to the Khan as This 
remark of Dr. Rahlm can hardly be reconciled with the opinion 
of the learned scholar quoted earl ier. 
The reference to the alliance of Abdtillah Khan and 
Akbar in the le t ter of Imam Quli to Jahangir,refered to l^ y 
Dr» Rahim, is not of much value in the absence of any possitiv© 
evidence» particularly because the envoy and the le t ter to 
jahangir were s®nt by the fomer after the persian occupation 
2 
of Qandahar in 1622 I t was mere opportunism on the part 
of Imam Quli who was trying to ut i l ise Jahangir* s resenlaent 
for establishing friendsMp with the Mughals^ although only A. 
years previously^x he had apologised to the &hah through 
the s ^ e envoy for his unfriendly actions and tried to 3 
establish friendship with him* 
The representation of Hakim Hmam on behalf of Abdullah 
V 
Khan to which Dr. Rahim has ref^ed,seems to be hardly anything 
more than mere formality on the part of the Khan, The contents 
of the le t ter of Abdul Mmin to Sultan Murad I I I of Turkey, too, 
which Dr. Rahim has mentioned, do not bear any reference to an 
alliance for the division of Persia. The claim of close 
friendship between the Uzbeks and the Mughals is highly exagg-
4 era tad and does not correspond to facts* 
Rahim 78# 
2, TJ 416) MJ* f f . 11. 
3, AAA. 678. 
Se® Infra p. 70 
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I t may, therefore, be Itiferred that at the toe of 
S;hah ^bba^ta accession at Qassvlti in 1588, Akbar was enteav 
taining sentiments of friendship towards peaseia and was 
apprehensive of the aggressive designs of Abdullah Khan Uzbek, 
After' ascending the throne at QaiKVin, S;hsh Abbas was 
eagjecting an embassy frcan Akbar offering congratulation on 
the accession. Akbar, however, did not send any oabassy. 
presumably because the internal situation in Persia continued 
to be uncertain and Shah Muhammad was - s t i l l alive^" However, 
the Shah decided to send Yadgar A l i Sultan HmW. on an 
embassy to Akbar, a f ter he had concluded a hum i l l aiding treaty 
with l i e Ottomans and had decided to face the Uzbeks in 
2 
Idbiurasaui* 
3 
In the l e t t e r sent with Yadgar A l i Sultan, Abbas 
rOTinded Akbar of the old friendship betlreen shah Tahnasp 
and Emperor Humayunj the lat ter*s v i s i t to Persia and the 
help rendered to him by the foimer for the recovery of his 
1, Expressed by Akbar himself in his l e t t e r to Abbas <1596) 
c f , OM. f f . 205J a^T f f . i/683, 
2, AAA, 290j AW iii/587j RZT f f . 1/474$ AA f f . 304j SSSA i/21K. 
3, The l e t t e r of Abbas to Akbar (1591) c f . M ff«a02bj 
23A 1/218. 
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his thyone* Abbas then complained "bhat Akbar had not sent 
any ambassador to Persia on the death of Shah Tahoasp, in 
spite of the fac t that the lat ter had sent an envoy td.th 
congratulatiomon his accession* Nor had he sent any on© 
I 
on the deaxh of Princ© Eamza Mirza. Hext^ Abbas described 
f 
his own accession and the despatch of Yadgar A l i Sultan to 
carry to His Majesty- this l e t t e r of fciendship and inform 
him about the contents of i t » In the end the Shah assured 
Akbar of his willingness to see of service to the lat ter ; and 
escpressed the hope that Akbar would adopt the same attitude 
towards him and wotild not permit any breach of friendship! 
! • tChe. Persian t^xt of this portion i s as fol lows! 
JJ^ J}-^/^. ^ cu^^ Vl^  j L^ ^jLei 
4 j u . ^ u s b 4 jj.. 
According to Iskandar Munshl, the a hah had eaq?lioity 
sought the support of Akbar against the Abdullah Khan Uzbek 
in these wordss 
JJ^xj^l^ 
(AAA. 290) 
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Yadgar Al l sult^a arrived at the MUghsa court on tte 
26th May 1691 and was received id.th eflcr^ icy mark of favour. 
The" real purpose of the embassy was explained oral ly by the 
mbassador.which was to seek M^hal assistance against the 
Uzbeks who "had occupied vast regions of Khurasan* 
- I t is obvious that Shah Abbas considered the recoveiy 
of Khurasan far mo^ ?© Import^t than the eaqjulslon of the i 
Ottomans from the eastern part of his dominions. He was, 
therefore, veiling to conclude a hmlHating treaty with 
the ottciaans rather than come to an understanding i^th the 
Uzbeks for the cession of Khurasan, even thoiigh the Ottomans 
•AD 
posed less a threat to the security and integrity of the 
Persian empire than the Uzbeks• 
Khurasan had not been an Integral part of the Persian 
empire. Under the Tiaturids , had naed over i t from 
Herat, i t s political^ economic and cultural importance had 
grown. The Sa^avlds had made special e f forts bring this 
province under their empire? The fac t that mans oleum of 
For a detailed account of the Splendour of the court at 
Herat and of i t s nwerous mosques, colleges, almhouses, 
beautiful gardep and Trab-Khanas, see Mrs. Beveridge»s 
'Babumamat .1/302*06. iskandar Munsbl*s r^arks about 
Herat, are also worthy to be quoted here. He writes 
(AAA. 266)I 
2, AAA, 27, 30, 39, ^ 4 8 . 
in 
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e>v 
1mm Hlza was situated la the pawnee at Mashhad gave to I t 
sanctity in the eyes of the shiates and a sentimental attachment - '>V 
which was deeply engrailed. The safavlds took particular care 
to make endoi®ents for the shrine and fostered i t s development 
as a pop\^ar place of pilgrimage, a centre of learning and 
an asylm for religious divines. In their capacltsr as the 
protector and benefactor of the shrine, The Sa|avid rulers 
made special claims upon the allegiance and loyalty of their 
s'ab;|ects* The Uzbeks, being tdgotted Sufmis, m^esacred a 
large number of Ularaa and the people after occupying Mashhadl" 
The loss of Khurasan, fitod particularly of MasJihad, severely 
demaged the prestige of the Persian empire and of i t s Shah, 
and created a sense of uneasiness among the people vho looked 
with great apprehension at the losing tide of the Uzbeks* 
The province of Khurasan had also considerable economic 
and commercial importance. Almost the entire trade of Persia 
^ \ 
with central Asia and Hindus tan was carried through Khurasan. 
In the north-east Khurasan linked Persia through Mashhad and 
Marv, with Khwaraan and central Asia and beyond. In south-
east i t linked Persia through Herat and Qandahar, with 
2 
Hindustan. The volme of trade between India and Persia had 
been very large. 
1. AAA. 274. 
2. StrSnge i *Lat^ds of the Eastern qaliphata^t s - lO , 
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Pol i t i ca l ly and strategically^ Khttragan t^ as of evm 
greater importance. I t was v i ta l for the security of the 
Persian empire in the east, i f i t were to be occupied by 
an enemy, he coi^ld easily p^etrate into the heart of Persia. 
Shailjain JKhan having taken Khwasan frcsm the Tifsffiurid prince, 
Stiltan Husain Bai<i|ra, came as "far as Kerman and threatened 
Shah Ismail >^th the occt:Qjation of I?aq, This led to a war 
between the two in 1610 in which shaibain ^ a n was 
defeated and ki l led at Marv and Khurasan thenceforward formed 
a part of Persiiai empire, though Ubaid Khan Uzbek made 
repeated attempts to recapture i t * 
Shah Tahmasp used to give a subsidy of three hundred 
tuman anualiy to the ruler of Karvi- So as to prevent him 
from penetrating into Khurs^ san and si^ /e^ king i t s crops> catties 
and villages* When his successors fa i led in paying i t j j a ia l 
Khan Uzbek, son of Din Muhammad Khan, attacked Mashhad in 1578, 
2 
though he was defeated end ki l led by i t s ruler^ These were'the 
considerations which led @hah Abbas to take the f i r s t oppor». 
tunity not only of recovering Mashhad, but also ensuring that 3 Marv remained under a friendly ruler* 
It AAA* 27, 38 .^48. 2SA i/166. 
2. Eaugatug^Safaviyah quoted in 2SA i/44j AAA. 163, 
3» See above p* 20 
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Shah Abbas was probably a^re of the fact that Abdullah 
Khan Uzbek v^s attiaiapting to form an alliance with the Mughals 
so that he could occ^y i3iurasan. After Abbas had ascended 
the throne, three embassies had been despatched by the Uzbeks 
to Akbar within a short period of three years. In 16891 when 
Hakim Hmam retumedt Ahmad A ta l i q came from Abdullah Khan 
to Akbar. In 1690, another ambassador was despatched W Abdul 
Muni?R Khani to Akbar, though the envoy was drowied in the 
Beas, Again,on 5th January 1591ianother envoy, Maulana 
1 
Husaini; waited upon Akbar. These fregj^ ^teent Uzbek anbassies 
aiamed the Persian Shah, particularly in the existing po l i t i -
cal circmstances. 
Aboas, therefore, sent Yadgar A l l Sultan to explore 
the possibil it ies of a joint Mughal Persian attack ^on the 
Uzbeks. This i s shown by the council held at Akbar's court 
to devise w s and means of assisting the Shah, Scane of the 
coflTtiers suggested that an army be sent to Khurasan mdor a 
prince to assist the Shah. This suggestion was turned down 
on the ground that i t would not be proper to send an auny 
against Abdullah Khan in view of the latter«s protestation of 
1. m lII/666,78> 83. Dr. Rahim writes that Almad All Ataiiq 
reached the Mughal court after Yadgar A l i SvCLtan. 
(Rahim, 19). But AN gives 997 (1588-89) as the year of 
former's arrival at the court W iii/666).. Even the 
third U25bek envoyf Maulana Husain Khurasai^ 'j whom Dr.Rahim 
seems to have taken as Ahmad Atai iq, arrived at the 
Mughal court four months earl ier than Yadgar A l i (AN 
i i i / 583, 88)• 
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friendsMp. It;woiild be better to attempt perguatlont I t 
i s obvious that'Akbar f e l t that m amed conf l ict 'wlth the 
Uzbeks was not desirable at a time when Persia was prostrate. 
I t i s equally apparent, hovever^ that in this struggle his 
syapathQT lay xdth Persia, 
presumably Shah Abbas was not expecting military help 
from the Mughal jitaperor. Yadgar Ali*s main purpose^therefore, 
was to dissuade Akbar frcxn entering into an ^ l i ance with the 
Khan and encouraging him against Persia, This inference is 
1 
also supported by the statement in <Alam Ara»i»Abbagj« that 
the Shah desired' that *in case material help could not be 
given (tsy Afcbar), he should not desist from offer ing spiritual 
' 2 and moral s^por t ' . 
Akbar»s occupation of Qandaharj- In 1B95 Ajcbar occ\;5)led 
^^  f 
' '' ^ Qandahar. This action of 
the Mughal Empe^r is capable of being interpreted in di f ferent 
ways. I t is> therefore, necessary to examine the question at 
some lengths 
There i s no doubt that Qajadahar was of great significance 
to the aafavids as well as to the Mughals. I t i^ as an important 
1, M . ili/687. 
2, The text of , the stat^ent is m f ollowcTuS'j (AAA. 290) J-
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coinmercial centre vtievQ) 'the merchants from pereia, India, 
Turkey and Central Asia gathered to strike bargain with one 
another»# I t was, therefore, a source of considerably income 
for the power which ruled over it<. When Babur captured i t 
in 1622, he described i t in these words. "Such masses of 
white money had never been seen in these Countriesj no one 
2 
indeed was to heard of who had seen so much". Later on, trad© 
through the l«nd^ro(W:e of Qandahar had increased and " in early 
years of the seventeenth centua^ ,^ nearly fourteen thousand 
3 
camels passed annually from India via qandahar into peala". 
We may reasonably as-ettae that there was at least an equal 
volume of esqport from Persia to Indiao Besides, India 
imported through the qandahar-route horses in large numbers 4 and this trade was very Isicrative. 
The strategic importance of Qandahar was even greater* 
" I t s miaster can sui^rise Kab\iL at a dash. I t forms one of 
the t w gates of India, one of the two natural bases of opera-
tion for a Persian or central Asian aimy against India, 
1, Beni Prasad t Jahangir* 156, 
2, Mrs. Beveridge s Baburnamay i/338, 
3, T»ra chand s Influence of Islan. 157, 
4, Jatahar has recorded in his 'Memoi^ rs* that in one day, 
a carvavan, containing 1300 horses, arrived at Kehmard# 
(Moinul Haq, Urdu trans, p. 142), 
6. Beni Prasad »< jahangir*. 339, 
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Due i t s strategic situation., i t was equally importajat for the 
security of Kiiurassa. 
Because of these factors Qsndahar had become the bone 
of contention between the Mughal and Safavid empires. Babur 
made numerous attempts to conquer Qandajiar and ultimately 
occupied i t in 15223" He consolidated his hold over it and 
Shah Tahraasp made ntJnerous attempts towjaregt i t^ from the 
2 
Mughalsj but Kamran frustrated his e f for ts • Siiah I aim asp then 
hoped to get Qandahar from Hunaym as a price for his help. 
But Hmaym kept the place for himself. Soon after the death in 1568 
of H-umayun, the Shah, captured it/id-thout resistance* Since 
that time, i t remained a part of the Safavid oapire until 
Akbar acquired i t in 1595. I t s annexation by Akbar vas, accords 
ing to Dr. Rahlin,.-a3ad the outcome of Akbar*s alliance with • 3 
Abdullah Khan for the division of Persia. But i t seems that 
the acquisition of Qandahar by Akbar was directed not so much 
against the Persians as against the Uzbeks. In order to under^ 
stand the real significance of tiie Mughal occupation of 
Qandahar we must examine the circumstances leading to i t s 
oec\:^ation by Akbar* 
1. Mrs. Beveridge t Babumama. i/337. 
2. Iqtldar Alam t ^Kamra t^ 54,56-57 , 62, 
3. Rahim, 19-20, ajpi^Hahlm. 
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By 1690, Qandahar was completely o f f from Persia. 
The Uzbek possession of Badskhshan, Balkh and Herat had encir-
cled it^ from the north and west. Shortly a f ter , we f ind 
that the Uzbeks were penetrating into Sis tan also and Qandahar 
was encircled from south-west too* Moreover, the Uzbek 
attacks on the dependencies of Qandahar i t s e l f had begun to 
occur. Munshi igkandar Beg says that after the Uzbek occupa-^  
tion of Khurasan, Din Muhammad, the sister*s son of Abdullah 
liJian, and other Uzbek chiefs were constantly attacking the 
dominions of Muzaffar Husain Mirza, in which a large number 
of able and experianced Qizilbash generals and nobles were 
lostj" According to Abul Fazl the Uzbeks had even occupied 
the dependencies of Zamindawar and Garmsir from the Mirza-J 
and evacuated them only after the Mughal occupafeon of Qandahart 
The situation was highly alaming' for AkbWf. In 
January 1590, Akbar directed the Khan-i-Khfi^an to go to 
Qandahar and " i f they (the Mirzas of Qandahar), sutmitted, the 
f e r t i l e country was to be restored to them, and they were to 
be brought with the army, otherwise they were to be punished 
and were to be made over to '^•^ st administrators In January 
3 
1692TPrince Daniyal was given the same order by Akbar» I t 
seaas that both the orders were ambiguous,otherwise they would 
AAA. 331i 
2. m* iii/6e9. 
3. AN^ iii/584, 603, 16^  TD f f . 669b* 
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certain2.y have "been carried out. They wera probatJly meant 
f i r s t l y to induce the safavid prinoes to come over to India 
and secondly to warn the IJabeks against movement in that 
direction* The Uzbeks w©re already facing the Persian pressure 
in Khurasan and presumably wanted to avoid any action which 
would lead to a conf l ict with the Mughal^, Describing the 
motives of Akbar for the despatch of these expeditions, Abul • 
Fazl writes t the Mirsja should proceed to the courtf they 
would be caressed, and other coMitxy wotild be given to them, 
and that cultivated territory xjould be put under the gardian-
ship of (pasbain) of a discrtet and o f f i c e r o#^the 
Uzbeks would be restrained from thinMng of seizing i t . This 
assistance ( to Persia) woiild have a taintary appearance^. 
However, Akbar did not press his orders, probably 
because he, too, wanted to avoid an amed conf l ic t , i^ jatch the 
developments and acquire qsndahar by means of diplcsnacy. Due 
to the growing Uzbek menace the safavid princes themselves were 
probably cont^plating to come to India, and were in communica-
tion with Akbar* In 1591, an envoy of Mussaffar Husain Mirza, 
2 
the ruler of t^andahar, came to Akbar. Describing the appoint-
1* m* 411/ 886. 
2. Shah Tahmasp had appointed his nephew, Sultan Husain Mirza, 
tlie governor of qandahar. Sraaetime after the latterfe death 
In 1577, i t was divided by & hah Muhammad Khudabanda, among 
ills sons, qandahar proper was given to Muzaffar Husain 
Mirza, while gomindawar and Gar i^msir were granted to Rustam 
Busain Mirza, and two other minor sons* Sometime in 1590-
91 conf l ic t arose between the brothers and Etastam Husain 
Mirza, apprehensive of the attitude of Muzaffar Mirza and 
tired of Uzbek attacks on his dominions, went to Qaiat and 
through the commander of Ghaznin,started negotiations with 
Akbar and ultimately went over to thej^conrt in October 1593. 
He was given as mansajp of 5,000 and-'Tn Multan and Buluchis-
taji yielding a revenue maj-^ - times more than his territory 
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meiit of prince DaniyaX f o r the Qxp€4ltlon of qandahar, Abul 
Fazl says, "As the safety of that country (qandahar) was 
beyond the capacity of the Mirzas, that jiewel of fortune was 
sent ther^J 0-ahangir also i^rites that "the Mirzas sent 
petit ion to the e f f e c t that in consequ»nc© of the nearness 
to Khurasan and the casing of Abdullah Khan Uzbek to that 
comtry, they could not l^ave the charge of looking after 
the country, 
Abdullah Khan, on the other hand, was also desirous of 
occupying Qandahar. The occupation of qandahar would not 
only ccmplete the chain of his dominions from Khwara® down-
wards to Herat and Sis tan, i t would also give him a strategic-
al ly situated aad a conmercial centre; qandahar could 
be used not only against Persia but also against Kabul. Had 
Persians not been facing him in Khurasan and had Akbar not 
stationed his forces in the north west and been himself nearly, 
Abdullah Khan might have attempted the occ\;5)ation of 
qandahar. However, not wanting an armed conf l ic t with the 
Mughals, he also resorted to 4ip3-C8aaey. He gent an envoy and 
(Continued from previous page) 
in qandahar, Ihe trealanent meted out to him by Akbar 
encouraged Muzaffar Husain Mirza to come over to Hindustan. 
(AAA. 332} m lli/645j ID f f . 672aj AA. f f . 263). 
1. AN. 111/616. 
2. TJ. (R & B ) 262. 
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a l e t t e r to Muzaffar Hiisaia Mirza disstiading him from going 
to Hindustan and giving qandahar to the Cl^aghtai,^. He also 
/nade protestations of sincere friendship tox^ards the Mirza, 
assuring him of the safety of his l i f e and possessions at 
Qandahar, 
Muzaffar Husaln Mirza, however, being a^are of the 
ilnscruplousness and aggressive designs of the Uzbek Khan, 
prefered to go over the Mughals. Handing over Qandahar to 
Shah\ Beg Khan, the Mughal commander o f , Bairegash^ he l e f t 
for India and on 21st M^rch 1596 " g l o r i f i ed his forehead by 
performing the p r o s t r a ^ t i o n . T h u s without any actual show 
of force Qandahar caae mder tfce Mughal possessions. Shortly 
a f t e r , as a resist of local resistance and Mughal pressure, 
the Uzbeks evacuated zamindav/ar and Garmsir, which were 
3 
occupied by the Murals. 
In the light of above discussion i t may safely be 
concluded that the acquisition of qandWiitr by Akbar was 
neither motivated by any i l l -wi l l , towards the Persian dominions, 
nor was it a part of any arrangement between Akbar and Abdullah 
1. AAA, 333. 
2. AAA. 334$ AN. lil/668| RZT f f . 1/677; AA. f f . 304} 
TD. f f . 572b. 
3* AN. 111/669. 
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Kh^ i^ii Rather, i t wag a check on the asbitioias designs of 
AbdxJllah Khan which seriously menaged hoth the Mughal and 
the safavid empires. Shah ^bha© himself -was aware of tills 
f a c t and he neither considered i t a© an act of host i l i ty 
nor did he protest against i t in his subsequent l e t t e r to 
Akbar* 
yadgar A l l Sultan was dismissed by Akbar on 14iS 
December, 159S, S&oa:^ after the occupation of qandahar* 
2 
Zla-ul-Mialk and Abu Nasir were despatched with hlin to the 
Persian court, the former as ambassador and the lat ter as 
custodian of jpresents. They were ordered to proceed along 
the Ravi to Bandar Lahtri and thence to Persia by way of 
1« The Uzbek a t tach on various parts of Qandahar, their 
occupation of ^nysclawar and Garmsir and Abdullah Khan»s 
Intrigues with Muzaffar Husain Mlrza have escaped the 
attention "Of Dr. Rahim for says t "But in spite of 
these profession of sincerity and goodwill towards Persia, 
Akbar was a l l along intJJigtting with the Mirzas of qand^ar 
through Sharif JOaan Ataka, the Governor of Ghasailn. The 
Mirzas, too, were probably aware of Akbar*s arrangement 
with Abdullah and had no alteimative except to bow to 
the inevitable. The very absence of an Uzbek attack 
after the conquest of Herat must have convinced them 
about -tills arrangement" (Rahim, p. 19). 
2, The author of Alan Ara^j^Abbasl vrrites his name as Abu 
Nasr, Both the envoys were of Persian origlne and had 
migrated India some 20 years ago, probably during the 
reign of Shah Ismail. The father of Zlaul Mulk had 
also held the Qasighlp of Kasham (AAA. 361), 
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OrmusJ The mofelw in gmdlng the envoys through the sea^ronte 
and not through qandahar and Khurasan, according to l^kbar 
2 
himself was the nearest route to Persia, seems to be to avoid 
the passage of the envoys thro\igh iQiiirasaii which then 
completely mder the control of Abdullah Khan Uzbek* 
The mission of Yadgar m i Sultan was successful frcm 
the Persian point of view* True, Akbar did not send any 
material help to the Shah before or after the dismissal of 
Yadgar A l i « Bat as diseussed above, i t wag neither Shah 
Abbas' object to secure any material help from Akbar, nor was 
i t possible fo r Akbar to send i t particularly when conditions 
were so mfavourable. Therefore, there is no question of 
tAkbar dismissing Yadgar Ali^ Sultan with empty promises and 
Q 
f a l s e hopes Tlis parpose of Shah Abbas in sending Yadgar A l i 
aultan was the revival of old friendship of two dynasties and 
j^dissuade the Mughal Emperor from entering into any alliance 
irith the Uzbeks or provide thesn with any kind of moral st^jport* 
These two objects were achieved by the mission of Yadgar A l i , 
whether due to actual sincerity of Akbar towQjE'ds Persia or 
due to his own po l i t i ca l neecte. A f ter a l l , there must be seme 
1* AN* i i i/656j RgT f f * i/673i U.* f f * 304j AAA. 361*, 
ZSA. i/221, 
2« Akbar writes i t in his l e t t e r to Abbas sent through 
giaul Mulk. c f » AN li i/656j M f f . 205j RZT i/574. 
3. Rahim, 20, 
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common interest In diplomatic relations* 
The friendship of Akbar and the reylvaX of old relations 
of two houses were In th^saselves highly valuable for Shah 
ikbhas as a moral support against his enemies* Besides i t , 
the presence of Akbar in the panjab for fourteen years, his 
two v is i ts to Kabul, the mov«saents of his troops in the 
front ier area, and above a l l , his decision not to send any 
embassy to Abdullah Khan after Haldm Htciam, unti l l 1596^ in 
spite of the numei^ ous ITssb^ onbassies, were of appreciable 
advantage to Shah Abbas, 
Xadgar All Sultan as well as Ziaul Mulk and Abu Naslr 
2 
reached Persia in 1596 A»D. The arrival of the Mughal 
ambassadors was a matter of public rejoicings (due, perhaps, 
to the significance behind their arrival to which a reference 
has been made above). The Maidan»l-3aadat in Qazvln was 
i l l\« inated and the Bajsars were decorated on their arrival. 
Then, after a few days, they were graciously received by Abbas 
at his court where they pi^esented to him the friendly l e t ter 
of the Smperor and the valuable presents loaded on eaap)ft€l«. 
1* An . 111/704. Af ter Hakim HumSm's return from Turan, three 
tJzbek envoys cane to Akbar*s court in 1689 , 590 and 1591 
A l l three died in India but no envoy was sent by Akbar 
to Turan, (AN 111/566, 78 , 83, 704). 
2» AAJU 361. 
3« 361^ 
m ee m 
The story that Abbas »made the Shahdnshah*s slipper the dladara 
3, 
of good JTortwieS iS ) however,-not given in -Alam Ara»iWlbbas^. 
2 
tn the l e t t e r eent through giaul Kulk, Akbar regrets 
the Interruption in the relatione between two dynasties and 
attributes I t to the msett led condition of Persia af ter the 
death of Stiaii Tahnasp and his own preoccij^jation with the 
problons of Hindtistan. He then describes his achievements 
in ^ consolidating his authority and subjugating the Bajputs, 
the Afghansf the Baluchis^ the other Muslim rulers, zamindars 
and hi l ly tribes* Then refering to the ear l ier days of 
Abbas» reign, Akbar x^rites t "The consolation which i t occured 
to us was to give any assistance t M t could be desired* But 
the a f fa i rs of qandahar interv^ed, for the Mirzas there 
showed slackness in assisting the sublime fsBnily (Safavl 
3 
dynasty). In the subsequent liines, Akbar refers to the 
arrival of Rustam Mirza followed by M«zaffar Mirza and writesi 
"A f t e r his arrival (Mozaffar Mirza' ) the victorious aimy wi l l 
proceed to Qandabar and wi l l easily ileiform evexy kind of 
help.'"^ 
1. M . li i/745, 
2. For the text of the l e t t e r c f . AS* i i i/656j lAF i/18j 
JM f f * 205 J RSI f f . 1/574? aSA 1/S22. 
3. M . i l l / 657 (trans. i l l / l O l l ) . 
4. AH* iii/657 (trans* i l i ^ lO lDo 
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• Akbar proceeds to say » "At this llmQ when Panjab was 
the seat of govemment, our firm intention had been to uprear 
the sublime standard towards Transosdana which was the country 
of our ancestors, so that both might that country come into 
the possession of the imperial servants and also that the 
family of the prophet (the Safavi-J.family) might be assisted 
in a suitable manner* But was abstained from the project due 
to friendly pursuits of Abdullah Khan."^ 
Akbar then describes his policies in respect of state 
and religion and advises the Shah to adopt a lenient attitud® 
towards his nobles for tupon them depends the strength of 
the empire*. Akbar also says that he wanted to dismiss 
yadgar Ali Sultan earl ier , with an envoy of his own, but could 
not do so due to the disturbances in Kashmir, Sewistan and 
Thatta, in the end Akbar shows his keen desire to know the 
condition of Persia «which ziaul Mulk wi l l ascertain and 
report to him*» Akbar also mentions that that the envoy wi l l 
convey some message personally. We do not know ^ a t the oral 
message was, but i t may be assmed that Akbar offered an 
explanation for the occupation of QSndahar and assured him 
of his friendship against the Uzbeks. 
1. AN. iii/657 (trans. i i i / l O l l ) . 
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There i s also an inclcl^ntal reference to this point in 
the le t ter of Shah Abbas to Abdul M\anlm sent in 1698. In this 
l e t t e r , Shah Abbas threatened the Khan idth an attack by the 
troops of Iraq, Fars, Keman, Khuzistan, Giian, Magajaffiran 
Astarabad, Azarbaijan and Khurasan. These places have been 
ewamerated probably to show the-Khan the extent of the Persian 
ecmpire and the actual strength of i t s ruler, whom Abdul' 
Muntih-had cont^pijBHoUsly addressed as Abbas Mir25a, Then 
Abbas writes to Khan that ' i f you hope to seek refuge from 
my amy with the ruler of Hindustan, I an writing him a l e t ter 
to arrest you and to send you to this court ^ t h chain in 
your neck.t^ 
The last portion of the l e t ter i s signif icant and 
worthy of consideration. In the above wrds Abbas reminds 
Abdul liunim Khan of the closer and stronger friendship of 
Akbar with himself (Abbas) than with the Uzbeks. The l e t ter 
also shows that the Shah himself did not regard the acquisi-
tion of Cjandahar by Akbar as an outcome of latter* s arrange-
ment with the Uzsbeks for the division of Persia. Nor did he 
show any annoyance at i t , at least apparently. 
W 1698 S^ hah Abbas's position had improved considerably. 
With the death of Sultan Murad I I I of Turkey in 1594, he no 
1. JIB. f f . 326 J 2SA. iv/127» 
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longer feared any attack from the west. He had succeeded In 
crushing most of the rebellions in his kingdom and had started 
recovering his eastem territories from the Uzbeks^ However, 
the Uzbeks s t i l l possessed a large portion of Khurasan wMch 
included the important and strategic places lik® Herat, 
Mashhad and Nishapur» 3?he probl®i of the Uzbek was continued 
to be serious. For driving them out of Khurasan, the 
neutraiity, rather the friendship, of the Mughal Emperor was 
s t i l l necessary. 
Shah Abbas, therefore, dismissed the Mughal ambassadorsf 
early in 1598 A«D., with abundant rewards and magnificent 
Khaia^, He also despatched Matwch^hr Beg with them as his 
envoy to Akbar and sent-a l e t t e r and presents to the anperor. 
According to Abul Faal the presents included, "101 choices Iraq 
horses, and Etoong them was a horse which was f i v e year old ^ 
had <?ome;' from the sea of Gil an (the €aspean). I t has only 
two or three hairs on the mave and ta i l , i t very choice 
and i ts performance were unrivalled, but i t died in the way* 
There were choice meres (qisraq) , one of which •mn valued at 
6,000 ri^ees. There were 300 pMces of brocade r a l l vov&n. 
by the hands of noted weavers cttid f i f t y mc^sterpices of 
/ 
Ghiaa Naqshband, and wonderful carpets (taljyanamed), splendid 
paincfts, also Turkish pavalions, embroidered mattresses, various 
1. AAA. 372j AN. lii/745 (trans. iii/1113)j RZT f f . 1/681$ 
AA. f f . 403. 
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seeds, and 9 goats (Murgaz) whose fleeces y ie ld wool (suf ) and 
s i lk (Khara), well as other rar i t ies, and 600 Turkaman in 
rich dresses'* There were also nmerous Iraqi horses In the 
caravan."^ This long l i s t of precious and m i que presents 
not only showed the keenness of liie shah to cultivate A-rehagts 
friendship, but was also intended to iiapress upon Akbar the 
value which Persian friendship would have for the Mughalst 
2 
In the l e t te r , Abbas esqpressed his unbounded Joy on the 
warn response to his l e t ter and the revival of the old friend-
the »seeds of which were sown by their predecessors** Then 
he thanked Akbar for his valuable fatherly advice. He went on 
to describe the deplorable condition of Persian af ter the 
death of ShsHa Talanasp said the steps taken by him to consolidate 
his position internally and the friendship he was able to 
establish with 13ie ottoin%is» He then referred to the Uzbek 
attacks on Khurasan and the depredations caused by them in W-a u, 
occt^led territory* Finally, he expressed^to expel the Uzbeks 
and recover his ancestral lands from them, and f o r t i f y his 
front ier in such a way that they would not again be able^enter 
the Persian territory* He again reqt;psted the Mughal Emperor 3 f o r his moral support* 2n the concluding l ines, Abbas Intro-
AAA«372} m»iii/74& (trans. 111/1113)I R2T f f . 1/581 jAA.ff.403. 
2* For the text of the l e t t e r '' cf* OM-ff* 206$ ZSA 1/228* 
3* The passage is i 
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duoed Manuch^ir Beg as*one of his personal attendants and 
most trustwortixy nobless^equgsted Akbar not to detain him 
for long and continue the exchange of embassies and let ters. 
I t i s interesting to note here that the l e t te r does not contain 
any protest against or even a reference^. to Akbar*s oec\:?)ation 
of Qsndahar. I t also deserves attention that he also ordered 
his envoy to proceed throtigh the route of Kftch and Makran and 
not through Khurasan and qandahar* 
Mamchtihr Beg reached the Mughal court in 1598 A.D, and 
"on the 23rd« Aban 1007 A.H, <14th Hov. 1698) he had the bliss 
2 
of an audiance ( I t Lahore) and x>ras exalted by princely favours". 
Soon after the arrival of Maunchihr Beg and while he was s t i l l 
at the court, another, Persian (Jmbassador, Mirza A l i Beg 
Yuabashi arrived at the Mughal court on 6th March 1599, \d.th 3 
l e t t e r and presents. He had been despatched by the Shah to 
convey to the Mughal Emperor the news of the victory of the 
Shah over the Uabeks and the recovery of Herat which, in fac t , 4 
meant the recovery of Khurasan. 
The dea-tti of Abdullah Khan and Abdul Murrfm in 1598 and 
the resulting chaos in Turan, brot^ht about a radical change 
in the international situation, l^hile i t provided shah Abbas 
with the opportunity not only of expelling the Uzbeks frm 
1. AAA. 372. 
2. AK Vol. iii/745. 
3. AAA. 40&t M . iii/740. 
4* AAA. 406j jiN. iil/749. The text of the le t ters is not 
available. 
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Kjiurasant "but also of extending his Influence in Tursn, Akbar, 
who was 0ti l l present in tbe pan;)ab, started thinking in tems 
of sending an esqsedition to Huran, Abul FazCL writes t "The 
intention of the Shahinshah was to send the victorious troops 
\mder the command of the Royal Prince to furan and to include 
the ancestry territory within the e m p i r e * T h i s conquest 
presumably meant the e3q)tasion of tiie Uzbeks from Badakhghan. 
Though Abul Fazl says that the expedition was not sent due 
2 
to the indolence of the prince, i t is l ike ly that principal 
f ac tors were the continuing trouble in Bangash and Mughal 
involvement in the Deccan*' in November 1S98, Akbar himself 3 
had to leave I^ahore for the Deccan via Agra. 
In Badakhshan, however, Mirza Badiuzzoman, son of Mirza 
Shahrukh and a sister of Akbar^ fought a battle with and 
defeated Mirza Himayun, who pretended himself to be the son 
of Mirza Siilaimaa and had occupied Badakhshan after the death 
of the two Uzbek Khans. Af ter o c c w l n g Badakhshan (1600-1601), 
Mirza Badiuzzaman »adorned the pUlpit and the gold and silver 
with the great name of Shahinshah (AJabar) and sent a pet i t i t ion 
apologising fo r the l i t t l e service he had hitherto rendered*. 
Akbar recieved the messenger kindly and sent presents and war 
AN. ili/745. 
2. m . ill/74B. 
AN. ili/745. 
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mate3?lalJ The sucqessfijl revolt of Mirza Badiuzzaman in 
> 
Ba^ak^han and tlrie fac t tiiat he read the Khutba in i^cbar's 
nEtoe,*^suggests that not only did the Badakhshanls ^wanted 
independence, but also they were expecting and given encourage-2 ment by the MUghalg, 
In such a situation i t was natural tbat the urg^cy of 
an alliance between Persia and the Mughals no longer existed, 
Akbar, therefore, did not give leave to the Persian ambassadors 
to return to Persia until 1601. In 1601, ^ i l e ha was s t i l l 
at Asirgarh, Im gave them pejaaigsion to leave the court, but 
asked them to v&lt at Lahore for the Mughal ambassador to acccm' 
psny them* Though Akbar did not at that time send eiwey le t ter 
to Shah Abbas, Danlyal gave a l e t te r for the shah to Maunchlhr 
1, AK. ili/792, 813| AAA, 437. 
2. AAA» also records that there was a general resentmmt among 
the Badakhshanis against the Uzb^s, and leaving the c i ty , 
^ ey had retired to the h i l l s . When there vbs confusion 
among tlia Uzbeks, the Badakhshanis themselves proclaimed 
Mirza Badiuzzaman as their chief (AAA» 437). 
3* M « ili/787. Mr. Beverldge had ^r^stranslated the passage 
here. The text i s . . . . 
OJT -Vv '^l^ AJ* A^J YBJ^ ci^j" 
Mr* Beverldge t r f o l a t e s An embassa<Krt was to 
go aftervjsrds from court together with presents, when 
arrangements had been made for their going to that country 
(M# Beverldge, ili/1179). 
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Beg and sent presents in the ctistody of Bahadur BegJ" 
In the lettery the prinoe expressed^ hi a desire to 
establish correspondence with .the Shah# He then described 
his appointment^ after Akbar returned from Lahore to Agra, 
for the compaign of Deccanf and his victory over Ahmadnagar 
and that of the Emperor himself over Asirgarh* Daniyal also 
mentioned his appointment as the Viceroy of KhaD.desh, Gu^rat, 
Malwa, Berar and the Decean> •each of -which once had a 
seperate ruler ' , and expressed his desire to establish link 
bet-ween t5ie ports of the Doccan and the Gu^rat, and Orniuz and 
Bahrain as a token of closo relationship between the two 
countries. 
I t is not clear why Dsnlyal wrote to the Shah instead 
of Akbar. perhaps the l e t te r was written in the background of 
aallm's revolt. However, the main purpose of the l e t ter was 
to foster trade betweon Indian ports on the one hand, and 
Bahrain, which had been occt^iied by the Sh^ , on tiie other* 
The Persian ficibassador waited for another couple of 
years, before Mir Musum Bhakkari was appointed as envoy to 
Iran and f ina l ly l e f t in 1603. Apparently the further delay 
was due to the preoccupation of Akbar with the revolt of prince 
1.* The l e t te r of Daniyal to Abbas (1603) cf.JM f f . 223b, 
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aallm» However, the renewed Uzbek pressure on Badakhshan 
W Baql Khan (1602), which ultimately led to the overthrow 
of Mirza Badiuzzanan (1603)^" perhaps, made Akbar f e e l the 
necessity of Persian friendship once again. An envoy from 
Mirza Badiuzzsman arrived at Akbar's court asking f o r help 
2 
against Baqi Khan. Akbar therefore, wrote to the la t ter 
warning him against occupying Badakhshan and molesting one 
who was a member of his family and associated with his king-
S 
dom. Next Akbar f ina l l y gave leave to Maunchihr Beg <1603), 
with valuable g i f t s for the Shah and a sm of four lakhs of 
dams to the ambassador himself* He sent some more presents 4 
f o r the Shah and a l e t t e r though Mir Masm* At the same time, 
i t seems, that Prince Salim also sent a l e t t e r to the Shah, 
presumably to indicate that the misunderstanding between the •vjLiA g father and the son had 
1, AH# 111/813} AAA. 437. 
2. AW. 111/813. 
Letter of Akbar to Baqi Khan (1603) o f . TZ.q f f . 76 . Akbar 
also sent <twenty camel loads of weapons of war etc, and 
an encouraging farman* to Badluzzaman (AN. i i l/813). But 
probably before i t could reach Badakhshan, BadluzzSma i^ 
was defeated and k i l l ed by Baqi Khan. 
4. m* l i i /S ie , 25$ Egr. f f . i/583j AAA# 44Sj ZSA. lV/80. 
6. This assumption i s ba^ed on the reply of the Shah to 
Prince saiim sent with Durwesh Beg (1606), c f , JM. f f . 
212b. For the contents of the l e t t e r see in f ra , p. 33 
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Ther-.letter of Akbar to the slisii, sent through Mir 
Mast®, i s iinfbrtmately not available to us. I t i s , therefore, 
d i f f i c u l t to ascertain the motive of Akbar in sending the 
embassy. However, from the reply to this l e t t e r sent by Shah 
Abbas^ i t appears that Akbar had congratulated the Shah on 
his victoiy over the Uzbek and had informed him of his om 
victory, probably over the Deccan states. 
Dr» Rahim has suggested that this l e t t e r was presum-
ably sent in the context of Akbar's desire to send an expedi-
2 
tion to Turati. However, i t i s d i f f i cu l t to agree with this 
agsmption, as Akbar had expressed the above mentioned desire 
in 1698. During the intervening f i v e years the situation had 
materially changed. 
Mir Muhammad Masun and Manuchihr Beg reached Persia 
in 1604 A.D., v^en Abbas was busy with the seige of Erivan. 
Both M^uchihr Beg and Mir Masum waited upon the Shah shortly 
a 
af ter their arrival, when the seige was going on. Akbamama 
1. Letter of Abbas to Akbar (3J304»-05) c f . JM. f f . 209b. 
For the content of the l e t t e r see infra p. 82 
2. Rahim, 23. He sayst .the object of iphis mission (Mir 
Masua*s mission) can be gathered from the following 
rwarks of Abul Fazl, "The intention of the shahinshah 
was to send the victorious troops under the command of 
the Royal Prince to Turan and to include the tocestral 
territory within the empire", ( c f . AN. trans. i i i / i l l 4 ) . 
3. AAA. 448$ 2SA. iv/80. 
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records the reception of Mir Masiitn by Shah Abbas In the 
following j^rords, " ».The Shah had received him with great 
honour and had ordered a large sm of money to be given to 
him and had taken the l e t t e r of the E-hahinshah in his two 
hands and placed i t on his head. He had asked, tHow i s His 
Majesty my Shah Baba? <royal fa ther ) , in.what condition i s 
he"?^ Though the Shah received the Mughal ambassador apparently 
wel l and according to Akbarnama gave him a large sum of money, 
i t seaas that there was some coolness in his behaviour, f o r he 
accepted only one sword as a token of good owen, out of the 
z 
large ntmber of g i f t s gent fo r him. 
However, during the four months of his s t ^ in the 
Persian army-campj when the seige was going on, the witty 
Mughal ambassador succeeded in pleasing the Shah by his poetry, 
3 
humour and eloquence^ A f ter Erivan f e l l to Abbas, Mir Masm 
x^ as invited to the court where Sharif pasha, and nuneroias 
other generals of the Ottoman troops and the chiefs of the 
Kurds were present. Here, to impress these Ottcasan and <jtth©r 
dignitaries, a show was made of the presents sent to the 
Shah by one of the most powerftiL rulers of the contemporary 
world. But this time again Abbas did not take any piece from 
1. ANB. lli/1236. 
2. AAA. 448} 23A. lV/80. 
3. asA. iV/81* 
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it# To further'impress i^on his enmies^ lie ordered the 
presents to be distributed among his nobles, generals, chiefs 
1 
and notables of various sections, present at the camp. 
Akbamaaa narrates the story of the presents in this 
way, «Ihe presents had been spread out and he < the Shah) had 
personally inspected a l l 6f them. He had for tvo or three 
days sent the ambassadors of Gurjistan (Georgia) and the 
sirdars of Turkistan and other strangers to inspect them# He 
had marvelled at beholding these rarit ies which were objects 
of admiration ,-to a l l , "^ The Mughal historian, however, avoids 
mentioning what ultimately happened/ to this marvellous collec-
tion of the presents. 
The refusal of the Shah to accept Akbar»s g i f t s appears 
to have been a calculated step to show that he did not parti-
cularly care f o r the Mughals* This open show of resentment 
was perhaps the result of i^ ndue delay in the return of 
Manuchihr Beg which would have been interpreted by the shah 
as representing a lack of x^m on Akbar»s part. The Shah was 
at this time at the height of his power. He had not only 
consolidated his eastern f ront ier , but had also succeeded in 
extending his Influence over Turan. He was now feeling secure 
enough to launch an attack t^jon the Ottoman empire. He had, 
1. AU. 448) ZSA. iV/81. 
2. MB. ili/1236. 
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therefore J no particular motive in desiring the friendship of 
the Mughals. He had even started thanking in teras of recover-
ing qandahar and Ms o f f icers in Khurasan had already moved 
towards i t s dependencies J" 
After some months» Mir Masum ^ dismissed by the Shah 
and reached India some time in 1605, Ko, envoy iijas despatched 
with him by the Shah. This was a further show of annoy€«ice on 
the part of the Shah, A l e t t e r and some present were, however, 
sent through Mir Masum to Akbar. The presents included besides 
2 
other precious things, saae Iraq l-raqi horses- Mir Masum also 
brought a le t ter from the ghah's ajant to Mariam-i-Makani, who 
according to Dr, Rahim, ^used to send letters to her mother 3 
and sister in Persia through the agency of the ambassadors, 
4 
In the le t ter sent to Akbar^ with Mir Masum, Abbas con-
gratulated the Mughal Emperor on his victories and then des-
cribed his own conquest of Kehawand, Tabrez, NakhehwaJm and 
1. aee infra, p, 87 
2. AAA, 461$ AN, iii/836j R2T, f f , 1/683} ZSA iv/81| Rahim,23* 
AAA, 461| AH, 111/836$ f f . 1/683$ 2SA iv/81$ Rahlm,23. 
4» In M* there are two let ters of Abbas to Akbar and each 
bears the BSS^^^^^^B^^of Mir Masm^as i t s carrier (JM. 
f f . 209b., 211b,). 2 i i <iv/81) and^rSp^diice s t i l l another 
which also bears• the name of Mir Masm as I t s carrier. 
However, there is not any particular difference among 
/' them as far' as the contents are concerned. 
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Erivan, which v/as the strong f o r t so never before taken tgr 
gtom by any Persian ruler*. Ho other matter had been dis-
cussed or refejped to In the l e t t e r . 
Dr» Rahla, however, s ^ s tiiat the S-hah promised his 
cooperation ( In Akbar»s scheme to conquer his,' ancestral 
terr i tory of Turan), The diffKtCbt versions of the l e t t e r of 
Abbas given in the d i f f l e rent collect(i»ir»s do not contain any 
mention of promise for cooperation In Akbar*s plan in Turan. 
Besides, i t seems hardly possible that the shrewd Shah would 
welcome, much less would he promise cooperation for the Mughal 
plan of conquering Transoxiana. For, this would <5bvlously 
a f f e c t his power and influence In the region. 
• 
Shortly after Mir Masum l e f t the Persian court, and 
while the Persian amies were beseigning Van (1604i.€8), the 
Shah sent le t ters of reply to princes Salim and Danlyal with 
Darwesh Beg qagvini. Darwesh Beg came to India along with ' 
Bahadur Beg who had been sent by Danlyal, and Shalii Beg who 2 
had presunably been sent by Saiim. 
In his l e t t e r to saiimt the Shah refered to the breach 
of t5?eaty by the Ottcuaan and the occtpation of A«arbaijan and 
Slilrwan by them during the reign of Shah Muhammad. He then 
1 . Rahlm, 22, 
2. Cf. l e t t e r of Abbas to prince Saiim and Prince Danlyal, 
JM. f f * 212b., 224b. 
Cf. l e t t e r of Abbas to prince sallm and prince Danlyal, 
I^M. f f # 212b., 224b. 
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/ 
described the aj-eoovery of fabrez and conquest of Erlvan and 
otlier parts of Shirv/an and Gurjlstan. He hoped that he wovild 
soon conquer ?an also» In the end the shah requested the 
\ 
prince to continue the escchsBn-ge of letter* The l e t te r to 
Daniyal i s aj.so along the sme lines as to salim* 
I t seems strange that while he sent no mbassy to 
Akbar, the Shah replied to the letters of tiae tm Princes not 
through their own messengers, but through a Persian envoy, 
perhaps, the Shah, while administering tfee a mild diplomatic 
reiBuff, was s U l l desirous of continuing friendly relations 
with the Mughals. 
the t ^ e the Shah had written to Dajaiyal, the prince 
was already dead. Soon after the return of Hir Masum, Akbar 
also died. 
C H A P T E R I I I 
THE PSBSIM ATTEMPT TO CAPTtffiS QMBMAR 
(1604 - 1607) 
1604 Shah Abbas had not only esqjelled the tJssbeks 
and the Ottomans from his ancestral dominions hut had also 
embarked upon a corapaign of e:^ansion« In the west he was 
leading his amies in Azarbaljan and Shirwan. In the east he 
had lamched an attack upon Balkh which though tansuccessful, 
had succeeded in impressing the Uzbeks with the might of the 
Persian armies. The chiefs of Khwara2Di, Marsr, Sis tan and the 
Maliks of Kech and Makran owed him allegiance. In such 
situation i t is not surprising that the Persians started 
thinking of recovering Qandahar and i ts dependencies frcM 
the Mughals* 
presmably, Manuchihr Beg, after his return from India, 
had reported to Abbas that the health of Akbar was fa i l ing 
and that his empire was faced with serious d i f f i cu l t ies* The 
f a l l of Mirza Badiuzzaman in Badakhshan, which, in fact , had 
become a part of the Mughal dominions, without any protest 
or military action on the part of Akbar or his Governor at 
Kabul, must have convinced the Persians of the Mughal military 
weakness in Afghanistan and encouraged them to attempt the 
recoveiy of Qandahar, 
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The persisjas, I t appears, had already started making 
encroachments v^on the terr i tor ies of Hazarajat, fhis 
territory had been occupied hy the Uzbeks but when Akbar 
annexed Qandahar, he esspelled the Uzbeks by force and ccm-
pelled the chiefs of Ha^ara tribes to give him their a l l eg i -
ance, During the period in which Shah Abbas was extending 
his influence over Marv and Khwarasm and had led a compalgn 
to Balkh, he seems to have extended his hold over scaiie of 
the Hazara tribes also and had appointed A l l q«3=4 Khan as the 
1 2 GoBsmander oS Klkodar and Hazarajat, 
About the sfime time shah Abbas granted to 
Mirza Hasan» a son of Sh^rukh Mirza, who had escaped from 
the Mughal ejapire and whose whereabout had hQm unknom to the 
Mughals for soae time. $he shah, according to his usual 
pol icy, hoped to use Mlrza Hasan to extend his influence. He 
sent the Mirza to Husain Khan, the Governor of Herat,when he 
himself moved towards Azarbai^an (1603), shortly after, the 
TJzbeks revaged the territories of Maruchaq and Murghab and 
3 
captured the brother of Yustif IQian, the commander of the region. 
Thereupon Husain Khan,after securing permission fro® the Shah, 
1. I t has not been possible to identify Nlkodar, but apparent-
ly i t is a town in Ha^arajat territory named after Nlkodar 
Oghlan, c f , ^ (trans.) 11/406. 
2. AN. 111/821, 828; IQJ. 11/495, 501. 
3. mdfc 
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sent Mirza Hasan to Badakhghan, • So tiaat the attention of 
the Uzbeks might be diverted from the Persian frontier to 
Badakhshan. Mirza Hasan, boi^ rever, did not f ind any s"i:?)port 
in Badakhshan and joined the tribes of Hikodar and Hagara, 
gathered arotmd him a fcirce of 20,000 from these tribes and 
began to create trouble in northern portion of EStoindawar^  
Shah Beg Khan, the Mughal commander of qandahar,led an 
eaqpedition against him* Mirza Hagan was defeated and f l ed 
2 
to Ha<ieharan* Shah Beg Khan cotad not pursue the rebel because 
the Persians, taking advantage of Mirza Hasan's activit ies 
and Shah Beg Khan»s pro-occ\:5)ation vdth him, attacked Bust 
(1605)? Bust was a fortress to the west of qa^idahar, situated 
some two miles north from the confluence of Helmend and <r 
Arghandab rivers, Bnd thus commanding a strategic position 
as an outpost of Qandahar, I t was a part of Garrasir, a 
dependency of Qandahar, then in the possession of the MUghals. 
To i t s north-west, not far from i t , lay Farah, an outpost 
of Khurasan held by the Persians. 
Mir zainul Abidin, a notable of Garmsir, harassed by 
the jagirdars of the place, had come to Herat leaving his 
1. AH, 111/821$ 828J IQJ, U/496 , 501. 
2. The place Is not tracable» 
3. AJJ, iii/828j AAA# 468. 
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property and Smily at oaimslr* kt Herat| he met the shah 
who had returned frcsa his unsuccessfta. expedition of Baikh 
<X602), The Shah ref erred him to Hxisaiji Khaa, the Governor 
of Herat, who sent the Mir to Farah. shah Beg Khan, the 
Mughal commander of qandahar, annoyed hy the desertion of 
the Mir, confiscated his proporty, s\»imoned his two sons 
to Qandahar and did not permit them to go to their father, 
Mir za iml Ahidin, resented^^sJa Beg«s trealjaent of his sons, 
began to incite Khusrau?Khan, an o f f i c e r of Htisaln Khan 
at Farah, to attack- Bust. The Persians were joined hy the 
Zamindars of (jaimsir. Khusrau Khan laade a night attack on 
Bust. One of i t s two coramanders was k i l l ed and the other 
escaped. The f o r t was occv^jied by the Persians. 
lihen the news reached Shah Beg Khan, he started for 
Bust. But before he could reach Bust, A l i Khan, the Persian 
comander of Hikedar and Hazarajat, along with Mirza Hasan 
2 
and a force frcm Ohor,attacked zamidair/ar, Therei:5)on, Shah 
Beg himself rushed to zaoiindawar to repulse the attack and 
1. AM* 4S8» an; iil/8285 IQJ. ii/501* Akbamarna and labalnSma 
attribute the f a l l of Bust to ISae disloyalty and intringnes 
of the zamindara of Gaimsir with the »Qlzibaghes» j they 
neither refer to Mir zaiaul Ahidin nor to any Persian 
attack on Bust, 
2, An. iii/82Bj i q j . ii/501. AAA. makes no reference to the 
attack of A l l Khan on zamindawar ot his all iance with 
Mirza Hasan. 
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1 
a expedition under the coimaader of Qalat^ and Aros 
Bahadur, that of 2amindawar to drive out the Persians from 
Bust, The attack upon 2Qmindawar v?as repulsed by Shah Beg 
Khan> but the detachnent sent to Bust was defeated by a persiaa 
reinforcement despatched by Husain Khan^  mder Ismail Khan, 
the Persian cofflmander of Parah, and Halik Shah of Sis tan. 
Aros Bahadur was ki l led, while the commander of Qalat was 
arrested and sent in chainf to Shah Abbas, who at tliat time 
was busy in Azarbaijan against the Ottcanans, The M ^ t of 
Bust was entrusted to the care of Muhammad 2aman Sultan 
2 Shsmtai, a former servant of Muzaffar Husain Mirza, 
Shah Beg fthan now himself led an expedition to Bust 
and la id seige to the f o r t . But the Persians had properly 
garrisoned I t and a l l e f forts of the Mughal forces to reduce 
i t fa i l ed . Ultimately Shah Beg gave i;ip the attempt due to 
3 
i l lness and returned to Qandahar (1604), The entire territory 
4 
of Garmsir thus came in the possession of the Persians. 
1. AAA* gives the name of the commander of qalat as 
apparently a mispi^nt. 
2. AAA. 468^69. IQJ andA^t do not record this battle. 
3. The failvire of Shah Beg, attempt to recover Bust i s 
recorded in the 49th Regnal year, beginning March, 1604, 
.before the mention of the return of Mir Masm and the 
doath of Maryam Makani in Aug, 1604. 
4. AAA. 459J IQJ ii/501| A5I« iii/828. 
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Shortly after the death of Baql Khan in 1605, while 
the shah himself remained in the west to ut i l i ze the oppor* 
tunity created by the death of Sultan Murad (1604)| he 
despatched Jahangir Khan, the grandson of Pir Muhammad, the 
former ruler of Baikh, who had taken shelter at the Persian 
coiirt^to recover his country. The Persian Governor of 
Khurasan was instructed Tsy the Shah to render him a l l possible 
help- ^'ahangir Khan occi^ied Ghorjistan with Persian help 
(1606), and succeeded in securing the alligiance of some of 1 
the Hazara tribes. 
About the same time, when after the death of Akbar, 
jaljangir was busy in suppressing the revolt of Kliufassn, 
2 
Husain Khan, the Persian Governor of Khurasan, along vdth 
the chief of Sis tan, attacked Qandahar and la id seige to 
i t (March-April 1606), This action was apparently taken 
at the instigation of Mirza Muhammad Zaman Shamiu, the new 
Persian commander of Bust, and some of the other disaffected 3 
former servants of the Mirzas of qandahar. Shah Beg Khan, 
1. AAA. 494* 
2» iskandar Beg avoids making a definite statement whether 
the Governor of Herat himself had come to Qandahar or 
not (AAA# 6837). Jahangir at one place writes that 
the Governor had personally led the expedition, but 
at another place, probably influcsnced V Shah»s apology, 
he writes that the Governor had sent forces. IQJ*(iil/616) 
andM^r. ( f f . 22a), however, essplicitly say that Husain 
Khan, the Governor of Herat, led the expedition personfi^ly. 
3« Of. XuZ» 33. 
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the Mughal commander of the f o r t , held out and wote to 
jahangir for reinforcement^". The story of the defence of 
qandahar is interesting. Jahangir writeat "Praise is due to 
.the maniiJiess and courage of shah Beg Khan, who planted his 
f oo t firmly l ike a man.^  and strengtiiened tlie f o r t , and seated 
himself on the top of the third citadel of t2ie afor^aid f o r t 
in such » ' manner that outsiders could see^ his entertainments! 
Burins the seige he. girded not his loins but tdth bare head 
and f ee t arranged parties of pleasure, at not day passed 
that he did not send a force from the f o r t to meet the foe and 
did not make manly e f for ts . "^ 
When these reports reached Jahangir "a large force 
was immediately appointed under the leadership of Mirza 
Ghazi" to proceed to the help of Shah Beg. When the Persians 
heard of the despatch of Mirza Ghazi by jahangir, they with-
drew the seige and retreated before the reinforcement could 
reach qandahar (Feb, 1607). 
The Persian attacks on Bust and Qandahar against the 
Mughals vjith whom the Persian. Shah protested friendship, were 
unprovoked and undoubtedly constituted aggression. Munshi 
1. AAA. 683? TJ. 885 IQJ» 5161 MJ. f f .22aj aA. f f . 213. 
2. TJ. 33 (trans, i/71)} IQJ, ii/SlGj MJ. f f .22a} AA.ff.213. 
3. Ibid. 
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Iskaadar Beg thpovs a l l responsibility of the Persian 
attack on Bust, i:5pon Khusrau Beg, who according to Iskandar 
Beg, attacked the fortress at the instigation of Mir Zainul 
Abldln, Tdthout the pemission of Hiisain !Chan, the Persian 
Governor of Herat, He says that Husaln Khan later on sent 
reinforcement under Ismail Khan and Malik Shah of Slatan, 
not because he wanted to encrolch upon Mughal terr itory, but 
because he was annoyed by the attitude of Shah Beg, who 
instead of making complaints to Husaln Khan against the local 
persiai o f f i cers , sent forces snd himself led an expedition 
against the Persians. Iskandar Beg further writes that when 
the commander^ ^ Qalat was presented before the shah and he 
i eamt of the attack by his o f f i cers on Bust, he got annoyed, 
condemned his o f f i cers f o r this unfriendly act towards the 
Mughals and decided to send back the prisoner with due honour 
af ter the compaign of Azarbaijan. SurpilBingly enough , 
neither Akbamama nor labalnama. d0F=f»t say anything about 
the involvement of Husaln Khan in the Persian attack on Bust 
and attribute i t s f a l l to the disloyalty of the 2i;amindars 
of Garmslr, Akbamama records " . . . • . . • the z«®ilndars of 
CJarmsir had In a shortsighted manner joined with the Qiziba-
2 
shes and seized the f o r t of Bust". 
1. AAA. 468-69. 
2. AN. 111/828$ IQJ. ii/501. 
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Similarly, in the case of qandahar, soon after the 
Persian amies f lew frcan qandahar, Hugain Beg was sent l?5r 
Shah Abbas to iSmperor Jahangir with a l e t te r . In this l e t te r , 
accorciing to Jahangir, the Shah denied knowledge of his 
o f f i cer * s attack on (jandahar, comdemned them for committing 
such an offence and apologised for i t . He also issued a 
faman to his o f f i cers to return f3R>m qandahar to their 
1 places. 
I t is surprising that Jahangir accepted not only the 
apology of Shah Abbas, but also refused to blame the shah. 
He writes •In-the second place i t became known 
(from the reports of Qandahar) that the Governor of Farah 
and a nmber of the o f f icers of that neighbourhood had taken 
i t into their heads, after the death of the late king (Akbar), 
that in this confusion qaadahar uiight easily f a l l into their 
hands and without waiting fo r an order from Shah Abbas had 
collected together and won oVer the chief of Siwistan (Sistan), 
sending sowree one to Husain Khaa, the governor of Herat, they 
asked for st:5)port from hijn. He also sent a force* After 
2 that they turned to attack qandahar*« 
jahangir proceeds "Before the Mirza (Gha^il) reached 
qandahar (with reinforcement), the news had been garried 
1. TJ# 44| IQJ. iii/516j AAA. 682. 
2. TJ. 41. (trans, i/86). 
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to the Shah (of Persia) that the Governor of Farah, with 
some of the jagirdars of that neighboiirhood, had proceeded 
towards the province of qandahar. Considering this an impro-
per proceeding> he (the-Shah) sent Husain Beg, a vrall-loiOTitti 
man and on© of his own intimates, to make enq-uirieg. He 
also sent a farm an in their names that they should mo^ 'e ax^ ay 
from the vicinity of qandahar and go to their om places and 
abodes because the friendship and amity of his ancestors with 
the dignified family of Jahangir padshah were of old standing}" 
I t i s possible that, x^ hen Akbar bad Jtast died, and 
prince Khusrau had raised the standard of rebellion against 
Jahangir, the persisn o f f i c i a l s of Khurasan^ decided to lamch 
immediately an attack on Qandahar, and thouight i t unwise to 
wait for pemission from Shah and th\B lose the opportimiiy. 
In the period under review no moral stigma was attached to 
aggressionj espansion of mpire extention of territory 
were considered to be desirable? and governors or commanders 
often attacked a neighbouring principality or kingdom without 
even bringing the fact to the knowledge of their masters. We 
2 
may refer to the ease of Garha Katanga in the Mughal empire. 
I t i s , therefore, not impossible that the persiran o f f i cers of 
Khurassn attacked qandahar without bringing the matter to the 
notice of Shah Abbas. 
1. TJ. 41 (trans, i/85). 
2. Dr.R.P. Tripathi » "Rise and Fall of (-IMughal Empire'. 192. 
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But Dr,R.P.Trlpathi, Dr.Beni Prasad and Dr.Rahim^ do 
liot accept the view that Shah Abbas was as innocent as he 
pretended to be in his l e t te r , i t is » indeed, surprising 
how the Persian border o f f i cers could launch successive 
attacks within one or two years on the Mughal territories 
without the Imowledge of the shah. A close exanination of 
the sequence^ of the po l i t ica l changes in India, Turaa and 
Turkey and of Persian act iv i t ies on the respective borders 
suggests that the Persian attacks on Bust and qandahar were 
not the results of the indiscretion of the local Persian o f f i cers , 
but they were part of a plan most probably conceived of "ty 
the shrewd Shah himself, 
LlWw 
The Shah gave as^kn to Mirza H«san; his o f f icers of 
Khurasan encouraged him', and gave him assistance to attack 
the northern territory of zaminda\jar. With the help of Mirza 
Hasan, these o f f icers themselves organized two-pronged attack 
on the Mughal frontier as a result of which they succeeded in 
occ't5)ying Ganasir, The Persians succeeded in securing two 
important base around qandahar, one being the region of 
Hazarajat and the other t h a t ^ s t » Next year (1606), shortly 
a f ter the death of Baqi Khan and Akbar, jahangir Khan was 
despatched to recover his country. The attadc of Jahangir 
Khan on Ghor;Jistan on the one hand and the Persian attack on 
!• Tripathi, »Rise and Fall of Mugh^ Emt)i,ret. 36O5 Beni 
Prasad, «JaLangir*> 161; Rahimt 26. 
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Qandaharjon the other, seem to he parts of a coordinated plan. 
I t seems that jahangir Khan who met the Persian Governor of 
Herat before starting on his own compaign with Persian assis-
tance, was sent by the Shah with certain instructions to the 
CJovemor* She re was probably an organized plan that 
jahangir Khan woiild wrest Ghorjistan the Uzbeks, the Persians 
wo^ Jld invade Qandahar which tiiey would be eajpecting to f a l l 
soon due to the disturbances on the Mughal frontier on the 
1 one hand and the rebellion of Khus3?au on the other. 
Even i f i t i s accepted that neither the attack igjon 
Bust nor i^on qandahar had been undertaken with the consent of 
the Shah, i t is significant that he agreed to keep Garmsir 
even though he is reported to have disapproved of the action 
of his o f f i cers . I t is also significant that while expressing 
his disapproval, the Shah remarked, " I f friendship (towards 
the Mughals) was not to be kept in View, why was the satne 
e f f o r t not shown in the tapture of Qandaiar rather than in 
2 
the involvement with Bust". (The Persian o f f i cers did not 
disappoint the shahj they attacked Qandahar at the earliest 
opportunity). 
I t may be observed that Iskandar Munshi, the court 
historian of Shah Abbas, who had given the f u l l details of 
1. AAA* 470. 
2* AAA. 470. 
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Persian attack on Bust and latter on of Jahangir Khan«s attack 
on Ghorjistan etc*, does not make any reference to the Persian 
attack on qandahar in the sequence of the year 1606. This 
event of 1606, he incid.ently mentions in the account of the 
year 1622, vhen he describes the Persian attack on qandahar 
1 
I t wuld, therefore, be a legitimate inference that 
the attacks i:^on Bust and Qandahar were in accordance vdth 
the broad policies of the Shah, even though the Shah may not 
have issued specif ic instructiiais to his o f f i cers to launch 
the attacks, Purthemore, the Shah vrould certainly have 
accepted the annexation of qandahar i f the attack had succeeded, 
just as he had accept the occi^ation of Bust and Ganasir. 
Abbas did not apologise for the indiscretion of his 
offict«^.5 in regard to Bust because i t f e l l to them. I f his 
armies had succeeded in occupying qandahar, too, the shrewd 
Shah would not have of fered the explanation which he did» 
However, when the attack on qandahar fa i l ed , the Shah 
thought i t s unwise to strain his relations with a powerful 
neighbour. He, therefore, threw the responsibility fo r this 
unsuccessful attack and unfriendly action on his off icers* He 
thus absolved his army of the blane for fa i lure and simul-
1, AAA. 683. 
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taneously sought to restore friendship with the Misghal Emperor. 
He was busy at this tlm^ in the west, against the Ottomans. 
He perhaps wanted, to avoid Mughal bid for the recoveiy of 
Garmsir and Mughal ejqpansion In Haaarajat. Moreover^ the 
Uzbeks ®aplre under wall Muhammad had again started showing 
signs of recovering I ts milltaiy strength. 
I t is extremely douh13ful i f Jahangir was ag simple 
as to f a l l to see the Persian attacks on Bust and Qandahar 
in their true perspective. I t . seems that there were s ign i f i -
cant po l i t ica l considerations which Induced him to accept 
the apology of Abbas and donnive at his Involvement in the 
matter, since qandahar had not been los t , there was no 
necessity to accuse Abbas of his responsbility, and strain 
his relations ^ t h a powerful neighbour, in the very begining 
of his reign when he was faced ^dth internal d i f f i cu l t i es . 
Moreover, the fact that soon after the Persian attack on 
qandahar was repulsed, jahangir decided to go to Kabul in 
spite of the opposition of his nobles due to expected distur-
bances in Bengal, Gu^rat and-the Deccan^ shows that Jahangir 
v;as not quite satisfied with the defence of Kabul and his 
2 
north-westera frontiers. I t is extranely doubtful i f jahangir's 
visit to Kabul was simply a hunting expedition. His concilla-
1, TJ. 33. 
2. Cf. TJ. (p.33). 
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tory policy at Kabuli the remission of custom dues and tamgha, 
the lavish distribution of money among the peqple, the interest 
in the a f fa irs of Badkhshan» !the orders f<3r the construction 
of roads between Qandahar, Ghazni and Kabul and f ina l l y , the 
despatch of esq)edition against the Bangash tribes, show the 
real significance of Jahangir's v i s i t to Kabul and the appre-
hensi»«^ which he had about his f r on tiers ^ ^ For the peace of 
this region, to keep a check on the act ivit ies of the TJzbeks, 
and for successful operations against the Bangash Afghans, the 
friendship of Persia was valuable. Moreover, the question of 
qandahar i t s e l f was Important and continuity of friendship 
wi.th Persians might prevent them from making a fresh attack 
on i t . 
Perhaps, f o r these reasons, Jahangir readily accepted 
the explanation of Shah Abbag and thovight i t unwise to strain 
his relatidn-vdth a powerful neighbour* therefore, some time 
after his return from Kabul, he dismissed Husain Beg, along 
with Darwsh Beg who ha^ como and brought a l e t ter to him befoire 
his accession. A l e t te r was given to Husain Beg, f o r the Shah 
2 
and presumably some presents nor© also sent (1608). 
T^ TJ.50yS2>63.67»Trlpathly ' p i se lnd Fail«361t Beni Prasad, 
Jahangir 16^63, Prom Kabul en amount of 1.70 lakh was also 
sent for the provisions of qandahar (TJ.52), 
2, Letters of Jahangir to Abbas (1608)of.JIB ff,23la,267a5F2Q 
ff.93a,116b. In both, the collections there are two letters 
of Jah%iglr to Abbas and while the f i r s t bears the names 
of only Darwesh Beg and Sharif as the carriers of the l e t t e r , 
the second also bears the name of Husain Beg.in regards to 
the contents, though there i s not any particular difference, 
f i r s t seems to be more concerned with the event of qandahar 
(1606). The reference in the l e t ter to the delay in sending 
Husain Beg back suggests that he was permitted to return 
in 1608. 
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In this l e t t e r , Jahangir expressed his sincere friends. 
ship towards the Shah and stressed that he would always ranain 
I 
in future, as in the past, a well-'wisher of that 'exalted 
brother* • jahangir tlien referred to the delay which had 
oecured on the side of the Shah in starting an exchange of 
letters (probably in sending a fomsa l e t te r of congratulation 
on his accession)* fhe events of qandahar, had confused those 
who could not understand the hidden truth until Husain Beg 
arrived; presented what His Majesty had written in a hurry; 
and rmoved the suspicious of such people. Next, jahangir 
tfeen-stated that what belonged to one monarch, in reality 
belonged to the other as well < thus "implying that there was 
no need for the Shah to covet Qandah.ar) and the friendship 
of the t^ flo houses transcended sordid taaporal questions. The 
cordiality would keep on increasing and ii.jould not be affected 
by the endeavours of enemies. Accoimting for the delay in 
the disnissla of -the envoy, Jahangir \frote that /;he was waiting 
for the next envoy v/hom the Shah had promised to send. 
Apparently, due to his preocct:^ation the Shah was unable to 
send the ssld envoy. He was,therefore,dismissing the ambassadora 
The le t ter closes with the usual good wishes. 
C H A P T E R I V 
m f m a ^ or m m m m ^ m ' ^ i m 
The set-back in the relation of Abbas with Jahangir, 
resiilting fronj the persisaa attack on qandahar,had not lasted 
long. Dviring the second decade of the 17th centuiy, an 
exchange of formal and infomal envoys» let ters and presents 
tool^» place on an ux^recited scale which resulted in the 
establisiaaent of extremely intimate relationship between the 
t w rtJlers» m M l i t was bi^ken again by the Shah idien he 
attacked qandahar in 1622. Before we discuss the reasons and 
motives behind thl5 frequent exchange of embassies, and the 
intimate friendship, i t may be useful to study f i r s t the 
stquance of events. 
During this phase of their relationship, in i t ia t ive 
was again taken by Shah Abbas, Sometime tov^rds the dose 
of 1610, he despatched Yadgar Al i Sultan Talish to Jahangir, 
to conv^ his condolence on the death of Akbar and congratu-
lations on jahangir*s accession. ladgar Al i »s was a magnifi-
clent embassy. He was accompanied by f i f t y person and bro'oght 
Innumerable presents fo r Jahangir, collected from Persia and 
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other countries, including f i f t y se lect horses and 1500 pieces 
of flfarities} 
In the l e t t e r sent through Yadgar Ml Talish, the 
Shah regret 3d the delay xn sending the Embassador for the 
said purpose. He ascribeA. this delay to his preoccupation 
with the affairs of Assarbaijan and Shirwan. After the compa^  
igns were successfully concluded and lie had returned to the 
capital J he sending Yadgar A l i , who was one of his devoted 
s e x t a n t s I n the ^ d Abbas requested, Jshangir to continue the 
2 
exchange of l e t ters and ambsissies. (The Shah returned to his 
capital in the spring of 1609 and the embassy was despatched 
af ter about an year and a ha l f ) , 
Yadgar A l i Sultaa reached the Mu^al court on 7th 
Apri l 1611, jahangir seems to have been very much pleased t^ y 
Yadgar*s mission. He remarks about the l e t t e r that the Shah 
•'expressed the greatest friendship tod (xaitted no point of 
regard and concord, Many favours were showered on the 
1, MA, 5S8j TJ. 93| IQJ. i11/6275'MJ. f f . 38 l . | AA,ff.218| 
2SA. lv/85. Yadgar A l l Sultan ta l ish ;fas one of the 
most distinguished noble of the court. jfflLs grand-father 
had been the CJovemor of Baghdad during the reign of 
Shall Ismail i (1409-1624). A f ter he returned from India 
in 1618. Yadgar Al l Taligh was also sent to Turkegr <1618) 
to conclude peace ;dth the Ottoman Sultan. His mission 
proved successful fitfid the treaty was concluded in 1620. 
He died some time in 1627. (AAA, 552, 660-61, 68 , 753). 
2, The l e t t e r of Abbas (to Jahangir (1611) c f . TJ. 93^ i q j . 
111/527} MJ. f f . 39bJ a i . f f . 214b. 
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ambassador .on various occasions. On the day on -^hich he 
presented the royal g i f t s to the Etaperor> he was a^ a^rdftd a 
superb robe of honoiir aad thirty thousand rupees• Rs« 15,000 
were given to Mm on tho Haurojs of the year 1021 A,E» (M t^rch 
161S)» On next Nauro2> the Emperor bestowed on itlm a gold 
muhaj? of 1,000 tolas. 
While Yadgar Al i was s t i l l at the Mughal court, 
2 
jahangir smt some 'time in 1612, Muh^ jamad Husain Chelebi to 
«irq* and Turkey on a eqsnnioroial mission, to purcliase jewels 
A 
and to col lect certain rarities* He was particularly directed 
to *pay his respects to the ru3.er of Iran* and a le t ter 
given him for t^€ Shah.Chelebi waited upon the Shah at Mashhad 3 
in the summer of 1613» The account of their meeting is given 
by Jahangir in these words t "Ife(dhelebl) met my brother, 
Shah jftbbas, in Mashhad and the king enquired from him what 
kind of things should be brought for his master*s Sarkar, As 
he was urgent,tfhelebi showed the l i s t he had bi^ught with him. 
in that l i s t there were entered good turquoise and mtmiya 
(bitumm) frcm the mines of Isfahan. He told him that these 
two articles were not to be bought, but he would send th€m 
1, TJ, 93, 100, 116, 
2, TJ, 117. I t i s d i f f i cu l t to ascertain the date of des-
patch of Muhammad Husain fthelebi. jahangir records in 
April 1613 the arrival of certain commodities sent by 
Chelebi. 
3, Ibid. 
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for me. H© antiiorized Uwais Tupchi (giinner) who was one of 
his private servants, to hand over to him six bags (afobanoha) 
of tiarquoise ©arth ijolding about 30 seers, with 14 tolas of 
mumlysi and four Iraq hors.es, one of which was a piebald, and 
he wrote a l e t t e r containing many e35)rassions of friendship 
in wbich he had apologised-for the infer ior quality of the 
turquoise dust and scarecity of mimiya"^ 
Chelebe*s mission appears to have had a pol i t ica l 
pui^ose as well , for he played a part in bringing the two 
a 
rulers closer to each other, Various reference to bajm and 
•to Ms mission and act iv i t ies are found in the subsequent 
correspondence of the two rulers which we wi l l refer to at 
their proper places* The total period which Chelebi spent 
in Persia is d i f f i cu l t to ascertain. However, i t is quite 
2 
certain that he stayed in Persia until Apri l 1617* 
Some time dwing the year 1613, a l e t ter was sent by 
the Shah to jahangir recommending the case of salamiallah 
3 
Arab, jahangir immediately increased his mansab and ;Jagir. 
1. TJ, 117 (trans, i/237. Jahangir does not mention the name 
of the carrier of these things from Persia, i t wa43 cer-
tainly not Chelebi. I t might have been some merchant. 
2. See infra, p. m 
3. TJ. 117. salamullah was the brother's son of Mubarak Arab, 
who had been the chief of Huwaiza and Dezful. Due to a 
misunderstanding with Shah Abbas, he l e f t Persia and took 
' up service under Jahangir. His mansab on this occasion was 
'J apparently raised to 1500/800, In 1616 he was given the 
/ t i t l e of Shujaat Khan. He held Jagir in Gujarat for a long 
time. cf.TJ,76,78,140,157J Z.Kh.f.llSbj T.U.ff.87b-88a5 
Ma. Tfei. ii/862. 
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After two and a half years* stay at the Mughal cot^rt, 
Yadgar Al l Talish was dismissed Ijy Jahanglr on 11th Septaaber 
leiaJ" At the time of his dismissal, jalsingir bestowed upon 
Yadgar A l l , "a horse with a jewelled saddl<i$, a Jewelled eword, 
a vest without s i eaves with gold embroidery, an airgrethe witda 
feathers and a jigha (Turban emament) and 30,000 rupees in 
cash, altogether 40,000 rupees." fthan Alam,' who v/as sent for 
from the Deccan for the purpose, was despatched with Ya4gar 
2 
A l l , as envoy to the Shah, 
Ihe oabassy of Khan Alam was, in the words of Dr.Rahim, 
"the most important in the history of Mughal diplomacy, for 
never before or after wag a more splendidly equipped mission 
sent out,'*^ Iskandar Munshi describes the large reti»y^ of 
Khan Alam in these words t "From the day Khan Alam set foot 
on Persian so i l , he had with him 1,000 royal servants, his own 
private servants, and 200 falconers and hunters. He also had 
with him mightgr elephants with gold^aa omamecits and turrets 
1 , The author of ©A. writes that jahangir dismissed Yadgar A l l 
after seven years,, in 1026 A.H.(1617;, ZSA. iV/85 , 89. But 
jahangir e x p l i c i t says.that he was dismissed on 20 
Shahriyur 1022 A*H. (11,9,1613). The former has been pro-
bably misled by the arrival of Yadgar Al l and Khan Alam 
at the Persian court in 1618. This we presently discuss. 
2» TJ. 121 (trans. i/24B). Khsii Alam,whose name was Mirssa 
BarMiurdar, wi»s the son of Abdur Rtoan Muid Beg.The t i t l e 
was conferred on him t^ r jahangir in 16091 He served in the 
Deccan compaigns of 1610,1612, After he returned from Persia 
(162D), he was appointed the Governor of Allahabad.In 1623, 
he was sent with Prince Parvez against Khurram and in 1624 
a g ^ e g j honour was seat to him at Burhanpur ( TJ.74j338,58, 
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of imruaerable kin<as of Indian animals such as l ionsj tigers, 
leopards» monkeys, deer, cows etc» j there were also many-
singing birds and beautlfta jpalkls"^ The other presents which 
Khan Alam had brought for the shah, were unique and innuaerable^ 
The l e t te r which Jahangir sent to the Shah, thro\agh 
Khan Alam, begins with the usual compliments and good wishes* 
Next, Jahangir expresses his pleasure on tl^ arrival of 
Yadgar Al l and describes his embassy as tte symbol of the 
f r l^dsh ip of the two houisesj and esqsresses his desire that 
the Shah would continue to send letters informing him about 
his af fa irs . Jahangir then introduces Khan Alam to the Shah 
as one of the most intimate and loyal associates of his court 
S 
and requests the Shah to diaaiss him so<m* 
Some time in 1613, envoys came to the Persian court 
from the three states of the Aimadnagar, Mjapur and Golcunda, 
with them valuable presents• Except for the name of Mir 
Khalllvaiah who came from Adil Shah of Bl;japur, the nanes of 
the other envoys are rust mentioned* Apparently they were sent 
when the Mughals started their offensive in the Deccan. In 
view of the close friendship of Shah Abbas with Jahangir, these 
1, AAA» 661, Tr» taken frcaa Rahlm 27, Among those sent with 
I^an-i-Alam was the famous painter Hshan Das, ef» 
infra, p. 
2» The l e t ter of Jahangir to the Abbas (1613) c f . JM. f f . 
215a| 2SA* iv/297. 
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envoys had come to complain against the one encroachaent of 
the Mtaghal amy t^on tteir dominions» and to secure the 
intercession of the ShahJ" 
The envoys were received favourably, The Shah gave them 
a patient hearing and sent a l e t te r to Jahangir recommending 
2 
the case of the rulers of the Deccsoit This l e t ter is not 
available and i t i s d i f f i cu l t to detemine i t s contents and 
the name of the person who brought i t . Hs^rullah Faisafi , 
however, gives an extract of a l e t te r in which the Shah, referr-
ing to the friendship between the two rulers, requested 
jahangir to be benevolent towards the states of the Deccan and 3 particularly towards the state of Cblconda. 
Shortly after the despatch of this recommendation, the 
Deccan envoys were also dismissed, and in retticn Persian 
envoys were e^pointed to accompany the^ ,^ along with letters 
and presents for the sultans of the Deccan* Husain Beg Tabrezi 
was sent to Sultan Muhammad Qutb Shahj ef Darwesh Beg to 
1, Mir iOialilullah was a native of Khurasan. He was unrivalled 
in the art of calligraphy and was called *Khush Hawls* • 
During the 0abek raids on Khurasan, he came to liie Deccan 
and took vsp service under Ibrahim i d i l Shah I I (AM.612)• 
2, am* 612. 
3« ZSA* iv/114. Possibly another recommendation was sent 
through Muhammad Riza Beg who reached the Mughal court in 
Oct. 1616. RoB»g remark that Muhammad Ri2a»s mission had 
some connection ^jith the af fa irs of the Deccan sstates 
supports this assumption. (Foster i «Embassy o;f Iptt* 259). 
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Murtaza Nlzsa Shah I I and Malik Ambarj and Shah Quli Beg to 
Ibrahim A<311 shah I I * shah Qtill was|, however, detained until 
the witvter of 1613-14 and he f ina l l y postponed l^ iis mission. 
Mir Khalilyllah^ the ambassador of 4dil shah, also, rettirned 
from Shiraz to Isfahan. Darwesh Beg died at Shiraa and his son 
Muhsttmiadi Beg was appointed to carj^ on his mission. Muhammadi 
Beg and Husain Beg ultimately went to Deocan. I t seems that 
Mtihammadi Beg was also instructed to go to Adil Shah, f o r , 
there is a l e t te r of Shah Abbas to Adil Shah which bears the 
name of Aga Malik Muhammad as i t s carrier, probably a misprint 
for Muhammadi Beg. 
The le t ter sent to Qutb shah with Husain Beg is not 
available to us. I t appears from Alam Ara.i*Abbagi that the 
main purpose of this anbassy was to convey to Sultan Muhammad 
Qutb Shah the condolence of Shah Abbas on the death of S Tilt an 
Quli Qutb shah (died 1612) and congratulations on the accession 
2 
of Muhammad Qutb shah. 
In the l e t te r sent to Adil shah, shah Abbas, after the 
usual compliinents, congratulated Adil Shah on his victory over 
the inf idels (probably the Portuguese). He then requested the 
S'iLtsn to send to Persia a certain Mustafa Khan. The Shah 
wrote tl:at Mustafa iChan was an old well-wisher of his dynasty 
1. AAA. 612j the le t ter of Abbas to Adil Shah c f . OM.ff.230a. 
2. AAA. 612. 
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<Safavid <2yiiasty) and since he had gone from Persia to that 
court <court of Adll Shah), he had continued to send letters 
to him (the shah) and on his invitation had consented to come 
to his court. The Shah blamed the Sultan for delaying his 
despatch for tvjo years, which he thought was due to Adil shah's 
preocGt;?>ation with the v'ar against the Portuguese* In the end 
the Shah requested Adil shah to despatch M\isiafa Khan soon* 
After Yadgar A l i and Khan»i-Alaa had l e f t the Mughal 
court for^4tsia, the Shah despatched another envoy, Mustafa Beg, 
-who reached the Mughal capital on 3rd. April isisj" Jahangir 
descilbes the onbassy of Mustafa Beg in these words t "After 
completing the matters of Gurjistan (Georgia) my exalted brother 
sent him (Mustafa Beg) with a l e t ter consisting of esjpressions 
of friendship and assurances of sincerity, t^th several horses 
and camels, and some stuff from Aleppo, which had cme for that 
fortunate brother from direction of Rm. Nine large European 
hunting dogs, for which a request had gone, were also sent by 
him."^ 
fhe l e t ter which the envoy brought is a brief one, 
containing a reference to pacification of Gur^istan (1615), 
leaving the do tails to be communicated verbally by the ambassa-
3 
dor v&o y^s an eye-witness of the csompalgn. 
1. TJ»138j HJ»ff»57a. Sur prisingly enough, no referaice has 
been made in AAA. to the despatch or return of the ambassy 
of Mustafa Beg. 
2. TJ. 138 (trans, i/282). 
3. The le t ter of Abbas to Jahangir (1616) o f . JM. f f . 217a. 
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Within a week of iiis arr ival , Mustal'a Beg vas a-warded 
ten thous^aii rupees^ a 3evell©<l belt and diigger* On 30tii 
August he m^s given a jTurjahani Mubas? valued at Rs* 6,400» 
Mustafa Beg dismisso^ on 17th Sept* 1615, \«ith a reiijard 
of twenty tliot:«and rupees and a robe of honour* and t^s given 
a l e t te r for'Shah Abbas **written in the perfection of f r i m d -
shipt"^ Unfortunately we could not f ind the l e t te r i^hich 
jahangir mentions above. 
About an year after the dismissal of Mustafa Beg, and 
vhile Khan Aiam had not yet met the Persian Shah, ojiother 
Persian envoy, Muhammad Biza Beg, arrived at the Mughal court 
2 
on ^ t h October 1616, jahasngir describes his ^ibassy in the 
following wrds « "After perfoxming th© due of prostration and 
salutation, he la id before me the le t ter he had brought. I t 
\ 
was decided that he should produce before me the horses and 
othep presents he had brought t'dth him. The i^ritten and verbal 
messages sent were f u l l of friendship, brotherhood, and sin-
cerity. I gave the ambassador on that sSme day a Jewelled 
t iara and a dress of hsnoux."® The presents which MtihSBimad 
Riza had brought are described by Sir Thomas Roe in f t iH detai l ! 
1. TJ» 138> 39, 48$ MJ. f f . 48b» 
2, TJ. 165J MJ. f f ,69bj IQJ 641| Poster j anbassy of Roe 
258. The smbassy of Muhammad Riza also ha© not been 
described in AAA. 
3. TJ. 165 (trans, i/336). 
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"Hee (Muhanimad Riga) brought for pros eats three tymes nine 
horses of Persia and Arabia, n3.ne mtaes vexy feyr and lardg, 
seven cam ells laden with ve lvet t tm sutes of Europe arras 
(which I suppose vas Venetian hangings of velvett ^.Ith gould, 
and not arras), two chests of Persian hanging?, one cabinett 
r ich, miasketts, f i v e clocks, one caciell laden -sd-th Persian 
cloth of gould, eight carpetts of si lke, two rubyes ballast, 
21 camells of wne of the grape, 14 camelle of d is t i l l ed sweet 
waters, seven of rose waters, seven daggers se i t with stones, 
f i v e swoords sett vdth stones, seven Venetian looking glasses, 
111 
but these soc^aire, so rich, that I vjbs ashamed of the relation. 
fhe le t ter which Muhsmmad Hiza brought, begins with the 
usual compliments. The s h ^ then expresses his Joy at the 
continuance of the hereditary friendship between the two 
houses and e:^res3es the desire that one of his courtiers should 
always represent h3itt at his (Jahangir«s) court. Next, the Shah 
refers to the mission of Chelebi, praises his manners, behaviour 
and wit, credits him with strengthening the relations of the 
two rulers, expresses his desire to detain him, and writes that 
he was instructed to col lect from the Persian empire every 
thing desired by Jaliangir. The Shah, gives the details of some 
of the presents which he has or dered to be prepared for him 
!• Foster t »Embassy of Thomas Roe' 258. 
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( jahanglr). In the end the Shah refers to few recommendations 
which the envoys has been instructed to convey Verbally^" 
According to Roei the ambassador conveyed the recommendations 
S 
of the Shah in behalf of the rijler of the Dec can, 
M-uhsmmad Riza was dismissed at Mandu, on 10th April 
1617, with a rev;ard of 30,000 ri$)ees and a robe of honotjr, along 
with some presents and a l e t te r to the shah. Among the g i f t s 
were "certain presents of Jewelled things which the rulers of 
the Deccan had sent, vdth cloth, rare things of every kind, f i t 
for presentation,of the value of 100,000 rupe^»"^ These 
presents included a ciystal cup which Chelebi Imd sent from 
Iraq. The significance of this present is given by Jahangir 
in these words? "The Shah had seen this and said to the 
ambassador (Muhammad Riza) that i f his brother would drink wine 
out of i t and send i t to him, i t would be a great marjpk of 
af fect ion. When the ambassador presented this, having drunk 
wine several times out of the cup in his presence, I ordered 
than to make a l i d and ^ce r for i t and sent i t along with the 
presents."^ In the le t ter sent ^thMuhammad Rizaf jahangir 
1, Tha le t ter of Abbas to Jahangir (1616) c f . TJ. IS^t OM. 
f f . 215b. 
2. Foster, 259. 
3. TJ. 197 (trans, i/374). 
4, TJ. 197J MJ. f f . 60b, 
6. TJ. 197? MJ. f f . 60a. Letter of Jaha^glr to Abbas (1617) 
c f . JM. f f . 217a. 
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expressed his joy at the sincere friendship between the two 
rulers* He described his victory ov®r the Rana and the 
successf:tal ccxapalgn of Khtarram against Malik Ambar, who soon 
af ter his (Jahangir's) accession, had »usurped*, some territory 
of Beray. Ambar, being afraid of the Imperial might, had 
sought forgiveness through Adil Khan, who from old wag connec* 
ted with this court, and had surrendered to the pilnce, the 
keys of the f o r t of Ahaadnagar and the fortresses of Berar, 
which a territory of 40 or 50 thousands savars, The 
other rialers of the Deccan also, who had assmed airs (probably 
Golconda) followed the example of Ahnadnagar and showed their 
sutmission and sent i>eshkash# In regard to Chelebi, Jahangir 
thanked the Shah for his favours shown to Chelebi, praised 
Chelebi whose manners were liked by the Sh^ , requested him 
to dismiss him and promised to send him back again. 
i M l e on his way, Muhammad Risja died at Agra some time 
in the month of October 1617. According to the desire of the 
deceased ambassador^ Jahangir appointed Muhammad qasi® a 
member of his retinue to continue the mission and to take 
his belongings to the Shah for being given to his heirsJ" 
On 25th March 1618, another person, Haji Rafiq by 
name, came from Persia waited tqpon the Emperor. He was 
a merchant and by his frequent v is i ts to Persia, he bec^e 
1. 197 r 223, 
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IntiBiate with Shah Abbas, He had brought a le t ter frcm the 1 
Shah and preatmably some presents also. 
To turn to the Persian court, Khan Alam reached qazvin 
in Jtdy 1618, when the Shah had gone to Xabrez f o r i t s re l ie f 
against the Ottomans, liftien he returned to the capital, Khan 
B Alam was received ify the Shah on 11th" Novonber 1618. 
I t is surprising that Khan Alan, vbo was despatched by 
V 
Jahangir in Septenber 1613, reached Qasjvin in July 161fi. 
However, Peitro della vai le, an I ta l ian t rave l e r , who was 
present at the Persian court, both on the occasion of the 
arrival as well as of the reception of Khan Alam,has given in-
def inite dates for both the occasions. I t is d i f f i cu l t to 
ascertain where did Khan Alam spend about f i v e yearl A casual 
reference is to be found in the accounts of the same t r a v e l e r 
who writes i that ambassador had long before started ( f o r 
Persia) . The Shah and his court are impatiently waiting for 
him, but he moves very slowly and his messanger (who wtited 
upon the Shah on 17th Jvay 1618 at qazvin) informed the Shah 
that he (Khan Alam) has reached Teliran, which is ©n a two-day 
distance from qassvin, and thence wi l l come to here. But this 
distance he wi l l travel in tan or tw^ve days.'*^ 
1. TJ. 223j 2SA. iv/86. 
2, Peitro della ?all® iv/50,5l, c f . ZSA. iv/90| MA. 669# 
Peitro della Valle ' iv/60,61, cf^ ^ A . t*/90j AAA. 669. 
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Ihe resson jfor "tliis sXow movciiiQti'fc sQSfiis "to be his large 
train and profeatay bis halt a t important places in tlie vay to 
make a display of Ms magnificent retinue. His train -wag a 
moving mtasuem of Indian arts| crafts and curiosities and his 
mission might well have been intended to promote cultiaral and 
aoim&TCtel relations between the tvjo comtries. This Inference 
i s also st?)port©d by the f ac t that this ynusml d^ay was 
resented neither by the ^hah nor W Ja l^g i r (as is evident 
from the favours shorni to him) and that Yadgar A i i roaained with 
him until they reached Munshi Iskandar Beg -writes of their 
arrival in these wprds * "He (Khan stayed for a time at 
Herat and c®®ie to the coupt this year (1027 1618 A.B,) . 
Vhen His Ma;}esty set out for Azarbadjan, he appointed Kalb-i-
A l i Beg Yasawal to receive him and bring him to Qm iifher© he 
was to sl'ay t i l l his return* He (Khan Alam) caae to Qa^vin 
and then went to Here Yadgar Al i SiiLtan Sep era ted from 
him and proceeded to the court***^ 
This delay has escaped the attention of Dr» Abdur Rahljii 
and he seems to be under the Impression that Khan Alam spent 
o 
this long period at Persian court, while actually he stayed 
there -only for about an year. 
Khan Alam given a magnificant reception fcy the Shah 
who showed him extraordinary favour by aabaacing him and calling 
1. AAA* 662. 
2. Rahim 29, 31* 
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him «brother"* But in spite of the itfasmth of the reOeptioBj 
tho g hah aevSA to see only sane three hundred pleoes out of 
the majiy presents aent, roughly tvio to three speclm^ from 
©aoh Mnd, perhaps the Shah imited to soore a point over 
Jahajigir by publicly doaonstrating that he did not particularly 
care for the presents sent by Mughal Etoperor}. 
The pereisn smbacsador to Golcunda, Husain Beg Jabrezdl 
had been dismissed seme time, early in 1617- Shaikh Muhammad 
Khatoon vas despatched Mm by Stdtan Muhammad QUtb shah 
with a l e t t e r some presents for the shah. They waited upon 
jahaagir at Mandu^  on their way from the Dec can to Persia. 
S 
Husain Beg presented a peshkash to the Bnperor. They reached 
PeraiajJi sane tiaie in 1618 and were received by the Shah af ter 
the reception of Khan Alam. Unfortunat^y the l e t t e r of qutb 
Shah to SMa Abbas i s not available. But from the reply which 
the Shah sent i f qutb Shah, i t appears that the la t ter had 
again e:?)reased his apprehension of the menacing Mughal attitude 
on his frontiers (not of an encroachaent \:5)on his terr i tory ) . 
I t may be noted here that at this time Khan Alam was present 
U AAA, 669. 
AAA. 663, Shaikh Muhammad Khatoon was a native of Hashhad 
and one of those Ulama who were entrusted ^d.th the service 
of the shrine. During t ^ tJzbek occu^pation of Khurasan, 
he went over to (SolcondaTwas considered to be one of the 
dignitaries at the court. (AAA* 663). 
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at the Per si on court. 
In 1618, a laerchant, Kh^aja Abdul Karia GELlani cem© 
from Persia and brought a l e t te r and some presets from the 
Jahangir rewarded Mm xdth a dress of honour and an 
elephant and gave Urn leave to return* Jahanglif also sent x.jith 
him a reply to the Shah<s l e t t e r and a fajtaan and special dross 
of honour for Khan Alamf 
On 3rd July 1619 arrived salyid Hasan, the next formal 
2 
ambassador of shah Abbas to the Mughsl court. He have bean 
despatched shortly before or after the reception of Khan Alam 
at Persian eoiirt. He presented before the Saperor a l e t te r 
together vdth a crystal drinldng <?up, on the cov^r of which 
was a rufcy.' Jahangir r en arks about i t . i t was given 
from excessive friendship and sincerity, i t was the cause 
of the increase of amity and good f ellowsidp.*^ 
In the next week, Hafiz Hasan, a sei^ant of Khan Alam, 
came from Persia with a l e t t e r from the Shah and another from ' 
Khan Alaa. Khan Alan had also sent a dagger, the h i l t of which 
1. fJ . 238* 1 
2. Dr. Rsto has given the date of his arrival March 1618, 
But in Tus^ the date of his arrival i s given 13th f i r 
1028 A.H. Ord July 1619). TJ. 273. The embassy of 
Saiyid Hasan also has not been mentioned in AAA. 
3* TJ. 273 (trans, ii/102). 
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maa© of a wMte fislvtooth vjitii black spots, \Mch the 
had given to Khaa illaa. «As i t a great rarity, Khan 
M m sent I t to the Bmperoy which pleased Mm much. I t seetss 
that iChan Alam had sent vdth Hafia Hasan the report of his 
reception at the Persian cotjrt held in Hov* 1618* Next day, 
Saiyid Hasan, the Persian ambassador was re^ai'ded xdth 4,000 1 
darbs. 
On 26th October Sa i^d Hasan wag dismissed -with a 
reward of twenty thousand rupees, a dress of honour of gold 
brocade, ^ t h a jewelled |igha (turban ornament) and an ^ephaat* 
For the Shah, Jabingir sent a present of a jewelled jiag made 
2 in the shape of a cock* 
The letters brought by or sent with the above three 
• 
persons are not available to us, and i t is not possible to f ind 
out what they contained* However, i t appears that Jahangir had 
esqpressed a desire in the l e t t e r sent through Haji Rafiq^ that 
he ^nted the historic astrolobe of Mirza tHugh Beg which vAs 
in the possession of the safavids. In his reply, sent through 
one of envoys, the Shsii showed his happiness that Jahangir had 
escpressed to him the wish to acquire the astrolobe* In f a c t , i t 
was Jahangir* s fcy inheritsnce. The Shai^  . had ordered the 
scientists to prepare to exact replica so that the oriliinal 
1, TJ* 274. 
2. Ibid* 278. 
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could soon be seat to Jahangir* I t I s pjrobablo tbat this 
l e t t e r ms brought to the Baperor W Hajl Haflq himself^ while 
one of his successors brought the astrolobe, 
A fortjsight sfter the dismissal of Salyid Hasan, Pari 
Beg caiae from Persia and waited upon the SapeCor on 9th 
Nobottber 1619# m was the chief hunter (Mir-i-ShJlcar) of the 
Shah and the latter had sent through him a falcon <shunqar) 
to the Baperor. Thdtsgh the bird ms mauled on the t-jay by a 
cat and died after a welO?: of i t s arrival at the court, awd 
Jahangir was delighted \dth the present and bgoke t -
can I write of the beauty and colour of this falcon? There 
were many beau'fiiful black marJsings on each ^jings, 6nd back 
and sides. As i t was something out of the common, I ordered 
Us tad Mansur who has the t i t l e of Kadir-tfll^sr (wnder of the 
age), to paint and preserve i t s likeness. I gave Mir-i-Shikar 
Rs. 2,000 and dismissed him.<® 
After a sCay of about one year at the Persian court,Khan 
Aiam was dismisseii by the Shaii gome times la te in 1619, with 
numerous rewards, dresses of hono^ars, present of various 
3d.ndg and Iraqi, horses. The total cash given to him on various 
occassions amotinted to 15,000 tumans, excluding the other 
g i f t s which the Persian nobles presented to him. The Shah 
1. The l e t t e r of Abbas to Jahangir, c f . JM. ff#218aj 
mA* iV/295. 
2. TJ. 280. 
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despatched 2ainul Beg vdtli Eliaja Alam, as his envoy to the 
Mughal Emperor* 
Some where on the yW^ the tirjo envoys separated and 
Khan Alam proceeded tox^rds India, fen Jaha^gir heard of the 
f 
approach'of Khan Alaza» he sent every day one of his courtiers 
to receive caid on 22nd January 1620, he waited ij|>on him 
2 at KTalaaaur. 
Among the rarlUes which Khan Alam brought and which 
were partlci3larly liked W Jahangir, was a h is tor ic^ painting 
of Mir Khalil, probably the t@acher of Behzad, showing the 
f i ght of Timur with Tuqtamish Khan and the likeness of him, 
his children and the great Mirs who were with him in that 
f i ght ; each portrait l)earing the naaie of the person concerned. 
In this painting there were 240 f i g u r e . I t had belonged to 
the library of Shah Abbas, but had been stolen and sold, and 
some how, i t f ^ l into the hands of Khan Alam, The shah learnt 
of the fac t and saw the picture but returned to Khan Alam for 
a 
being taken to Jahangir. 
! • AAA» 669, gaiml Beg was one of the prominent nobles of 
Shah Abbas. His services in India were liked by the Shah. 
He was given the t i t l e of Khan and appointed Wakftl. In 
1625 he was sent for the re l ie f of Musal against the 
Ottomans and in 163S to Wa^af and HLlla which were attacked 
by the Ottomans. He continued on the post of Wakil until 
he was Idl led by Shah sa f i (1629-1642) in 1631.(AAA. 669, 
700, 17,30} aSA. iV/117). 
2. TJ. 284j IQJ iii/668. 
3. TJ. 284* 
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When jahanglr at Khanpuff (October 1620) I10 Xearnt 
that zainul Beg had reached noar I,ahor.e. Mir was 
dispatched, along \»dth a robe of iionour and thirty thousand 
yv^peSi to receive him, and to bear the expenses of the mroy 
until his arrival* 
After jahangir returned to Lahore, zainul Beg vralted 
upon hija on 9th Dec. 1620^  According to Jaliangir, he presmted 
the gracious l e t te r of that brother of high degree, containing 
eapressions of sincerity m^d perfect friendship*, zainul Beg 
brought as peshkash * ia Abbasis, 14 Gllani horses \dth gilded 
trapperings, three white falcons, f i v e Persian mules, f i v e 
2 
camelsf nine bows and sciiaitars* He was awarded by the BJnperor 
a superb robe of honour \dth a plmb and a jeweled turban 
fr inge and a jewelled dagger, msal Beg and Haji Nicimat, who 
had come td.th him, probably as custodians of the presents, 
3 were also fconourod. 
The presents which the Shah had sent for jahsngir, 
included| Iraqi horses, jewelled art ic les, and rarit ies from 
Rum, Europe^ Russia and Persia i t s e l f , ^^ithln a fortnight 
4 t h ^ e presents were put before the emperor. 
l l TJ. 315j MJ. ff.64b.5 IQJ. iii/571« 
S. This peshkash, which the sanbassador preseni»Aas »nazr« on 
his OT^  behalf, has been taken by Dr. Rahim as the royal 
g i f t s to the Emperor (Rahim 3S). Th^ were presented before 
Jahangir, on a subsequent date, in a court cerecioriy. 
3. TJ. 320 ,^ 
4. Ibid. 321k 
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In the l e t ter which zaintal Beg broughtiAbbas refer.ed to 
his victories against the Ottcanans and attributed them to the 
divine grace and favour of «th0.t brother*. He introduced 
25ainul Beg as one of his most loyaX and distinguished courtiers, 
who was being sent to strengthen the bond of friendship and to 
convey personally t«i the Mperor 'those secrets of f r i^dship 
which could not be disclosed to pen and paper'- In the and, 
the Sh^ requested the Bapea?or to dismiss the envoy soon and 
to ask for anything that he wanted from Persia, 
The Shah also sent a l e t t e r to Jahangir regarding the 
r 
ruler of the Deccan. This l e t ter fortunately has been preserved 
and is veiy important as, i t throws considerable l i ght on the 
policy of the Shah towards the Deccan states as well as towards 
the Mughals. The l e t te r does not bear the name of the 
ambassador wto broiJght i t , but as i t was sent after the arrival 
of Shaikh Khatoon in Persia and before his d^arture for the 
iC 
Deccan ( in 1619),^may safely be assumed that i t was brought 
by Khan Alam, or by zainul Beg. 
2 In this l e t te r the shah wrote to Jahangir that the 
Sultans of the Deccan who had been tributaries of »that exalted 
3 
dynasty' (the Mughsls) , had also maintained relations with 
! • The l e t t e r of ^bbas to Jahangir (1620), cf.JM. f f . 219bj 
ZSA. iv/300. 
2. The l e t te r of Abbas to Jahangir c f . ^ . f f . 229b. 
3. The text i s l ike thisj 
uTu i iP ' 
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this dynastsy (the Safavids) and were sending l e t ters of f r iend-
ship to him. Due to his ^elatiom with them and in view of his 
friendship with JlJaangirf he had onoe before requested His 
Mfi-jes'ty to f o i f i v e than and ^ s Majesty had acceded to the 
t; 
request. shah!Ahbas proceeded $ « l t has come to my kiowledge 
that the above-:Sultans have again offended ms Majesty who 
had sent someone to conquer their csoointries. But as they 
h&ve aiw^fif hefn sutmisslve to ms M&^osi^ida not strength 
to defy his authoriljrjand are s t i l l ready to comply with the 
royal orders, in view of my own friendship with His Majesty, 
I request you to please forg ive than so that our friendship 
became evident to the world.- in f a c t i t does not matter for 
His Majesty whether t h ^ held these countries as tributaries 
" 1 
or HLs Majesty were to assign than to others* I f they were 
allowed to retain their possession^, they and myself would be 
grateful to him. The position of His Majesty i s so high that 
he would hardly desire such in fer ior countriesj however, i f 
some eiqjansion of the royal dominions, w^e desired,this w ^ l -
wisher would be happy to give up an equivalent or even a larger 
terr i tory from^Ms ovjn dominions* 
j 
( 
some tiiae after the despatch of zalnul Beg, the Deccani 
envoys were also dismissed from the Persian court and in return 
1» The text of the portion as followss 
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Persian ambassadors were seoat 14th thoa* qasim Beg> the 
commander of Mazandran was despatohed with shaikh Khatoon 
to MuhSfflffiad Qutb shahj f a i i b Beg Awaghii t^s sent with Mir 
Khaliliaiah to Ibrahim Adil Shah I I j and Mtihammadi Beg to 
1 
Murtaza Nizam Shah I I . presmably ©ach of these envoys, 
were given letters to the three sal tans» but only one l e t t e r 
has been preserved, the one sent to Myhsmmad QUtb shah* 
2 
In this l e t t e r , the Shah, after the -usual compliments •> 
praised the S"iS.tan for his generous attitude txjwards Shaikh 
Khatoon;' aiid etimerated the favours shown by himself to the 
Shaikh. Hext^the Shah consoled the sultan on the death of 
Muhsmmad Qull qutb shah and esq^ressed his good wishes for the 
present giiltan. Xhe Shah then, wrote that having earlier 
heard of the encroachaent of the MughalsA- On the Deccan 
states J he had recomm aided theiif case to the Qaperor, particularly 
the casa of Qutb Shah»s family through a l e t t e r which jahangir 
would have not received by then. However, he was again send-
ing a let ter to him for the same purpose and the Emperor would 
1. MA. 670. I t seems that Mir Khalilullah, the envoy of 
Sultan Adil Shah who was dismissed in 1613 and li&d returned 
to Isfahan from Shiraz, either he did not go to Bijapur 
after that time or went and cime again to Persia. Neither 
his departure after 1613 i s described nor his second 
arrival in Persia. As he was a native of Khurasan, i t 
is probable that he spent these f i v e years in Persia. 
Muhanmadi Beg also, wlx) t&d been sent to Hizfi© Shah once 
in 1613, was probably despatched again at this t la« . 
2» te t ter of Abbas to Sultan Muhammad Qutb Shah (1618^19) 
ef . JM. f f . 230b. 
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surely pay attention to Ms request ^ d would be generous 
towards that farailf^ (cjutb shali*s family) . The a hah then 
advised qutb Shah that i t v/as in his own interest and in the 
interest of his people to be sulinissive to the Bnperor, avoid 
T ' 1 
host i l i ty and' seek his favour. In the end the Shah refered to 
his own conf l i c t with the Ottomans and his victory over them, 
The Shah also ^ sent a l e t t e r to Jahangir with qasim 
3 
Beg. In this l e t t e r , the Shah after refering to their mutual 
friendship, wrote that as His Majesly had adopted a generous 
attitude towards the Deccan states, he had dismissed their 
envoys aid \)fas sending qasim Beg to inform Sis Majesty about 
the dervelopaents in Persia and then to proceed to the Deccan 
states to persuade thaa to seek the favour of His Majesty* In 
the closing lines^^he Shah expressed his Ijopes that the Emperor 
would always be benevolent towards these states and would soon 
dismiss Qasim Beg to proceed to the Deccan. qasim Beg waited 3 VDpon jahangir on 29th May 1621, on his way to the Deccan^ 
1* This portion of the text of the l e t t e r is worth quoting 
A - y ^ i > u . 
o c ^ ^ j ^ - JI-U.J Of JttC ^ ^ cijJUU 
ilj- Vtj «ls, J I j kj^ •U^I J J O^'i^j 
. ^ o u l i j t ^ . .^USJ^ JI t'ipS.J cij'jia, 
2« There i s no reference in AAA.that qasim Beg who was sent to 
Sultan qutb shah, v;as given a l e t t e r to Jahangir also. But 
the author of 2SA. has quoted this l e t t e r without mentioning 
his authority. ZSA. iv/302, 
3. Jahangir records the arrival of qasim Beg, but makes no 
reference to the Deccan. TJ. 332. 
•• X26 "» 
In the autmn of 1620, vhen the shah was i l l at Mazand^ 
of 
ran, aa envoy/Murtaga Nizaai Shah I I of the Deccan, Habsh Khan 
by name, iwadted t^ pon him. Wh«i the Shah l e f t Mazsandran for 
Qassvln and Isfahan., early in 1621, the envoy took leave f o r 
pilgrimage to Mashhad and then returned // again to Isfahan. 
When the Shah started for Khuragan in Feb, 1622, the ambassador 
accompanied him and v&s present when the Persiant> attacked 
1 
qajidahatr. 
Though the l e t t e r i t s ^ f does not bear any reference 
to the question of c^ndahar, the embassy of zainifl. Beg was 
undoubtedly meant to raise the question and probably i t was 
2 
that point which was to be conveyed verbally to jahangir. 
Many favours were showered upon zainul ^ g through-
out his stay in India* Besides the rex^ards bestowed on him 
on the f i r s t day of his arr iva l , he j^as given f i f t y thousan<i 
rupees whm he presented the royal g i f ts* In March 1621, he 
was awarded a Nur;}ahani Muhar of the weight of 100 tolas. 
In Apri l 1621, he was g i vm a muhar equal to 200 tolas in 
weight. Again, within a fortnight, a special dagger was 
bestowed u^on him. On 23rd August 1621, a jewelled sword 
was given and a v i l l age under the Jurisdiction of Agra, y ie ld-
t* AAA* 689* 
2* For a discussion on the subject see infra* P*x4B 
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ing a revenue of Rs. 16,000, was assigned to him. And on 
the Nauroz of the year 1031 A«H. (21 March 1622), eighty 
thousand darb were given to him. 
Shortly before or after the arrival of Zainta Beg, Ha l^ 
Rafiq the merchant, cme frora Persia and brought a le t ter from 
o 
Abbas to Prince Khurram. • Ko detail of this embassy or the 
l e t t e r sent with i t i s available. However, from the reply 
sent by the prince to Shah Abbas, i t seems that i t was a 
fr iendly le t ter l ike his letters to prince saiim and prince 
3 Daniyal. 
In return Prince Khurraon sent zahid Beg with a l e t ter 
and some presents to the Shah, zahid Beg must have been des-
patched by Khurram some time in 1621, for he reached Mashhad 
la te in 1621 or early in 1622 where he heard that the Shah 
4 
was on his way f-ax>m Isfahan to Khurasan. He, therefore, stayed 
at Mas hhad and waited upon the Shah in 1622, after the Shah 
occi^ied qandalMir. 
1. IJ. 321J 26,28,33,43$ MJ. f f . 64b.j iQj . iii/573. 
2. This infoimation has gathered from the le t ter of Khur»am 
to Shah Abbas (1621), cf.JI^l. f f . 226bjJIB.ff.212b. } 
F2Q. f f . 8la. 
3. See atwve p. 75 
4. Shah writes in his subsequent le t ter to Shah;jahan (1622) 
that when ;3he (Abbas) was coming to Khurasan through 
indirect route, zahid Bsg was going to Isfahan through 
the direct route of Mazandran and the lat ter returned 
to Maghhad when leamt the fac t (see infra»p. j^ gg ) , 
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In his l e t ter to Abbas > lOiurram wote that fo r a long 
time he bad wanted to establish r^ations with Ms Majestjr 
but could not do so without the peanission of the Emperor 
and w s^ waiting for an opportunity to seek permission. tPhe 
opportunity was provided when Ha l^ Rafiq csme and brouight a 
l e t t e r of His Ma^jesty. Thereupon h© took permission from the 
emperor and despatched gahid Beg along with some present® of 
Hindustan, to His Majesty, Khurram requested the Shah to 
write to Mm about those presents wMch he liked among the 
presents sent so that he (Khurram) might send them again. In 
the end Khurram wrote that he regarded the Shah as his uncle 
and expected that he would continue the exchange /sof let ters . 
A few months after zainul Beg»s arrival, two other 
w 
Persian envoys, Aqa Beg and Muhib-i-Ali Beg arrived at the 
Mughal court and on 19th February 1621, atrd »presented a loving 
l e t t e r from that noble brother, together with a black and 
white plume (Kalgi-i-Ablaq) valued by the jewellers at Bs. 
60,000$ and a ruby weighing 12 tolas*• The real significance 
of this ruby was that i t had once belonged to the treasury of 
Mirza ulugh Beg and on i t was engraved in Naskh character, 
"tJlugh Beg bin Mirza Shahrukh .Beg bin Mir Timur Gurgani." 
Some how i t had- reached the treasury of the gafavids. Shah 
1. TJ. (R.and B.) ii/196j MA. 669; ZSA. iv/965 iQj . iii/574. 
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Abbas ordered that •*Baada-i»sha]>.i-i^layat> Abbas" be engraved 
on i t . I t was put in a jigha and sent to the Bnperor as a 
1 
souvenir. 
Jahangir highly appreciated this invaluable present and 
recorded in the Tuzuk s "As the ruby bore the nmos of toy 
ancestors, I took i t as a blessing for my self and bade 
^aida, the sTj?>erintend<3nt of the goldsmith department, engrave 
in another comer the words "jahpngir Shah bin Akbar Shah" 
and the current date." Few days after,some other presents 
of the shah were put before the Emperor which consisted of 
2 
four horses, some si lver omsments and cloths. 
Besides these, royal g i f t , the envoys also presented 
during the Nauroz-celebrationst a peshkash of seven Iraqi 
horses with trappings, 24 horses, tiiro mules, three ccmols, 
seven grey hounds (saq^-i-jazi)^ tweniy seven pieces <taq) of 
brocades, a shamama of ambergris, two pairs of carpete end 
3 
two woolen coverlets. 
either the l e t t e r , sent through Agh Aqa Beg etc.,. 
nor any clue to i t j contents is available, perhaps th^ were 
"v'/^ ormal ambassadors. 
1, TJ. (R.and a ) ii/195; MA. 669j aSA. iV/96} IQJ. iii/674. 
2, TJ. 324, 26, 27. 
Ibid.--^:, .v. 
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AQ^ Beg aaad Muhlb-i-All Beg along with Haji Beg and 
pasill Beg^ were dismissed on 10th J-une"^  1621. Beg was 
I 
awarded address of honour, a jewelled degger and forty thousand 
rupees in!cash| Muhih-i-Ali Befe a dress of honour and Es* 
30^000;and to the others g i f t s were given according to their 
2 
posit ion*: A suitable solivenir was also sent to the shah* 
In the l ight of above detailed account of the oabassies, 
i t i s evident that the relationship of Shah Abbas with jahangir 
was extraaely f cordial and intimate. There i s no other 
example of such frequent exehang of embassies between two 
medieval rulers» Apart frcjia i^ JformsO. messengersj'Vost every 
ye&r one or the other Persian envoy waited i?)on the Mughal 
Emperor and returned with le t ters and presents for the shah. 
On the other hand, Muhammad Husain Chelebi roaained at the 
Persian court for a long period. 
These magnificent and highly equipped embassies were 
unusual for both the countries and starting fo r the foreigners. 
1. Dr.Rahim regards Haji Beg and Fazil Beg as a separat . 
embassy, arrived from fe3?sia sometimes after zainiiL Beg's 
arrival (Rahim, 36). Arr ival of these ambassadors i s not 
recorded in the chronicles* I t is their dismissal which 
jahangir has recorded. I t seems that they were these two 
persons who had come with zainul Beg. Their nanes Wisal 
Beg and Ha i^ Nimat have been probably changed in trans-
cription due to similarity in their foimj-
iS^ J^Uj tt^ k 
2» TJ. 332, 
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Sir Thomas Roe gives the detail of Muhammad Biza*s train and 
in spite of his jealousy towards him, which i t se l f indicates 
the position of Persian ambassador at the Mughal court, he 
v;rites ahout the presents'** But these so fa i re , so rich, 
that 1 was ashamed of the relation". On the other hand, 
1 skandar Munshi raaarks about Khan Alsm's retinue t 
prom the beginning of this divine dynasty no ambassador ever 
came f2?om India or Rum with such splendid Siftd and lavish 
eq^ i^pnentJ and i t is doubtfia whether, even in the days of the 
great kings of the past such an etabassy ever came from any 
foreign land." 
The presents which 4bbas and Jahangir sent for each 
other and which we have d i s c u s s a t length, were also 
unprecedented regarding their qusdity and quantity. Each envoy 
from either side brought and in return carried back a large 
number of presents which included some of those g i f t s vdiich 
no monarch would ordinarily l ike to part with* But here, each 
of the two expressed the desire that the other should ask for 
a special favour. 
On Jahangir*s indipation, Abbas sent the historic 
astrolobe of Ulugh Mirza, the painting of the J i^ght of Timur 
and the ruby which bore the noies of Ulugh Mirza and his father 
Foster t 'Bnbassy of Thomas Roc* 258. 
2.. AAA. 661. 
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and grandfather. Besides i t s Importanco and value, the ruby-
was among the trust properties of the shrine ofiMashhad and 
4bbas must have taken particular trouble to get i t s possesslon^^ 
jahanglr on his part, reciprocated the gesture by sending to 
the Shah that ^Jewelled ct?) which Chelebi had sent for him, 
and the Shah had shorn a l iking for i t . Besides the Parities 
of their own countries, the presents also Included the spoils 
of and tiie g i f t s sent from other <x>uatries. Even birds and 
animals were included in the l i s t of presents and special 
carriers were despatched for the purpose. 
The favours shDwn to the ambassadors at^  each other's 
court were also highly generous and greater th«av then shown 
to the envoys of other countries. At each coiJi't, the ambassadors 
of other countries were also present at one time or the other. 
But neither Abbas* court historian, nor jahanglr himself, 
attacjifid to than the same importance which they did in regard 
to the Indian and Persian envoys respectively. We have quoted 
Thomas Roo above. Foster also remarks t 'Jahanglr not only 
describes the embassy (of Muhammad Riza) In his Memoirs, but 
gives the Shah's l e t t e r in f u l l ; whereas Roc's mission was not 
thought worthy of mention.'^ 
Shah 4bbas showed great favour to the Mughal ambassador 
and even to the Informal envoys. The treatnent which he meted 
1. AAA. TJ. 105, 324. 
2. Ptoster, ' Sn^asgy 9t XhQpi^ s, > 259. 
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out to Khan Alam was significant* He received him warmly, 
embraced him at the tlrae of Komish, entertained him ty feast, 
hmts, banquets and other courtly functions and paid infoimal 
v is i ts to his residence. He also exempted Khan Alan from the 
court etiquette"; and ambassadorial foim al l ties and from the 
general prohibition against smoklngJ Jlnally, when Khan ^sm 
2 
took leave, the Shah came out of the city to see him o f f * 
jahangir ^ i t e s about these favours* "Of the favours and 
kindness offered by my brother on Khan Alam, i f I were to 
write of than in detail , I should be accused of exaggeration."^ 
The nunber of letters sent T^y the t\x> rulers to each 
other is very high considering the short period of corres-
pondence. They are more than fomal and unique la nature. They 
contain more references to the friendship of the two dynasties 
and particularly that of the two rulers than to pol i t ica l or 
diplomatic questions. The remarks of Jahangir that in the 
l e t te r (of the Shah) much friendship and affection were dis^ 
playedS apply to almost every l e t t e r , sent by the Shah to 
him. And he himself always sent l e t ter . 
The display of friendship was not confined to the 
exchange of imbassies, present and letters and favours to the 
ambassadors. Jahangir also sent Bishandas, the unrivalled 
MA, 661«63| TJ. 183j 284$ iQj. iii/Ses. 
TJ. 284| IQJ# lii/558. 
3. TJ. 284. 
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painter of Ms age, along with Khan Alam, to aake the port-
ralnts of the Shah and his chief nobles and bring I t back 
with him* I t i s significant that the paintings consisted, 
besides the individual portr^ts of the Shah and his nobles, 
a portrait in wliich the Shah and jahanglr are sho^ sitt ing 
together* In saiother plcture> they have been shown embracing 
each other. In a third one,Khan Aim has been depicted as 
s i t t ing close to the Shah who is presenting/.him with a cup 
of wine* 
There are other examples of the cordial relationship of 
the tvjo rulers* There are cases whrn Shah Abbas recommended the 
case of one or another person to jahsnglr and the le t ter gave 
due attention to his request* At one place Jahanglr writes t 
" In a seperate le t ter (1613), the Shah had written a reccramen-
dation of salamullah the Arab* I Immediately Increased his 
mansabs and his ^agirs*"^ There i s also the case of the states 
of the Deccan for whom Abbag made rSeated requests to 
jahanglr to be benevolent towards them* The policy of the Shah 
in regard of the Deccan has been discussed elswhere* I t may 
be mentioned here that, though i t was too much to expect that 
jahanglr would have decided one of his most Important pol i t ica l 
questions according to the wishes of . the Shah, the fact renalns 
that the Shah recommended to Jahanglr the case of the Oeccan 
States and both the Shah and his courtiers bad the impression 
1. TJ* 117. 
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that jaliangir had accepted his recomeandatioii 
I t may therefore be categorically stated that the f r l ^ d -
ship of the two rulers was ynprecedent. •te~0ie Q-uestlon 
naturally arises as to what were those factors that led to 
such frequent exchange of aabassies M such close friendship. 
I t haa beaa obsenred that "their apparent object was to ' l u l l 
2 
the suspicions and win the confidence of Jahangir«» I t i s also 
said that ' their apparent object was to c^cpedite the negotia-
tion for the return of ^ndahar began ty zainul Beg and to 
obtain a f i na l reply from Jahangir*? The arrival of the Deccan 
envoys at the parsian court has led sme scholar to the con-
clusion that the shah intrigbing with them, as he was 
»interested in the preservation of the independence of his 4 
a l l i es in the Deccan"» Let us now examine the facts . 
Shortly after tlie repiilse of the Persians from Qandaiftr 
in 160^, the Uzbeks, ijad once again gathered strength under 
wali Muhammad and had increased their mil itary power. They 
defeated and ki l led jahangir Khan and occi:?)ied Ghosjistan 
(1606-07), The occupation of Ghorjistan was followed by an 
Uzbek attack on Badghis and Maruohaq, though i t was repulsed 
by the combined armies of Maruchaq and Marv. Meanwhile, a f ter 
1, See i^Ekf^. p» 
2, Bani Prasad t ' Jaliangir* ^338; Tripathi j tRise & Fall ' 
388j Rahim 37* 
3, Rahim 37, 
4* Ibid, 33 c f , *Roe»s Embassy* 259, 
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the Persian attack on Qandahar was reptilsed by the Miaghals, the 
Kughal Bnperor jahanglr set out fram Lahore for KabtCL. Alsrmedl 
by these developments in the/ east, the shah came to Khtaragan, 
leaving the a f fa irs of Hs newly conquered places unsettled, 
ThoiigJi wall Muhaimnad established friendship with the shah, 
probably on the latter*s consenting to the former's occupa-
tion of .Ghor;Jlstan, the af fa irs in the west took an unfavour-
able turn, faking advantage of the doath of Sultan Muhswrnad 
111 of Turkey and other internal problans of the Ottoman, 
the Shah had recovered within a comprativ^y short period of 
four years, Azarbaijan and had further advanced in shirwon 
and Gurjistan (Georgia). To consolidate his power in these 
regions of turbulent tidbes, required time. Before he could 
consolidate his power in tliese provinces, his amies suffered 
a reverse in the east and the ja ia l i tribes came in the west. 
The arrival of the Ja3.aiis in Kurdistan Azarbaijan created 
mS^  problonsfor the Shah. Their sB3;tlansnt in Kurdistan wRs 
resHnted tlie Kurds end by their revolts and disturbances the 
r 
Kurds s o ^ became a maiace for the peace of his newly conquered 
provinces of Asarbaijan and Shirwan. The Ottomans most 
probably csncouraged these turbulent tribes, and taking 
advantage of these disturbance, th^ started attempts to 
recover from the Persian Azarbaijsn and shirwan. Though 
their attempts fa i l ed , yet the shah was kept very busy in 
the west and he had to spend most of his time (1609-138 in his 
western provinces in fort i fy ing his border and crushing the 
turbulent tribal chiefs. 
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MeanwMle a change came In Uzbek pol i t ics* wali 
Muhammad wim .the a hah had assisted agai ist Imom Quli and 
NazT Mtihammad tJzto©k> was defeated and ki l led (1613)» The 
Shah, having apprehension l®st Imam qoli and Nazr MuhssBmad 
advance towards Khurasian, made a s trp i lse v i s i t to the 
provincejt Hovever, finding no indication of any immediate 
Uzbek attack on Kh-urasan and not quite sat is f ied with his 
western f ront ier , he returned from Maghhad to Masandisan with-
in a fortnight. But the assistance which the Siiah had 
rendered to is -^li Muhanmad <1613), was bound to be resented 
by the Uzbek brothers and the fears of the shah proved ocia-
plete ly true. Khurasan again beeajne a prey to successive 
Uzbek incursions from 1614 to 1620, 
In 1614 Yalangtush Bahadur invaded Marv and Mashhad. 
next year, some of the Uzbek chiefs plundered jam, Khwaf 
(Khaf) and the surroundings, as f a r as Herat. I t was followed 
by another attack on Maruchaq in wlUch i t s commander, qazaq 
sultan was k i l led. In 1616, the Uzbekj again attacked the 
area between Sarakiis and Herat. In the following year (1617) 
they attacked Nishapur and i ts siJrroundings. Meanwhile, the 
governor of Khurasan died in 1618. The event provided the 
Uzbeks with a further opportunity and Y^angtush Bahadur 
captured Bala Murghab. RLs attack on Qhorian was, however, 
repulsed. 
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In view of these serious d i f f i cu l t i es , the only expe-
dient step wiiichSibah Abbas cowld take was to enter into a 
clo$e frimdshj-p with the Mugha3. anperor, i M l e his friendship 
vdth Jahanglr vjould prevoit the la t ter from maMng any attempt 
f o r the recovery of B\Bt and riovs becond^ i t •wotild also stop 
him from entering into an understanding 'tdth the Uzbeks. Some 
parts oi' hoth the Mughisl and the Uzbek dominions (such as Bust 
and Bala Murghab otc» respectivo3.y) had iJeen occt|&;led by the 
Persians and uhon the Shall xjas confronted with serious internal 
disturbances ajad Ottoaaii threat, a pos2il:a.e coa3tition of the 
Mughals and tho Uzbolcs in the east, iijould not only expose his 
eastern provinces to a joint attack, i t would also endanger the 
newly conquered places in Azarbal^jan, Shirwan and Gxar^istan. 
Ccmpelled by these considerations the shah despatched 
Yadgar Al l sultsn Talish to Jahangir on a f r ia id ly mission. 
Similarly, i f we exsraine the oircimstances when the other 
important tanbassies were despatched to India, we f ind that 
f 
thesy wero sent when tho shah was co|tfronted with seriou"? 
d i f f i cu l t i es . The letters sent to jaliaiigir "^.th these 
ambassadors no longer here the news of Ms victors' either over 
the Uzbeks or over the Ottomans, as his let ters sent before 
1606 and after 1623. In fac t , after 160?, no offensive was 
launched fc^^ the ghah either in the east or in the .iwest. Bs 
was mainly busy in the west, in suppressing the tribal chiefs, 
and the disaffected nobles and im repulsing the ottoman attacks 
on Azarbal^an. 
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The second Persian ambassador, MiBtafa Beg, was des-
patched to India in 1614, a period when Wali Mmhaojmad had been 
defeated by the Uzbeks, their attacks had^ . started m. various 
places in Kh\a?asan, disturbance5had spread in Gu^jistan and 
the Ottoman had attacked Qarabagh. There is a reference to 
these facts in both the letters of Abbas to Jahangir and 
jai^ngir^s description of the onbassy* wben Muhanmad Biza 
was sent to the Mughal court in 1616 the attacks of the Uzbeks 
on Khurasan and that of the Ottcxaans had become frequoit. 
The next i>ersian ambassador to the Mughal court was 
sayyid Hasan who arrived in Aagnst 1619, when the Uzbeks had 
penetrated as far as Kishapur and the Ottomans, regardless of 
Shah^s proposal of peace, had once more attacked Tabrez in 
1618. SO great vjas the Ottoman threat and the fear of the 
turbulent tribes in- the west that in spite of successive 
Uzbek attacks on Khurasan from 1614 onward, the Shah could 
neither move beyond Mazandran, nor even send a strong rein-
forconents to Khurasan. I t i s , therefore, extremely doubtful 
i f the Shah would have thought during this period of the 
reooVes^y of Q^ndahar, 
Due to the same reasons i t is d i f f i cu l t to accept the 
view that the »object of these missions was to expedite the 
2 negotiation for the return of qandahar*. Though the ghah 
1. TJ. 138} c f . le t ter of Abbas t i Jahangir JM. f f . 217a. 
2. Rah3jca 37. 
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himself says in his le t ter to Jahangir sent after the f a l l of 
qandahar that the question of Qaadahar had been raised in his 
l e t t e r and often discussed Igy his ambassadors;and Persian 
chronicles also state that the Persian ambassadors put forward 
this point^ jahangir altogether denies the allegation in his 
l e t t e r sent to Abbasj and states that only ^ainul Beg (wi» 
arrived at the Mughal court in Oct* 1620) had raised the ques-
2 
tion of Qandahar. Ihe statemmt of the shah and his court 
chronicler Islcstodar Beg, is hardly anjt.tislng more than a ready 
excuse and a justif ication for the unfriendly act. Apart from 
his o\«i straighforjt/ardness, the statemait of Jatengir is 
supported by other facts* 
Almost al l the letters of Abbas sent to jahangir are 
none of thou 
available to us and/contain a reference to Qandali^ r as stated h 
the Shah that he had refered to this matter in his letters* 
I t seems unlikely that the Shah would ask jahangir to surr^der 
Qandahar to him when he had once apologized for the attack 
on Qandahar by his o f f i ce * ; when he was extronely, busy in the 
west^and when due to pol i t ica l d i f f i cu l t i es , he was eager fo r 
the friendship of the Mughal Bnperor* ^ the time zainul Beg 
was despatched to India, the Ottomans, being repeatedly defeat-
1. c f . l e t ter of Abbas to jahangir (1622), TJ.348J JM*ff. 
220a| JIB 272a5 ^ iv/lOSj MA. 676, 83* 
2* c f . l e t ter of Jal^ngir to Abbas (1622) TJ, 360} M* f f . 
220b} JIB f f . 274b5 ^ A iV/104. 
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ted by the Persians and confronted with their own problaasj 
had sought peace and the negotiation were in an advanced 
stages Yadgar Al i Talish who had been sent to Turkey, had 
returned along vrilth an Ottoman ambassador. The shah, therefore, 
,from lois anxiety regarding his western front ier , instructed 
zainul Beg to put forward the question of qandater before 
jahangir. I t i s surprising that Dr»Rahim, though he accepts 
the fac t the negotiation fo r qandahar were began by zainul Beg 
nevertheless states that a l l the Qmbassies were sent in connec<». 
tion with Qandahar. Only one oabassy -^ of Aqa Ali and Muhl\)-i-
A l i , came I f t e r the arrival of 2ainul Beg in India and before 
the Persian attack on (jandahar. The purpose of the mission 
of Aqa Al i and Muhib-i-Ali wi l l be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
As a Persian attack on qandahar during 1609-1620 x^ as 
hardly possible, i t is d i f f i cu l t to accept the view that Abbas, 
while protesting friendship with Jahangir, was in reality 
attanpting to ut i l i ze the Deccan states against the Mughals 
2 
so that /;he could f ind an epportunity to attack qandahar* 
I t was not without reason that no Persian attack occured during 
the period 1608-1611 when the Mughals were busy in the Deccan 2 
and in Mewar, In the Deccan they had even suffered reverses. 
1. Rahim 37. 
2. Rahim 37. 
3. TJ. 76,77j80,lO7j TripatM j Rl^g ^ d q^ M f^iha?. BHP^ rQ 
374-755 Bini Prasad t jahangir 262^64. 
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Nor did i t happen during 1615-17 wiien the main Mughal army 
was busy in the Dace an, and the Saperor h ias^ f i^ as Mr Mandiu 
During the same time trouble with the Bsagesh tribes had 
2 
increased and Mehabat Khan ySis Bent to suppress them. I t was> 
therefore, a suitable period for an attack on qandahar I f the 
Shah had b e ^ waiting for i t » 
These suspicious are f i r the r ronoved by the f a c t that 
Persian 
while the Deccan envoys were present at the/court, Khan Aiam 
was also present there. I f there was anything l i k e such an 
U 
intrigue,,mus t have been aware of i t and informed Jahangir. 
Moreover-, jahangir hims^f wss well aw&re of the exchange of 
embassies between the Shah and the Deccan states and some of 2 
t h ^ e ambassadors iwaited upon him, and pres^ted their peshkash. 
I t should also be noticed that Mir Muhammad Amin, commonly 
knowa as Mir Jmla who went from Persia to Golcvmda and thervo-4 
to the Mughal court in March 1618, would have informed Jahangir 
1. TJ. 166,179. 
2. TJ. 152,199s Bern Prasad $ Jahangir 215-17j Trlpathi 
" ' . 387. 
3. TJ. 184, 332. 
4. TJ. 224^ Mir Muhammad Amin was a gaiyid of Isfahan. A few 
years ago he came to Golconda and entered into the service 
of Muhamnad guLi Qutb shah and by his abi l i ty attained the 
post of Mir Jumla. Af ter the death of Quli Shah (1612), his 
relations became strained with the new S u l t ^ Muhammad Qutb 
Shah and he returned to Persia. The Shah of fered him 
various posts but he accepted none e^ccept the ^^lzarat. Dis-
appointed. he again l e f t Persia and came to the Mughal 
court. Jahangir, however, writes that he came on Ms- inv i -
tation. At Mughal court he got quick promotions. In June 
1618, he was given a mansab of 1600/200. In 1619 he w s^ 
appointed on the post of Arz-Mukarrar. In Apri l 1620,hi^ 
mansab was raised to 2000/300. During the same year he^made 
* Khansaman» and f ina l l y he was promoted (1623) to a mansab 
of 3000/300. TJ. ( trans. ) i1/3,15,37,164,75, 276. 
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of any Intrgue between the Persians and the Beccanis., had there 
been one in fact . In view of. a l l these fact i t seems d i f f i cu l t 
that such an intrigue would raaai.n S^ st^ tan from the Mughal 
court. And the fact that the relations of Jahangir s^d Abbas 
ronain cordial until the latter*s attack on Qandahar, suggests 
that Jahangir himself did not entertain«<»3r suspicion. 
Tlie suggestion that the shah was interested in the 
preservation of the independence of the Deccan states md 
looked with jealousy on the increase of this onpire (Miaghal 
empire) in tt&t direction^ i s also not supported by facts. 
No doubt the Shah recommended their case to Jahangir more th&n 
once and requited jahangir to avoid amed action against than. 
But the shah yas more anxious to secure the friendship of , 
jahangir than to ensure the independoace of the Deccan states. 
Moreover, in his le t ter to jahangir and to the Sultan of 
2 
Golcondai which we have quoted above, there is evidence that 
the shah regarded them as tributary states of the Mughal empire. 
In his l e t ter written in 1619 he evan advised the gultan of 
Golconda to avoid iwst l l i ty with the Snperor and seek his and 
favour which was in his own interest/in the interest of his 
people. This evidence suggests that the policy of Shah Abbas 
in regard to the Deccan states was pro^-Mughal and not anti-
Mughal. The shah wanted that these states be l e f t in 
1, Rahim 33. 
2o gee ixjf^a. p, ^a-j.^-S'. 
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provided they continued to owe allegienc® to the Miaglmls. fhe 
resaarks of Sir Thomas Boa, which are probably the basis of the 
above suggestion,>n0»»ly suggest that the 6hah desired "to 
treat a peace for the Deccaaas". 
fheuQ eabassies w t o , therefore, sait with the purpose 
of securing Jais^ngir*s fri^adship which was highly valuable 
f o r the Shah under the circumstances i^hich we have discussed. 
This fac t was probably kaowi to jahangir, f o r only this would 
explain his carelessness in the defence of Qandahar, The 
suggestion that the garrison of qandahar dwindled because 
jahangir was deo.eived ty the Persian oabassles which were sent 
to negotiate for Qandahar, i s contradictory in i t s ^ # For 
i f the c(iiestion of c^ndahar had been raised between the two 
rulers or jahanglr had found any inldlng of this fac t , though 
C-'rnJUVMA.cJi . 
he might ha-fee cfiadbteJaA. his friendship with Abbas to dissuade 
him from at|®.cking I t , he \(Ould not altogether neglect the 
defence of Qandahar» Rather, he \rt>uld be more careful to 
ensure i t s protection. I t has been observed that in the 15th 
year of his reign (1620), Bahadur Klian, the Governor of qandahar 
was suddenly promoted to a mansab of 6,000/40CX) and a total 
amount of 2,60,000 was sent to increase the provision in the 
f o r t of Qandator, and this shows that Jahangir \jas a^are of 
2 the intrigues and the intentions of the Shah. But this appears 
1. Foster : 'Bnbassy of Roe* 259. 
2^  l^him 38. 
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to have beeja duo to jahangir^s tisual gmerosity and net a 
records 
precautionary step. Jahangir hims^f/and his statement i s 
collaborated by I gbainama and jahangiri«that there 
were only three or fotir hundred soldiers in the f o f t when 
1 
i t was attacked by the Persians. Besides, the fac t that a 
f o r t l ike that of Qandahar f e l l to the Persians within a month, 
2 
proves that i t was not properly garrisoned, 
Jai:&ngir on his part, seaas to be ec|uaily anxious f o r 
Persian friendship. An attack on Qandali&r had already been 
made and possibil ity of fi?esh attacks coi:fl.d not be rtjled out, 
jahangir would have thought that close friendship with the 
Shah would dissuade the lat ter from making any fresh attack 
on gandalmrt Besides, this was the period when the frontier 
tribes were creating serious d i f f i cu l t i es for the Mugh;a.s and 
there was a traditional suspicion that the Uzbeks were interes-
ted in encouraging the tribal s t r i f e , AHd/nd Afghan had even 
3 
attacked Kabul, while Jahangir was busy against Mewar and the 
Deccan, the disturbances on his north-western frontiers would 
have upset his whole plan. The Persian friendship would prove 
a check iipon these tribes and the tJisbeks. I t may be noted 
here that immediately after the loss of Qandahar to the Persians 
1. TJ, 343$ I ^ . iii/579j MJ. f f * 68. 
2* AAA. 686, 
3, TJ. 96,114,62,57-69 , 268-69,77,89,91; IQJ, i i i 568| 
Beni Prasad, *Jahang:^r«. 215,17$ OJripathi, •m&sA.Eil l* 
387, 
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Gha2l^ n and Kabul proper wor© attacked by the Ujsbeks seem 
to have established their control not only ovey Ghor^istan, 
but also parts of H&zara^at, 
A 
Besides these pol i t loa l considerations| both Jahangir 
and Abbas were particijiarly Interested in promoting trade and 
coiameroe between their r^jpective oomtriost Wo f ind that 
* 
special commercial missions were seat to Persia. Muhammad 
Husaln Chelebl wag sent fo r the specific purpose of trade. 
Haji Rafiq made frequent v i s i t of Persia and India and was 
in touch with both the courts. To encourage th.e trade between 
the two countries, special favour was shoiipi to merchants by 
both the Bnperors^^ EVQI the diplomatic missions were, as we 
mrationed above, l ike moving eschibitions of the arts and crafts 
of their respective countries. The best specimens of the arts 
and crafts of the country were included in the royal presents. 
This was a useful way of popularizing the products of the 
country. 
Overland trade becane more important in this period due 
to the European <tominatlon of the Fevtlsn Gulf and the Arabian 
A 
Sea. The most slmultonous attenpts of Adil ghah, the Mughal 
Governor of Gujrat and the Persian commander of Lar, to drive 
1 . T J . 1 1 7 , 5 2 , 9 7 . 
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out the Portuguese from their respective terr itorial had 
f a i l ed (1613)i From a casual reference in 3!ugiuk*i>Jahangiri. 
i t seems that evea the Indian and Persian travellers could 
2 
not safely travel by the sea-.route. Both Jahangir and sii&ii 
Abbas v/anted to secure the alliance of the English against 
3 
the Portuguese. tJntil they succeeded in their plan against 
the Portuguese, overland route was the only safe one for 
f o r 
the merchants of the tw countries, and/the promotion of 
overland trade the friendship between tii© two rulers was 
v i t a l . 
1. Danvers i tPortueuese in Tndla* ii/162-.63j ^ g l l s h 
il\ India. I>«R* ii/96. 
2. TJ, 184, 
3. MA. 689jt 2SA iv/214.28j TSnglish Factories i h jnd i a . L.R. 
iii/19-265 Danver I ^ Z m m ^ ^ X n 
Danvers write t IThe Shah concluded an agnonent far this 
( s i l k ) trade with James, King 6f.i&igland, ijlth whom he 
also entered into a league f o r the capture of Island 
(of omuz). 
C H A P I E E V 
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1622 - 1629 
when Yadgar A l l Tallsli returned from his anbassy to 
the Ottoman empire in 1619, the Shah f ^ t that a stable 
peace on the west was insight. He, therefore, f e l t re l ie f 
and decided to turn his attention to the eastern provinces 
where the Uzbeks had been creating trouble. At this time 
he also started making moves for the recovery of Qandahar. 
According to the author of Alam Ara.i*Abbasi. the 
Shah explicitly raised the question of restoration of qandahar. 
He told Khan Alam that a demonstration of the unity of the 
gafavid and the Mughal empires was in their best Interest. 
This unity should be made Specially clear to the Uzbeks who 
were the enemies of both. He told him that the restoration 
of qandahar, which had belonged to his dynasty and was an 
integral part of the province of Khurasan, ^ d which was far 
o f f from landustan, would become the comer stone of their 
mutual friendship and would prevent their mutual etionies from 
continuing to taunt the Mughal Etoperor for having (perf idi-
ous^) taken the territory of a friend!" The Shah realized 
that the evacuation of qafedahar might prove embracing to 
(1) AAA« 684. 
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jaliangir. He, therefore, proposed that he should go towards 
Qandah&r ostensibly for pleasttre and sblkar and the Mughal 
o f f i cers might o f fer him hospitality at qandahar. After that 
the Mughal of f icers wotO-d return and i t would be danonstrated 
that the giving up of the Qandahar -was the result of close 
friendship between the tiio rulers and was not due to any i l l -
• 1 
feeling among than. 
I t be safely assumed that the Shah had raised the 
question of rmdation of Qandah&r with Khan-i-Alam and had 
stressed tjh&t i t would strengthen the bonds between the two 
houses against their common ^any, the Uzbeks* This argucnent 
appears to have been an implied threat that i f the Mughals 
fa i l ed to surrender qandahar peacefully, the Shah might enter 
into an arrangement with the Uzbeks to the detBiment of the 
MUghals* Ifowever, i t does not appear to be probable that the 
shah had, in fact , suggested the modus operandi mentioned by 
Iskandar Munshi. 
As has been stated earlier, zainul Beg had also been 
entrusted with the same mission and was specif ically asked to 
bring a definite reply from jahangir. Although zainul Beg 
arrived at Lahjre in October 1620, he was unable to meet the 
Emperor until December. As was a delay in the receipt 
of favourable reply from Jahangir, Shah Abbas sent the embassy 
of Aga Beg and Muhibb-i-Ali Beg who arrived at the Mughal court 
AAA. 684. 
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in February 1621. perhaps the shah f e l t that since Ms 
message sent through Khan Alam had reached Jahanglr In January 
1620^ he cotild legitimately expect m early reply, 
Zatnul Beg had vfanted to retuna before March 1631 but 
was unable to do so. Wiien Aga Beg and MUhibl3*i»All tdtlmately 
returned in iTune 1621, they did not bring any d^ ln i t e reply 
/ 
either. According to Iskandar Munshl, the Persian envoys 
reported that when K:han-»i-^ lam p l^ed the Persian proposal 
before JaJ^ngir, there was a difference of opinion* gome 
suggested that evejy e f fort should be made to strengthen 
the friendship with Persia, wMle others, who were really 
trouble-makers and shortsighted^ but claimed to be loyal 
well-ushers of the Mughal empire, in their sycophancy urged 
the emperor to reject the proposal, fhere i s no reference in 
Indian soxirces to this difference of opinion. I t i s extrondLy 
doubtful whether any group at the in5)erial court wuld have 
advocated the voluntary surrender erf Qandahar^  
In 1621 the Uzbeks again invaded the Persian territory 
and occi;9ied Bala^durghab. The Shah, therefore, decided late 
1. AAA. 699. Iskandar Munshl writes that due to avasive 
answers of jahangir on the question of qandahar, zainul 
Beg wanted to return fron Lahore. But «s he was instrudted 
by the Shah to present some new presents for (jahangiJ?, 
he had ix) proceed to the capital. 
2. AAA. 684. 
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f 
i n 1621, to raise a massive and well-equipeed amy f o r being 
sent to Khurasan. I t i s clear from a perusal of Alsm Ara«.i«> 
Abbasl that the purpose of raising this aimy wag the conquest 
of Qandahar, though incidentally 14 i^ as intended to impress 
the Uzhek \fith show of force* I t has been argued that the 
Shah dee id^ upon an expedition to Qandaha? when he was told 
that the Mughals had smt a large army to the Deccan under 
prince ghah^ahan, and that there was a coordinated plan of the 2 
p^rsdans and the Deccan states* The presence of Babsh Khan, 
the Ahnadnagar envoy, at the Persian court during the sige 
of Qandahar has strengthend this view* However, the f ac t that 
l^ a- treaty- between the Mughals and the Deccan states had been 
concluded in Apri l 1621, even before Aga Beg and Muhibb-i-Ali 
l e f t India, suggests that there TI^ S no connection betweai the 
Persian attack on Q0tidali0.r and the wars in the Deccan, Actually 
during the period of the attack i;?>on Qandahar, the relation 3 of the Mughal with Adil Shah were cordial. 
The military pr^aratLons in Khuragan and the news 
that the a hah intended moving agains t qandahar had a sdli tary 
4 e f f e c t upon the Uzbeks. As stated earl ier , both Nazr Muhammad 
1. AAA. 676. 
2. Rahlm 39-40. 
3. TJ. 331-32, IQJ. ii i/576. 
4. See above 33# 
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and Imam QuXi opened negotiation with the Shah and an mder-
standing was reached between the Persians and the Uzbeks* The 
Shah decided not to attempt the recovery of BaLa*—Mtjrghab 
fpr the tim^ being ^o that he could conccjirat© t^on the 
conquest of Qandahar, 
On l^th Pebruaiy 1622, the Shah personally started 
fo r Khucasaji, When he reached Farah, his large amy which 
had assaabled at Nishapur ;loined and he set out for Qandahar, 
Frcaa Farah he sent a message to Abdul Aziz Khan the Governor 
of Qandahar stating that he intended to Tdsit Qandahar f o r 
pleasure, he should o f f e r the shah hospitality and receive 
him in as a f r ia id of Ms master so that the unity 
of the two aapires might become apparent to their common 
enaniesf^specially to the Uzbeks. Iskandar Munshi states that 
this proposal had been sent to Abdul Aziz in accordance with 
2 
the promise which the 3hah had given to Khan-l-Alam. However, 
i t seems l ive ly that this particular e3DCUse was thought of at 
this very moment so that the Persians might continue to enjoy 
the friendship of the Mughals against the Uzbeks, in spite 
of their talcing qandahar. The fac t that there v;as only a 
small contingent of three to four hmdred swars under Abdul 
1. MA* 684. 
2, Ibid. 
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Azisj at this tlae^^ might conv^ the impression tJiat Khaii*»l-f 
Mm. had actually been conveyed this proposal and Jahangir 
tacit ly agreed to i t , IfoweVer, in that event the Shah wuld 
not have brought with him such a large army which i t had taken 
him months to raise* Moreover, i f such had been the <3ase, 
Jahangir woul-d not have displayed so much bitterness at the 
loss of Qandahar. Furthexmorey Jahangir would not have showi 
the anadety fo r the recovery of Qandahar which ultimat^y led 
to the rebellion of shahjahan that rocked the Mughal aapire 
s everely. 
Abdul Aziz Khan sent a firm but politjte reply to the 
Shah through Mirza Baqi Kab\iLi« He urged the @hah to turn 
back and warned that in the case of refusal to do so, he 
2 
would be compiled to defend the fo r t . 
The Shah thereipon sent a contingent under Khuraoatt 
su l tm to capture the f o r t of ssamindawar which was being 
defended by Shah Kalan and himself marched to Qandahar arriving 
there on 18th May 1622, Abdul Aziz Khan defended ths f o r t but 
ultdLmately, da© to the lack of provisions and inadeijuate forces, 
he iiras compelled to surrender the f o r t on 21st June 1622, 
Among the Mughal o f f i cers who surrendered along with Abdul Aziz 
1. TJ, 343} MJ. f f . 68b. 
2. AAA* 684. 
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Khan, were ghsmsher Khan, A l l JDarmaii, Miraa Fazll Makhdm 
gad^ end S^hah Miiiiaininad Khan, son of Shah Beg KliiSn entitled 
Khan-l-Dauran. According to Iskandar Munshi the nmber of 
troops surrendered was between four to f i v e tiiousand, 
though the MiJghel sources put doT^m their nmber at three 'to 
2 
four hundred, ghah Abbas treated the M^hal o f f i cers court-
eously and permitted them to returned to India, On 24th 3 June Khutba was read at gandahar in the name of tw^ve Imams. 
In zaminda^ar, shah Kalan held out for a longer time* 
But the news of the f a l l of gandahar and the paucity of the 
resources demoralized the defenders. -Kh«s?fi«an sultan invited 
shah Kalaji to meet him. 3!he lat ter accepted the invitation 
of the former but went there armed with his retainers. Perhaps 
\CWAS ./-wv 
lie had hoped to fctll Kfeuras^^ Sultan and thus throw the 
besiegers into confusion. Taking advantage of a -^pao^ between 
the soldiers of the two sides, Khwaja Mughal of zamindawar, 
who bore amity towards Shah Kalan, attacked and assisslnated 4 
him. ^inda\^ar thus pdss$<i into the hands of the Persians. 
When the news of the movement c^ Abbas to gandahar 
reached Jahangir^ who was then at i^wilpindi» he sent orders 
to Shah^ahan to come to the court with a l l his army so that 
1. AAA. 685. 
Ibid. J TJ. 343f MJ. f f . 68b. 
3, MA. 686. 
4. Ibid. 686-87. 
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he could be sent against the Persian^, shahjahan d«aaand©d 
certain cxjncessslons and the permisi^lon to delsgr the expedition 
until the rsdi^ season had passed* In the meanwhtlej Qsmdahar, 
f e l l and AMul A2I2 returned to India, 
The presence of Shah^ahan^s zahld Beg| at the 
Persian court whoa the Shah attacked qandahar and le t ter on 
Shahjahan*s dans^ id of concessions when he was asked to go to 
qandahar, has created f suspicion In the mind of some dlstlng-
ulshed modem scholars that he was In league with the shah 
of Persia and the latter was encouraging the Prince against 
2 
the BQperor# Br. R*P*Trlpathl has wrlttaa t appears that 
he was planning a co^> and wanted to avail M m s ^ of the 
situation created ify the invasion of (jandahar by the ghah of 
Persia, las treacherous intentions f ind support from the fac t 
that he stood so low as to send zahld Beg with presents to the 
ghah of Persia and wished Mm good luck In his iQandahar enter-
prise* .Indeed In his undesrerved hatred for the Queen 
and his anxiety to hml l iate the Emperor, he had sent zahid 
Beg to the shah.«^ Dr.Rahlra has put forward a similar view and 
writes,! "certain entries In Mam Aral Ahbasl also show how 
deep was the Shah's Interest in the Intrigues of Nurjahan 4 against ghahjahan". 
1. TJ. 343 , 45j IQJ, lli/579-80j MJ. f f * 68, 
2. Eahlm 43, 
3. ^ M V 394. 
4. Rahlm 40. 
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This suspicion has arisen msilEXy because the arrival of 
gahiS Beg in Persia has been confused ^ t h his reception at 
1 2 
qandahar. In fact , zahid Beg had reached Persia, in 1621* 
He had be®a sent at a time when the relations of ®hah if&li^ n 
with jahanglr had not become strained, and the lat ter had 
a 
presmted the fomer v^th a rul3(jr as a special mark of favour. 
Dr. Rahim h ims^ says t "while the Shah was s t i l l at qandahar, 
Shahjahan«s ambassador zaMd Beg appeared with a l e t ter and 
presents, an act which cannot be esgjlained in any wayjr for so 4 -
f a r Jahangir had taken no action against shahjahan"* ijahid 
Beg •was sent on a goodwill mission, l ike th© missions of Prince 
sallm and Prince Danyal to Shah Abbas, zahid Beg and the 
l e t t e r sent with him to the Shah, were despatched with the 
permission of jahanglr and the l e t t e r does not bear any refer* . 
ence either to his conf l ict with the court or to hlA intrigues 
with the ghah. in this l e t t e r which has been fortunately 
preserved to us and i s quoted in three original collections of 
the le t ters , there is no reference to Qsndahar, much less to^ 
$hah;jahin»s good wishes on shah's enterprise of (jandahar. 
1* Dr.Banarsi Prasad sa^ cana also seems to be under the impre-
ssion that hid Beg Reached Qandahar< when the ^hah was 
busy in i t s slge, (Banarsl Prasad satoana t tahah.1ahan» 54). 
2. MA. 687. 
3. This ruby was presented to ghahjahan on his success against 
the Deccan, in April 1621. (TJ. 332). 
4. Rahim. 41. 
6. see above p. 
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The references in ^rai Abbasi, to differences at 
the Mughal court have already beai discussed at some length, 
^ d i t ig d i f f i cu l t to accept Rahim's interpretation that 
the Shah was taldng a keen interest in the conf l ict betwe^i 
w 
Hur^ahan and Shah^ahen. I t seoas to ,t»e reasonably dear 
that neither al^hjal^n instigated the ghah to conquer (jandahar 
nor did the ghah encourage shah^ahan to defy his father. The , 
conditions put forward by shah^ahan and the dilatoriness shown 
by him in moving against q^ndaliar were really due to internal 
factors which have been so clear brought out by Dr»TripathL 
1 
h i m s ^ as well as by Dr. Baii Prasad. 
After occupying qandahar, the ishah s « i t p i l i Beg to 
jahtogir with le t ter es^jlaining away his attack on Qandahar. 
I(fali Befe was follows by Haidar Beg with another le t ter to 
jahangir and two goldei keys of the f o r t showing that i t was 
s t i l l in the possession of Jahsngir. The two envoys reached 
the Mughal court simultaneously on 17th Nov* 1622, Both the 
3 
l e t t e r are on the same tUnes, 
1. Tripathi I M V Beni Prasad i tJahangir* 
343-45. 
2. AAA. 686) agA. lv/lOa.3. 
3. Letter of Abbas to Jahangir (1622) c f . TJ. 348: JM. f f . 
220a5 I.TB f f . 272a} 2SA. iv/102-3. The author of 23A has Quoted both the le t ters , but the l e t ter sent through ai i Beg i s not given in any of the sources. Jah«ttigir 
raent;3.ons .their simultaneoiis arrival (TJ. 348)$ while 
the AAA. records that t h ^ returned together (669). AAA. 
maitions only the despatch of Haider Beg after the f a l l 
of qandahar (AAA* 686). 
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In tile l e t ter sent vdth Haidar Beg the sbah wrote that 
many of his ancestral dominons had been lost to the othersf but 
he recovered them from the enemies. there ^ s 
friendship between him and jahangir,. he was especting that 
A I 
jahangir" himself wtild return Qsaidahar to him. He had ref ei^d 
to this matter in may letters through various anbassles. 
As he could not get any answer from Jahangir and was subjected 
to taunting by the enemieshe started towards (^ndahar only 
on a hunting ea?>edition so that^i® the'hospitality of the 
commander of Qandahar,. the friendsMp of the tw rulers would 
become ev ld^ t to a l l . But Abdiil Aziz Khan adopted.&de^ain-t 
attitude, towards him and ignored the warning coveored to him. 
The Shah^ therefore^ attacked and captured (jljpidahar in spite 
of the fac t that he had not brought tzlth him the necessaiy 
weapons of v^ ar and seige. However, in view of the friendship 
of the two rulers, he forgave* the commander^allowed him to 
return* Then the Shah refered to their old friendship, reg-
retted, that the attack had occured under unpleasant circms-
tances and suggested that jahangir should regard Qandahar as 
s t i l l being in his own possession. He invited jahangir to 
appoint a coamander of his own choice and the Shah yoxHd be 
happy to give the charge of the f o r t to such a commander. 
I t i s significant that in this l e t te r the ghah did not 
refer to any proposal sent through Khan-i-Alaa as claimed by 
Iskandar Munshi. Nor is there any reference to the uniiar of 
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the a&favld and the M\jghal empires against there cofflnon enoay, 
the Uabeksf as has been stated by the Persian chronicler. 
Shortly after despatching IMdar Beg, the shah also, 
dismissed zahLd Beg with re^;ards to the etivos?'sind a l e t t e r 
to the prince?" In this l e t ter the -s^ hah ^ o t e j after the 
usual compliments, that the bond of friendship between him 
and jahangir was hereditory and so strong that i t could not 
be broken by any unhappy incidait (a referenc to (JS^dahar) • 
The fhah then e35>lained that delay had occured in the dis-
missal of zahid Beg as he had gone from Maghhad to Isfahan 
by the direct route, while the shah was ccaiing from Isfahan 
to Qaaidahar through an indirect route. A f ter he came to 
Qandahar, he called the envoy there and was then dismissing 
2 
him. In the end, the Shah explained his relation with phaJv 
I 
jahan as that between father and son, appreciated the manners 
of the envoy and requested the pilnce to continue the rRations 
and send back the same envoy. "As the envoy had ttmveyed to 
the shah the desire of the prince that he should be addressed 
by the l i t t l e of 'Shah^ahan* given to him by Shah ,^alim, the 
,qhah addr©?sed the Prince with l±iat t i t l e and also qiioted a 
Verse in this respect."^ 
1. 687| 2SA.iv/110. The l e t ter of Abbas to Prince Shah-
;)ahan cf . JM. ff.226b.5 JIB. f f . 21Sbj FZQ. f f . 81a. 
2. I t appears that the ghah had delibef»tely avoided meeting 
zahid Beg m t i l he had occupied Qandahar. I t is not with-
out significanoo that the interviewed of the Shah with 
the envoy y^ shahjahan took place after the occt^iation of 
QSaadahaor. I f there had been any intrigue between the monar-
ch and the prince^the interview would pi^bably have taken 
place earlier. 
3. AAA* 687. 
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On 6thMareli 1622, while Jahangir was at Ravmlpindl, he 
received a def in i te report that ahah Abbas ^ s proceeding to 
attack Qandahar, ife wag not inclined to believe that the 
i^hali would stoop to such perfidy and, in f ac t , gave a present 
of 80,000 darbs to zainial Beg. However, as a preacautiony 
measure he semt Mir zalnul Abidin to the Decoaa to ask ghahjahan 
to come to the court linme<aately with Jrds troops so t ia t should 
the report prove to b© true, he oo\ald proceed V3±th his large 
army and vast resoxirces to teach the shall a lesson f o r his 
faithlessness. "Although Jahanglr had been receiving disturbing 
reporte from qandahar, Khan Jah^, the Governor of Multan sait 
a di^inite report that the shah had Invested the f o r t of 
u-
Qandahar. In ^runWUly 1622^sent je©^-Tahawwar Khan to ca l l 
prince parvez to the court* He also decided to proceed to 
Lahore from Kashair, He despatched Khwaja Abul Hasan^ "ilhe 
impi^a l Diwan, and S^diq Khan, the Imperial Bakhshi to Lahore 
so that-until the arrival of the princes with the armies of 
DeccfiWi, Gujrat, Bengal e«id Bihar, theiy should make scprangemoitg 
f o r sending the aimiiri at the court and the others who had been 
reached from their jagirs, to Khan Jahan at Multan, f o r the 
qandahar expedition. Th^ were also ordered to d^patch to 
Multan the ar t i l l e ry the elephants» amour end treasures to 
Khan Jal^n. Since i t was d i f f i c u l t to obtain supplies between 
Multan and Qandahar, Ban^aras were advanced mon^ to ensure 
the supply of provisions for the large aimy. An Idea of the 
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toaper of jatengir may be gathered froa the fact that he 
expressed the hope that the amy votald not only recover qandat^r, 
but wyld huailiat© faithless ghah In his o ^ capital, Isfahan* 
IAMIQ these preparations-were giving, on, Hir zaintil 
Abedin, who had been sent to Prince Khurram returned and conveyed 
the unpleasan.t reply that the prince •wanted to move after the 
rainy season was over* The dilatoriness of ghahjahan could 
not shake the Efciperor fran Ms determination. A l l the s^ mem s^^  
the .'sedyids of Baraha, the Rajputs, and the Afghans, posted 
in the Deccan vere recalled to the court to be despatched with 
the expedition. Mirza Rastam safavi, onoe the chief of 
dawar, was sent along with Itlqad Khan, to Lahore ^ t h one 
Lakh ri^ees to make the necessary preparations. On 15th August 
jahangir himself l e f t Kashair for Lahore. A f a m ^ was sent 
to Kabul recalling Mahabat Khan to the court. Khan Jahan was 
2 
also recalled from Multan, f o r instructions. 
Before the artny could make a move, itjaii Beg and Haidar 
Beg, the Persian smbassactors reached the Mughal court on 17th 
Movoaber 1622, Bo great was 0'ahangir»s resentment against the 
Persians tl-iat the Emperor, wlio had already become cool towards 
zainul Beg, received these envoys and dismissed than 
along with zaJjnul Beg after a week. Sjainul Beg refused even 
1. TJ, 343^455 MJ. f f . 685 IQJ. iii/689. 
2. TJ. 345, 47-485 IQJ, i i i 681, 
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to perform Kornish when he was f ina l l y dismissed from the 
courti jahaxigir also showed his resentnent and his re f t^al to 
accept the i m e excuses furnished W the 0hah for his attack 
2 
on Qandahar md in the reply he sent to the shah. 
2 
In this l e t t e r jahangir blamed the ^hah f o r breaHng 
the strong and oXd friends hip between the two without 
any reasonable grouad and expressed surprise that the shah 
had undertaken such a hunting eijgjedi tion. jahangir then wrote 
that the question of Qandahar was raised f o r the f i r s t time 
by zainul Beg and had not been referred to in any previous 
l e t t e r nor by any previous ambassador, nor even in the l e t t e r 
saat with zainul Beg« When the states of the Deccan had raised 
the standard of rebell ion, KhurrStts had been despatched there 
to suppress than and he himself was moving (fr<m Kashnir) to 
^Agra, zainul Beg arrived, waited upon him and put forward the 
question of Qandahar, He told him to wait for a while at 
Lahore and said that he would g ive him a proper reply a f ter the 
conclusion of the compaign in the Deccan, When, after i t s 
conclusion, he (Jahangir) started f o r Kashnir again during the 
summer (1622), he took Zainul Beg with him on that trip» Mean-
while news arrived that the $hah had started f o r an attack on 
1. MA. 670, 
2, TJ. IQJ. iii/581} ZSA. iv/105, 
3* Letter of jahangir to Abbas c f . TJ. 350i JM. f f , 220b, j 
HB. 274b. 5 ZSA. iV/105. 
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QEn i^ahar. But as i t ms In comprehensible that such an escalted 
personality iijould undertake an expedition against a petty 
v i l l age , refused to believe I t . When the ne^ v^s Veri-
f i e d , he s ^ t orders to Abdul J^ s^ z Khan to obey the orders 
of that 'brother* for he (Jahangir) valued the friendship of 
the <3hah above everything else. In the end jahantLr again 
oomplained that the shah, taking into account their cordial 
relations, had not waited for the return of z^ i^nul Beg and 
Jahangir*s reply, perhaps, he (Jahangir) vjould have himself 
consented to the proposal, The; action of the Shah was de f i -
nite ly contrary to the best traditions of manliness, sincerity 
and truthfulness. 
In spite of i t s bitterness, i t i s significant that the 
1 Jitter cosfCLains of the refusal of the shah to wait f o r a 
reply and even hints at the possibil ity of Jahangir agreeing 
to give up qandahar. This was, ^rhi^ps, due to the f ac t that 
the attitude of shahjahsn had made jahangir doubtful whether 
he would be able to recover cjandahar, and he, therefore, waited 
to avoid the possibility of losing face. I t is also possible 
that Jahangir was rec^rooatLng the diplomatic courtesy extended 
by the shah and wslvted to retain the frioadship wltii Persia 
in spite of his ef forts to recover qandahar* 
HDwever, after dismissing the Persian ambassadors, 
Jahangir continued the preparations fo r the expeditio?J to 
Qandahar. Khs^ i Jahan vho had been recalled from Multan, was 
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sent back to command the vanga\ard aad was instructed to ^ i t 
at Multan for Pai»vez. Asaf Khan was sent to Agra for 
bringing to the court the treasures*,successive faimans> written 
in the Qnperor»s own hand, and messengers were sent to Prince 
parvea,. urging him to com© with a l l possible haate* 
But a l l these preparations and the hopes of the recoveiy 
of Qandahar, f e l l to the ground whan Shahjahaji began to show 
the sign of rebellion and started towards Agra. Jah^gir him-
sel f had to start for Agra in Feb, 1623 and the preparations 
made for f ighting the external enemy were diverted against the 
internal rebel, These developments shocked jahangir a«id in 
his utter disappointment he writes t'** But that which 
weighs heavily on my heart and places my eager temperammt in 
sorrow i s this, that at such a time when my prosperous sons 
and loyal o f f icers should be Vying with each other in the 
service against Qatidahar and Khurasan this inauspicious 
one CSbiah;jahan) has struck with an axe the foot of his own 
dominion, and became a stmbling block in the path of the 
enterprise. The momentous af fa irs of qandahar must now be 
2 pos tpon^. " 
zainul Beg» Haidar Beg and WEOi' Beg reached Persia in 
3 
the spring of 1623. They must have r^orted to the shah the 
1 . TJ. 362-53$ IQJ. iil/581} Beni Prasad t JahBnglr 346-47J 
" " » B m — " " Banarsi Prasad saK»a, glmh.ial^n 37. 
2. TJ. 364 (Tr, i i/2-1), 
3. MA. 669. 
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plans f o r the recovery of (^ndahar as well as the develoinaaits 
at the Mtighal court. Thoug^^an Immediate attonpt for the 
recovery of Qandahaai was not 6255ected due to the rebellion 
and sha'hjahan,' i t s possibi l i ty coiald not be ruled out. The 
restless Uzbeks would have certainly griisped such an oppor-
tunity and taking advantage of the host i l i ty between the 
©afavids and the Mughals,>»ight have renewed their attacks 
upon Khuntaa. The Siiah vm contemplating an attack t5)on the 
Ottcmans fo r the conquest of Iraq, and was therefore keen to 
avoid further complications in the east* The shah therefore, 
thought i t expedient to soothe the ruf f led feel ings of 
jahangir. Even i f friendship with the Mughals co^d not be 
f u l l y restored, the despatch of embassies would have the 
advantage of keeping the ghah informed of the situation in the 
Mughal eapire. They would also provide him with infomation 
regarding the relations of the Uzbeks with the Mughals and ; 
attonpt to prevent any understanding between the two. The 
Carent host i l i ty between the Mughals and the Uzbeks was an 
important factor in the def®ice of Khurasan. The fac t that a 
l e t t e r from Iman Quli»s mother had arrived at the Mughal court 
in 1621» and tliat the envoy who had taken the reply of 
Uurjal^n was s t i l l with Imam must have caused a certain 
aiihendfint of misgiving in the minds of the jshah. 
1. TJ. 34354I65 IQJ. i i i / 6 1 2 5 MJ. f . l l . 
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In 1624 Yalangtush Bahadur attacked Bazara^at, The 
tribal ciaiefs of the region sought th© help of the Governor 
of Kabul showing that they had always owed their allegiance 
to Ghaaain. Khai^ azad Kharx, the Mughal Governor of Kabul led 
an e^gjedition against theta and drove the Uzbelss out f s f^ that 
territory* Then Ysl^togtash B^adur came to attack Ghazai'a.. 
This attack y&s also repulsed "is^ r Khanzad Khan and the Uzbeks 
were compelled to retreat with heavy losses in May-June,1624^ 
Apparentay, taking advantage of Yalangtush* s attacks 
upon ©laznin, the Shah sent in Jime 1624, Aga Muhammad Miastaufi 
to Jahangir with the excuse of informing him about his capture 
2 
of Baghdad, 
Aqa Muhammad Mustayfi was given a unique white 
and a le t ter to Jahsaagif, in this l e t t e r , the §hah, after the 
usual ccmpliments, roninded jahangir of the old friendship 
between the two dynasties and esjpressed the hope that Jahangir 
would not abandon the friendship at the instigation of the 
enonies. The ghah thai wrote that as he wanted to continue 
the friendship and c o i ^ a l i i y , he thought i t necessary to 
inform Jahongir about his Victory at Baghdad afeainst the 
Ottomans, which ho cotild capture with divine grace and the 
goodwill of Jahangir, within twenty days. In the end the ghah 
Letter of ghah Abbas to Jahangir <1624) cf» JM» ff«222a. 
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requested JaMngir to oontinne the previous cordial relations 
betwe^ thai. 
Some time after the despatch of Aga Msxhsmmad Mustaufi 
to the MtJghal court, Khwaja Haji came from India to the Persiaa 
1 
court. He had been despatched by Prince Khurram who was then 
in open rebellion and 3md staffered reverses at the hands of 
the royal forces and was being c W e d from place to place. In 
his disappointnmt, he turned towards the Persian ghah probably 
hoping that in view of the latter*s host i l i ty towards Jahangir, 
-4ho orhonyed would help the Prlnce# 
2 In the l e t t e r sent through Khwa^ a s a j i , the prince 
aclmowledged the receipt of the l e t t e r of the shah sent through 
« 
Zahid Beg which he had reciltved while on Ms way from the 
Deccan to Agra, The ambassador had also conveyed to him the 
verbal message of the Shah. jDescribing his conf l i c t with 
Jahangir, the prince stated that seme s^fi f i ih persons had 
poisoned the ears of his father against him to such a extent 
that he (the prince) had to take military actions to save his 
l i f e . In this struggle he succeeded by the grace of God and 
the blesaings of the Shah. Alomed by these v ictor ies , his peace 
enonies induced the Qnperor to conclude/to which ghahjahan 
agreed. But these enemies turned back on the proTluftee and 
1, MA, 715 J ksA. iv/109. 
2. Letter of ghah;jahan to Abbaa (1624) o f . JM. ff.227b} 
JIB. f f .214bj FZQ. f f . 82a, 
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again smt armies agaimt hla. The Shah had gracioiasly told 
2;ahld Beg that ahould the PUnce stand in any need of his help, 
he TiBDiild he glad to render i t » Accordingly he was nov des-
patching Kh-waja Haji^ who had accompained Zahifl Beg, to 
ejqplain to the siiah his predicament and seek his ins true tlons« 
The princes* ancestors had sought help from that faitily of the 
Prophet and in the past and ted attained their objectives 
with this help* sJiaii^ ^han msf ther^ore, acting in accordance 
with the traditions of his forefathers and was con f ide t that 
the ghah wuld show him favours. 
A reply was sent to the Pslnce with Khwa^ a Haji ^ 
2 
was dismissed early in 1625» in this l e t ter the Shah advised 
the Prince to try to obey the orders of his bmevolent father 
and seek his favour which would bring merit both in this world 
and in the next. He suggested to the prince that he shotCLd 
adopt such an attitude towards bis father the se l f i sh people 
would not succeed in poisonea^ his father*s ear against him, 
and his obedience to his father would become evident to a l l . 
The Shah promised that he vioiild recommend his case to the 
Baperor and would request him not to Iftnd his ear to those who 
1, ghahjahan uses the words yhand^*'i»Nubuwwat wa tUl^ayat. 
2?hef>hiates regarding Al i as the only true successor of 
the prophet, consider him to be the aaij. without any inter-
mediary. The reference to >[i;Layat hy a person of ghah-
jahan's religious views is s igni f icant. 
2. AAA. 715; 2SA*iv/110} Letter of Abbas to shahjahan cf.JM. 
f f , 227a; JIB. f f . 216aj F25Q.ff* S3a; SSA* iv/llO. 
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spoke against bis son. He hoped that the SSaperor vjould pay 
due attcntloii to Ms recanmendatiom 
I t is signif icant tiiat in his l e t t e r the shsli attonpted 
to please Jahan.gir fcy advising shahjahm to seek the favour of 
his father. I t may also be noted that notwithstanding the 
promise contained i>euthe l e t t e r , the shah did not sand cny 
recoinmendation to J'ahangir regarding shahjahan, &7m though he 
had interceded \dth Jahangir on many occasion includ5.ng the 
case of the Deccsm states^" 
Ihe defeat of Yalftngtush and the arrival of another Pers-
ian envoy at the Mughal court brought about a change in the 
attitude of the Uzbeks* Kassr Muhammad now tried to start 
negotiations •with Jahangir. gome tlm® in 1625 aad envoy came 
« 
from NazJ* Muhammad. The Khan apologised f o r Yalangtush^s 
attack on Ghaznin. He also requested that as relation betwe®a 
his men his men and the Governor of I^biil had become strained, 
i t "would be better to transfer the commander* Jahangir accepted 2 
his request and Khana-sad Khan ijas replaced by Khwaja jj.bul Hasan. 
1. Dr.RaMm is of the opinion that the mission of Aqa Beg 
(Aqa Muhammad Musta^tfi?) was also meant to reccmm^d the 
case of Shahjahan to jahangir (Rahtm 43). Bat i t seans 
certain that IChwaja Haji reached the Persian court when 
Aqa Muhammad Mustayfi had already been despatched for the 
Mughal court (AM. 712, 715). 
2.- TJ. 393^  MJ. f . 8Sb, 
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Aqa Mtiliamraad Mtistatifi reached the Mughal court in 
October 1625 and was received favourably. The reason for this 
change in the attitude of Jahangir might be esspalined partly 
by the attitude of the Uzbeks, who in^ipite 'of fer ing an 
apology for Yal«ttgtush«s attack had demanded the transfer of 
the Mughal commander, ond partly due to internal probloas* 
Shahjahsn was not only in open rebellion but had also started 
negotiations wtth the shah. Though the shah had not encouraged 
the prince, fhe fac t that negotiation were taking place would 
have certainly created an anxiety in the mind of Jahangir, He 
therefore welcaaed the friendly attitude of Poroia. The Persian 
envoy was detained at the court Cor about f i v e months and then 
was dismissed in March 1686, A robe of honour, a Jewelled 
dagger and thirty ti»5usand rt^ees were bestowed t^on him at 
1 . 
the time of dismissal and a l e t ter was sent to the sbah* 
2 
In this l e t te r , jahangir described the reception of the 
envoy, and congratulated the sbah on his victory over Baghdad. 
In reply to the suggestion fo r the exchange of let ters and 
maintenHioe of friendship, Jahanglr wrote that he also was 
desrioUs of continuing the old friendship and expressed his 
hope that the shah would likewise infom him about his af fa irs 
in future^ 
1. TJ. 3991 IQJ. iii/699; MJ. f f , 83. 
2. Letter of Jahangir to shah c f . JM. f f . 223a. 
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Shortly after the dismissal of Aqa Muhammad Mustaufi 
from th© Mughal court, reconciliation took place between 
Jahangir and shahjahan (March 1626). To wash the blot of 
rebell ion from himself and probably to secure the s^pathies 
of the Shah in a possible c i v i l war, ghahjahsn sent Isha^ Beg 
Yazdi to the shah with a l e t t e r in which he infomed the la t te r 
that according to his instructkb^he had sulmitted to Jahangiri" 
In JUnfe 1626, ghahjahan himself started f o r Thatta with 
a view to go Persia* I t i s d i f f i c u l t to explain this act of 
Shahjahan, for, reconciliation had takm place between father 
and son and the shah had so f a r shown no aicouragement to him. 
However, his defeat at Thatta, his i l lness , the f a l l of Mahabat 
Khan and f ina l l y the death of Priaee parvez in October 1626, 
2 induced shahjahan to return to the Deccan in Nov. 1626. 
Sometime in 1626 or 1627, Ishaq Beg Yagdi returned fran 
Persia with the reply of the Shah to ghah;jahan. In this letter 
the shah appreciated the action of the Prince in acting upon 
his advice and submitting to Ms father. The shah again s\igg-
ested to the Prince to seek the favour of his father, ybo was 
3 
his v i s ib l e God. 
This l e t t e r i s not available to us. The infoimafelon is 
based on the reply which the Shah s®it to shahjahan c f . 
JM. 228b. 
2. TJ. 413 I Qj. • i i i/610j Beni Prasad i .|-ahangir 416-19 j 
Banarsi Prasad i ahah.iahan 53-54. 
3* Letter of Abbas to Shahjahan of . f f . 228b. 
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sometime between March and Atagust 1626, anotlier 
ambassador of Nazr Muijaamad, shah Khwa^ a by name, waited upon 
Jahangir who was then dominated byMahabat Khan. The envoy-
brought a le t ter and some presents wMch included Turkish 
slaves. In Novanber 1626, Shah Kh-waja was dismissed by jahangir 
AA 1 
x^ith Bs* 40,000 f o r the envoy some presents for his master* 
After these preliminary steps, the main objective of 
the oabassies ws® put forward by the embassy of Khwaja Abdtir 
Rahim wbo was a popular suTi saint of Transoxlana, and there-
f o r e was espected to carry on the mission more successfully. 
He wag sent by Imam Quli, the ruler of Bukhara with a le t ter 
to Jahangir. He was received some time before March 1627, with 
I 
great favour. The." l e t ter which he brought from Imam Quli, 
contained a proposal for the renewal of the so called allaince 
of Abdullah Khan and Akbar fo r the division of Persia* in 
view of the recent hosti l ity between Persia and India on the 
question of qandahar, Imam Qi;(ll bad tried to induce Jahangir 
to cooperate with him in his compaign against Persia to open 2 
the route to Mecca, imam Qtai al«o pleaded with Jahangir the 
case of shahjahan. I t seons that ghahjahftn had approached not 
only shah Abbas but also Imam Qifl-i. ghereas the sbah did not 
send-^ any recommendation, Imam QUli did. 
1. TJ. 41. 
2. TJ. 416 J IQJ. lii/612j MJ. f f . 111. 
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I t seems probable that the Bh&h heard about the 
diplonatic overttires at the Uzbeks e-t the Mugh&l court* tphis 
nevs mtist -hiave disturbed laim. But perhaps he was not fully-
aware of the nature of the Uzbek proposal. He had probably 
anticipated that as a result of Yalangtush*s attacks, there 
* 
was'no l ik^ihood of an anti-Persian coalition between the 
Mughals and the Uzbeks* Moreover, after the death of Parvez 
he must have assumed that shahjahan was the l ike ly successor 
to the throne, and his r^ations with shahjahan were cordial, 
presunably he did not know that Imam Q\a,i had also engrained 
himself in ghahjah6ei»s favour. Consequently, he decided, 
some time in 1627, to send Takhta Beg Yazbashi on an embassy 
to jahangir to o f f e r condoloice on the death of parvez. The 
Shah wrote two very brief letters for being despatched with 
Takhta Beg, one was addressed to J'ahangir and the other to 
Nur Jahan Begun* Both these letters are very brief and fomal . 
However, the Shah did not consider that the situation daaan-
ded any urgency and there was a d^ay in the despatch of 
the aabassy* Even before Takhta Beg had l e f t Isfahan news 
arrived that Jahangir had died on 8th Novetaber 16273" 
After the death of Jahangir the ahah apparently 
decided to watfch the situation et the Mughal court. He must 
have f e l t that in view of pol i t ica l disturbances, shah jahan 
1. MA» 750^  afhe letters c f . JM.ff.218 
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•would not b© able to a-pply his mind either to the proposal 
of the tJzboljs or to the problem of Qandahar, Consequentaiy 
he VB.S in no htirry to send an embassy to shahjahan with a 
message of condolence* He irfTote a le t ter to ;^ hah;)ahan offering 
his condolence on the death of Jahangir, and expressing his 
hope that the new monarch would forget the bitterness (catssed 
by his rebell ion)» idOXjCLd devote himself to the task of a l l 
his subjects, and vjould continue the best ta'aditlons of his 
predecessors. 
Ihe l e t ter has been preservedi but there i s no record 
in the chronicles of either Persia or India that i t was , in 
f a c t , salt. I t se«is probable that i t was written la te In 
but before an oabassy coiild be actually despatched, shah 
Abbas died in January 1629. 
1. Letter of Abbas to shahjahan (1628) c f . JM.ff. 229a. 
B L , X Q Q U A ? 
1 ssmm. 
( a ) Persian Clironiclea i -
Tarlldvl«.Alem«»Areul..Abl>asl ( Tel^ani 1314 A* H*) 
TMs i s one of the tyo contoaporary works on shah 
Abba©* re igaj written W the court historian, Munshi Iskandar 
Beg, wiio joined the court of Shah Abbas in 1025 A.H, (1616-17) 
and thereafter vm an eye^-witaess of the events until the 
d ^ t h of the shah. To the other -work, Abbasnsa^a or the diary 
of COvrt-astronomer Jalal Munajjim, the writer coiiLd not f ind 
access. 
Though the Alam Ara-i-Abbasi contains a good accotint 
of the reigns of shah Ismail I , s^ah Tahaasp, s i^ah Ismail I I 
and Shah Muhammad Khudabaiida, i t is mainly the history of the 
reign of shah Abbas I . I t i s po l i t i ca l history in the s t r i c t 
sense of the term, describing only the battles and the 
mi l i tary act iv i ty of the shah on d i f f e r en t Jjroi'jits. I t contains 
considerable information about the pol i t tca l developments in 
Turan, their af fects on the frontier provinces of Persia and 
Abbas' conf l ic t with them. I t also gives a detailed account 
of shah Abbas' relations with the Ottomans. 
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^ regard the subject of dissertation, i t contains a 
detailed account of mbassy between India and Persia until 
1604» Thereafter i t has recorded only four or f i v e Persian 
^bassies to IncSia* i t &rm does not f m i i s h any infonnation 
about the embassies of Mustafa Beg, ifttoamod KL^, sayyid 
Haean etc. I t i s f r m Tugute-i*Jahangiri that we about 
yt 
than* 
No maatlon has beoa made W Iskandar of the informal 
embassies nor of the coBimercial missions between Jahangir 
and Abbas or betwem Persia and India generally, She infoima-
tion regarding the relations with the Deccan states is also 
inadequate. 
I ts chronology is defective, and i t s pro-Persian bias 
pronounced. The account of the invasions of qandahar in 1606 
and 1622, appear to have been writtflw-fro® »hindsight** 
Not-withstaiiding thestshortcomings, i t ronains the 
principal and the most detailed source for the study of gimh 
Abbas*s reign. I t provides infoimation on many points on which 
others are silent. Pbr example, the intrigue of Abdullah Khan 
with Muzaffar Husain Mirza,=;ii44 of ijandahar is mentioned only 
by Iskandar, and not l>«en by Abul FajO- similarly, Jahangir*s 
attitude to '^ds zainul Beg after the occupation of qandahar 
by the pr^^ins , is given in AAAt but not in the ITugiuk. 
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(b) Mughal Chronicles i -
Akbamama of Abul Fagl Allaml (Bib. Ind,, 3 vols. ) 
Akbamama furnishes detailed infoimatlon about the 
relation of Akbar tdth shah Abbas on the one hand and \tfith 
the Uzbeks on the other*. Abul pagl has also quoted scaae of 
the letters sent W Akbar to shah Abbas and to Abdullah Khan* 
Through incidental references, suffioient l ight is 
thro"wn on Akbar»s attttude towards Persia and Turan and his 
policy towards gandahar which was burning probl^ for the 
gafavid and the Mughals. 
Abul Fa si 's bias in favour of Akbar is weill-iQiown and 
corujiterbalances the prejudice of Iskandar MUtishi, However, 
in spite of the bias in interpretation^Abul Fad. mentions 
most of the facts, though some of these are merely hinted 
at in the garb of similies and metaphors* 
The continuation of Akbamama after the death of Abul 
pazl was apparmtly written early in the reign of shahjahan. 
This continiiation is based on Igbalnama^i-.Jahangiri« whose 
second volume was written about the yeat 161^. However, in 
pasoiphfirasing and s<iafeising the version of Igbalnama. the 
continuation had clarif ied some of the ambi<|ous points of 
the foimer» 
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Raufat-ut-Tahlriti, B.M«MS* Ko.Or. 168. j Rlett 1/199 i -
Compiled by Tahir Muhammad B. Iraad-»ud-Dln Hasan 
Sabzwari, completed in 1014 A.H, (1605)* I t is a general 
histoiy, from the time of the prophet to the year 1014 
(1606), I t s chapter VI deals « l th the Mughals of India 
I . ' , V - . 
and chapter VII contains an account of the gafavids. The 
author held some o f f i c e under Akhar. He was the brother 
of Khwajagi Siiltan Ahnad, a poet of Akbar»s court. Being 
a Persian by origine, the author seons to be considerably 
interested in Indian relations with Persia. He has given 
the account of almost al l the embassies and many of the 
le t ters sent> vuith or brought ; by these embassies. Though 
no new infomatlon i s furnished by the author, i t stands 
almost e(juai to Akbamama in describing the r^at ion of the 
Safavids and theMughals during the reign of Akbar. I t 
helps to the information of Akbamama. The book 
also describes the relations of Akbar with Abdullah Khan 
Uzbek, 
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!Puzul6-i»jahanglri (©yed itoa^, Kat lon, 1864) 
The famous autobiograpj^ of the Siip6i?or ^ahangir was 
written W himself from his accession t i l l the end of the 
year 1*622'^  and then wJritten on-his behalf until about June 
1624, I^ T Mii'fcsms^ d Khan, Duping the 18th <sentury Mirssa Hadl 
ifTote a continuation do^ ai to the accession of Simhjah^* This 
continuation i s based upon Iqbalnama«.i*Jahans^lri and the 
other chronicles of the 17th century^-
The;' value of the Tuzuk l i e s not only in the authentic 
ref lect ion of the aaperor»s views and undwstanding but also 
in the detailed nature of the account l e f t by the Emperor. 
I t gives a very detailed account of the exchange of onbagsies 
between Persia and India, and qvotes the text of many le t ters . 
I t i s mainly on the basis' of the Tuguk that we leajcn about 
the informal envoys and the commercial missions such as ttose 
of Muhammad Husain Chelebi, Baji Raflq and Abdul Karim Ciilani, 
In spite of the intimate nature of the narrative, 
jahangir wrote his autobiography with a view to publication 
and his statanents are, therefore, not always frank and candid. 
For example, describing the news of the death of Khusrau, he 
records the event b«a.dly. But in a secret le t ter which he 
sent to Mirza Ra;ja jaln Singh after shahjahan's rebellion, 
he has e ^ l i c i t l y blamed the latter fo r bringing about Khusrau»s 
death. One should, therefore, be on gaurd in accepting 
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jahaaglr^s cotmaents regarding the f a l l of Qandahar at their 
face value, perhaps, the Eiaperoa? has not beeaa entirely frank 
in recording his reactions^ 
I^ba^ama^i^jahangirJ, of Mutamad Khan (Mawal K i s t o e press 
Muhomniad Sharif B. Dost Muhammad, a native of Persia, 
was given the t i t l e of Mutamad Khan by jahangir in 1608. He 
vas f o r a time the Bakhshi of Ahadis and subsecjuentay sent 
to the Beccan as the Bakhshi of Khurram»s army* On rejoining 
the court, he continued to serve as one of the Bakhshis. He 
raaained at the court until Jahangir»s death and rose to be 
the Mir Bakhshi in 1637 in which position he was holding t i l l 
the time of his death in 1639. Because of his close associa-
tion with the court he i3&d exc^lent sources of infomation 
and an access to court secrets. 
In the s\imaer 1620, while he was with the Eaperor in 
Kashnir, he completed, at the latter* s instance, his I gbalnams 
i-Jahangiri in two volumes i the f i r s t dealing with Babur and 
Humayun and the second with Akbar. The account of Akbar is 
givaa year vise. 
1. Regarding these comments on the Tuguk^  I have accepted 
the views of my revered teacher, p^7essor s*NurtCL Hasan. 
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I t appears that some time during the reign of ghahjahan 
Mutamad Khan decided to add a third voluae dealing \dth the 
reign of Jahangir^" 
As hais b e ^ mentioned ear l ier , Mutamad Khan wrote the 
portion of the Tuzuk on Jah)angir»s belialf ^ dealing iidth the 
account of January 1623 to Jme 1624* He also wrote the 
l i t t l e khown vork Ahwal»i«ghahzad(|I.>i..shah.iahan Badshah. The 
la t t e r wrfc hardly provides any additional, information regard* 
ing his relation with Persia. 
For his account of Akbar, Mutamad Khan re l ies heavily 
on the Akbaynama^ though, occasionally h© provides additional 
information. But f o r the account of Akba3«s reign after the 
assissination of Abul FazL, i t i s an extronely valuable and 
r ich source of infomaftton. I t i s the only source for incidents 
l i k e the intrigues of the Persians with Mirssa Hasan of Badakh-
shan and their attack i^t . 
For jahanglr»s reign, the account i s meagre and largely 
based i;5)on the Tuzuk. Even here, additional infoimation is 
1» This opinion is again based on the observations of 
professor s^N^rul Hasan. In the earl iest kno-wn copy of 
the wrk , transcribed in 1635, i . e . during the l i f e time 
of the author, the third vol me i s missing and in the 
author*s preface only two volumes have been referred to 
( c f . Banklpur vii/56a.61). 
• 1B2 -
occasionally givm swh as the presnece of Htigain Khan, the 
Oovemor of Herat at QSndahar during the Persian attack of 
I606i Hawever, from the middle of 1624 m t l l the death of 
jahangir, Mutaiaad Khsm gives an independent account. Even 
thpough he was strongly Mas in favotir of shahjahan is> there^ 
f o r e , less than jiast to Nur Jahan, his accounts of relation 
with Persia are objective, though not very detailed. 
Maasir.i-Jahangiri MS. t i l l the 20th R.Y. and BanMpur 
vii/663 for the rest ) s-
A a story of the early l i f e ^ d reign of Jahangir by 
Khwa^a Kamgar Husaini written in 1630, The author was the 
nephew of the fatnotjs Jahangiri noble, Abdullah Khan Plroz Jang. 
He was closely associated with Jahangir«s court during the 
second half of his reign and served under Mm in various capa-
c i t i e s . In 1631, he was g i^m the t i t l e of Ghairat Khan ify 
Shahjah^. In 1639 he was appointed the <3ovemor of Delhi, but 
was socn transfered to the Governorship of Thatta where he died 
in 1641. 
Maasir-i^Jahangiri«s.account i s based largely on the 
Tu^alJ though l;t i s veiy br ie f . From' the period June 1624 to 
the end of Jahangir»s reign he has given his narrative indepen-
dently. Although many of the facts recorded by Kamgar and 
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Mutsmsid Kiiaaa. are common, there I s oonsiderable divergence on 
a number of points such as question of the removal of Khanagad 
Khan from the Governorship of Kabul. Since both Mutatnad Khan 
and Kamgar Husain«.were preseiit at the court vhm the incident 
tooJc place, i t i s di f f ic ia l t to jT4ge x^ rhich verson corresponds 
to fact* Kamgar Husaini..is the only author who has qiKJted 
the text of the ' letter sent by Imam Quli to jahangir through 
Khwaja Abdur Eahim in 1627. 
Since Kamgar Husaini Shares withMutamad Khan a pro-
Shahjahand bias, there i s hardly any difference between the 
oiatlook of the two. 
Anfa»ul*Akhbar i - (A.M.U. Botograph of CBD Ifirderabad Ms.) 
Compiled by Muhammad B. Da\aat Husain-i-BaiakL. The 
manuscript has bean transcribed by the author h ims^ . IThe 
date of i t s compilation as given by the compiler i s Muharram 
1037' (geptaaber, October 162?). 
I t i s a brief general history beginning from the reign 
of Tirmur to the year of i t s conclusion, the reign of Jahangir. 
The author joined the Mughal court in 41 reginal year of 
Akbar and was probably given an o f f i c e . 
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Though i t furnishes l i t t l e new or dets^led imfonBation 
either f o r Akbar*s reign or that of Jahsngir, being a contoa-
porary source, i t serves to'corroborate the infoiwation given 
by the other authors. 
Tarikh^i-Dilkush t (Cambridge University, Klng»s College MS» 
No. 71)t 
Compiled by Inayat miah Kanbuh, some time between 
1658-1671, during the reign of Aurangzeb, 
a 
I t is/general history of the Mongols including that of 
the Mughal Emperors of India, wlig—was down to the reign of 
Shahjahan, which was the main purpose of the compilation of 
the work, 
Though i t does not furnish much new infomation and te-^  
generally based on Akbamama^ a.t provides occaionally new 
facts and helps to corroborate the information supplied by the 
other authors. 
( e ) The Beccan Chronicles t-
In spite of the f ac t that tfe«t% a number of histories 
were writ tm in the Deccan during the 16th and the 17th centu-
r ies > including the celeborated work of Ferishta and the 
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Basatlms salatln* I t is susprising not one of them pays any 
attention to relations of the Deccan Mngdoias with Shah Abbas. 
Mhtttev^r Information w© have on this question is either 
from the text of letters which have been preserved in the 
di f ferent collection or the Persian and Mughal chronicles. 
fbr the study of the relations of the rulers of two 
countries the importance of the text of letters i s evident. 
A f u l l picture of the relations of Indiai^ and Persia cotild 
t 
tto=fe on erg e only after the study of the chronicles, fhese 
let ters bear references to some important ia©4h©i»s of conimon 
Interest and this help us in understanding the pol i t ical 
problems and their effects on International relations. Much 
infomation could be gathered only frcsn thea«^letters. These 
let ters aXso serve to corroborate facts in chronicles. For-
tunately a large number of these letters has been preserved 
in various collections. Many of these letters have been 
quoted in the chronicles themselves such as in Akbamama^  
The collectioais of the letters to which we could find 
access* are as follows* 
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us khsul*.Jam^l^Murasilat 
B.M. MS. No# Add* 7688j Rieu l/388a. 
Compiled by Abva Qaglm ivagKll IMdar, in about 10&2 
(1642-43 A.B.), 
I t i s a Qolleotion of letters written by or addressed 
to the sovereigns of Persia and the nolghbotiring countries 
and their ^tjajjlr , including slso royal diplomas, from the time 
of Alp Arslan s ^ J ^ to the reign of shah Abbas I I , 
The collection i s compreh®isive has proved to be the 
principle source for the study of the subject. Being a near 
conteraporaiy collection, compiled d\jring the reign of shah 
Saf i , by a person who was attached to the court, i t s authen* 
c i ty can not be doubted. I t contains almost a l l the letters 
exchanged between Shah Abba^ and Indian rulers or princes. 
fAf-
Many of/ these available only in this collection. I t also 
contains a few letters concerning the Deccan which are of great 
importance for t h ^ throw l ight on the policy of Shah Abbas in 
regard to the Deccan and to the Mughal itoperors. 
I t also contains other l e t te r which, though not directly 
conedmed with India, refer to some Important probloas concern-
ing India. 
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>|-AMI»UL*INAHA T*- (B.M*MSI NO^LTOS; Bleu ili/984). 
• k / 
I t compiled by Munshi Bhagchand, some time in 1850. 
I t i s a collection of the letters of the rulers of India 
and Persia and of some Mi rs and the o f f i c i a l s of/ the court 
of D^hi. 
I t is among the basic sources for the contemporaiy 
documents. Though many of the letters in this collection are 
fand in other collections also, i t incdLudes a few which are 
not given in other'collection, for exataple the let ter of 
Jahangir to Abbas (1608) and the let ter of AbdUI Momln to 
Abbas and vice versa, These two letters are of considerable 
tignificance for t h ^ throw l ight on the relations of Akbar 
vdth Abbas and Abdul Munin» 
Falyag^ui-oawamin I » (A.M.U. Ma« Abdijs saiam Collection No. 
as 324/94). 
The collection contains many letterswMch are found in 
the other collection* mrationed above* However, i t contains 
a -letter of Akbar to Baqi Khan, the ruler of Bukhara, ^^rittsn 
in 1602-0a which is no-t found in above collections. This 
l e t t e r throvjJ l ight on the last phase of Abbas relations with 
Akbar. 
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^^^ (N.K.Press edition) i -
Thls Invaluame collection of AbtO. Fa^«s letters 
includes most of the letters of Akbar to Shah Abbas and to 
Abdullah Khan Uzbeks, Many of them are also f ^ d in Akbamama 
i t s e l f and In the other collection$» 
A number of European traveOLlers and merchsaits whose 
accounts are available to us bave thrown interesting side-
l ights on the i^a t ions of Sbah Abbas 1 \dth rulers of India, 
Among these special mention miy.' be made of i Pietro del^ a val le 
who is the ojily author to give the date of the arrival of Khan 
Alan at the Persian courtj and, s i r Thomas Roe wbos« gives 
an Inter^t ing account of the rec^t lon given at the Mughal 
court to Muhammad Riza Beg and his own reaction to this recep-
tion, Foster^s L.R. and English Factorj^ea j.n 3;ndj.a contain 
occasional references. Danvers recension of contemporaiy 
Portuguese sources givm in his valuable work, yhe R3,se gf 
Pprt^ ^gUgg,? ppygr i s invaluable for the study 
of the relations of the Portuguese with Persia as well as India, 
Persian BLographiGal Works i* 
The biographical t^ orks prepared in India during the 
17th and ISth centuries are useful for the study of occasional 
facts and invaluable for the study of a connected account of the 
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principal Mughal officers* Mong thos^ -i^ose biographies 
have been fotina specially useftiL are Khan-l-Alam, Mirza Ghassl*. 
Mlrza BUS tarn safavi, Ehan-i-Bauran, Khaaaagad Khan and Abdul 
Aziz Khan» 
7.akhirat*ul»Khwanii^ t By shaikh Farid Bhakkari (Vol I Karachi 
^ Edition, ?o l . I I and m A.M.U.MSO 
The vjork was compiled during the reign of shahjahan in 
1660 ^ t h additions t^to 16S8. ©le f l i -st vo lme deals with 
the nobles of Akbar, the second with that jahangir and the 
third with ghahjahan. 
Ma»aslr»ta.*tfaara <Bib.lnd« 3 voluaes s-
Ihis monumental biographical dictionary of the Mughal 
nolSLes compiled T^ jr ghah Kavaz Khan in the 18th century^ i s 
invaluatjle f o r a l l students of Mughal history. Though the 
author borrows heavily frors zakhirat»ul^ Khwonin. and the 
other woLl-knoijn chroniclesf he occasionally supplies fresh 
information* 
TarMrat-m^Ifoara (A.M.U. MS.) 
V/ritten by Kewal Ram, i t contains concise notices of 
Indian nobles and zamindars who served the Mughals from the 
time of Akbar to that of A\arangzeb» Ccanpleted in 1727, i t is 
specially useful f o r the biographies of the Hindu nobles and 
chiefs. 
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IXmmpm mm 
(a) (EeysAffl) i 
g^ndagenl«i-shah Abbas % (Tehran, 4 voXmes) 
I t is a monograph based on the slaidy of original Persian 
sources I i^ritten by modem Persian scholar, Nasrullah Palsafi, 
a professor in Tehran TMversity. I t is principally a bio-
grapl^ r of shah Abbas and not a political history of his reign. 
A whole volme deals with the personal qualities of the 
monarch. 
The IV volume deals iidth the •attitude of the monarch 
towards the foreigners and foreign ambassadors* and contains 
/ 
the text or summaxy of many of the letters of Shah Abbas to 
Indian rulers, some of which could not be traced in the 
collections maitioned above. I t is obvious that the author 
had access to some contemporaiy source vhlch are not available 
to us. 
l^ odem Works (English) i -
Beni Prasad- . . . k HI story of Jahangiry Allahabad 1930. 
BrounetS.a. . . . A Literary History of Persia. 
Kier, D.L. ••• A History of the QttomansCa Volunes). 
Malcolm . . . A Blfltory of PersiaC2 volumes). 
HaMm, A. . . . tl^ ghaa, gefitra^ 
Saksma, B.P. ^ ^ p y pf, pf Allahabad 
1932, 
smith, V.A. . . . Akbar the Gj^ eat Mogu!^ . Oxford 1J919. 
Sykes, P. . . . A .it^tpffy Qt 
Trlpathl, R.p. . . . Mge A gaj,! of fi^ e, MQt^^. 
Allahabad 1966. 
Note s Books which contain only incidental references 
but have no direct bearing on the subject have 
not been listed above* even though they may have 
been cited in the text. 
